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1    CASE NUMBER:                       BC 534466
 
2    CASE NAME:                         STATE OF CAL V. GARDENS
 
3    LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA            THURSDAY, DECEMBER 11, 2014
 
4    DEPARTMENT 323                     ELIHU M. BERLE, JUDGE
 
5    REPORTER:                          DAVID A. SALYER, CSR 4410
 
6    TIME:                              10:10 A.M.
 
7                                 -o0o-
 
8           THE COURT:  Good morning, counsel.  Calling the case of
 
9    State of California ex rel. versus Gardens Regional Hospital
 


10    and all related cases.
 


11           Counsel, your appearances.
 


12           MR. BERGER:  Good morning, your Honor.  Justin Berger
 


13    of Cotchett, Pitre & Mc Carthy on behalf of plaintiffs.
 


14           THE COURT:  Good morning.
 


15           MR. NIXON:  Ryon Nixon, Cotchett, Pitre & McCarthy, on
 


16    behalf of the plaintiffs.
 


17           MS. CASTLES:  Good morning, your Honor.  Claire Castles
 


18    with Jones Day on behalf of the St. Bernadine Medical Center.
 


19           THE COURT:  Good morning.
 


20           MR. POTH:  Good morning, your Honor.  James Poth, also
 


21    from Jones Day, on behalf of the St. Bernadine Medical Center.
 


22           THE COURT:  Good morning.
 


23           MR. OLSON:  Good morning, your Honor. Chris Olson from
 


24    Latham & Watkins on behalf of the Defendant Jeffrey
 


25    Cantanzarite.
 


26           THE COURT:  Good morning.
 


27           MS. GREEN:  Tracy Green for Tri-City and Gardens
 


28    Regional Hospital.
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1           THE COURT:  Good morning.
 
2           MS. IKELS:  Good morning, your Honor.  Zuzana Ikels on
 
3    behalf of Riverside Community Hospital.
 
4           THE COURT:  Good morning.
 
5           MR. BASS:  Good morning, your Honor.  Jonathan Bass,
 
6    also on behalf of Riverside.
 
7           THE COURT:  Good morning.
 
8           MR. GRAF:  Good morning, your honor.  Mark Graf for
 
9    Defendant Beryl Weiner.
 


10           MR. STOLL:  Good morning, your Honor.  Richard Stoll
 


11    for Defendant South Bay Hospital.
 


12           THE COURT:  Good morning.
 


13           MR. MOSKOWITZ:  Good morning, your Honor. Paul
 


14    Moskowitz on behalf of Healthpointe.
 


15           THE COURT:  Good morning.
 


16           MR. BYRNE:  Good morning, your Honor.  Mark Byrne on
 


17    behalf of Dr. Akmakjian.
 


18           MR. FENTON:  Good morning, your Honor. Benjamin Fenton
 


19    on behalf of Dr. Joseph Vanderlinden.
 


20           MR. TALWAR:  Vibhu Talwar (unintelligible).
 


21           MR. HOFFMAN:  Good morning, your Honor.  Brian Hoffman
 


22    on behalf of Dr. Ahmed in the Cavalieri case.
 


23           THE COURT:  Good morning.
 


24           MR. BARNHILL:  Good morning.  Steve Barnhill on behalf
 


25    of Defendant Gurvinder Uppal.
 


26           THE COURT:  Good morning.
 


27           MR. HUGHES:  Tracy Hughes on behalf of Defendants
 


28    Dr. Bergey and --
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1           MR. PHAN:  Good morning, your Honor.  Robert Phan on
 
2    behalf Dr. Khalid Ahmed on the Golia, Bravo and Moses matters.
 
3           THE COURT:  Good morning.
 
4           MR. HUTCHINSON:  Good morning, your Honor.  Robert
 
5    Hutchinson, Cotchett, Pitre & Mc Carthy, on behalf of qui tam
 
6    plaintiff as well as Plaintiffs Golia, Bravo, Cavalieri and
 
7    Moses.
 
8           THE COURT:  Good morning.
 
9           MR. BAYLES:  Good morning, your Honor.  David Bayles
 


10    from Arent Fox for Defendants HealthSmart Pacific, Inc. d/b/a
 


11    Pacific Hospital of Long Beach, International Implants, LLC,
 


12    and Michael Arabot.
 


13           THE COURT:  Good morning.
 


14           MS. WILLIAMS:  Good morning, your Honor.  Meredith
 


15    Williams of Jones Day on behalf of St. Bernadine's.
 


16           THE COURT:  Good morning.
 


17           MR. MOSES:  Good morning, your Honor.  Dan Moses on
 


18    behalf of Rancho Cucamonga Community Hospital in the Bravo
 


19    matter.
 


20           THE COURT:  Good morning.
 


21           Any other appearances?  Anyone on Court Call?
 


22           MS. WILCOX:  Yes, your Honor, Jean Wilcox for Defendant
 


23    Parkview Community Hospital.
 


24           THE COURT:  Good morning.
 


25           Anyone else?
 


26           MS. WONG:  Good morning, your Honor.  This is Cyndi
 


27    Wong on behalf of the Rancho Cucamonga Community Hospital,
 


28    LLC, d/b/a Rancho Specialty Hospital.
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1           THE COURT:  Good morning.  Anyone else?
 
2           I have received a proposed order for the appointment of
 
3    Mr. David Salyer as court reporter pro tem.
 
4           Any objection?
 
5           Not hearing any objection, Mr. Salyer is hereby
 
6    appointed court reporter pro tem.
 
7           Good morning, Mr. Salyer.
 
8           THE REPORTER:  Good morning.
 
9           THE COURT:  The matter on calendar today is a joint
 


10    demurrer to the first-amended complaint in the case of the
 


11    State ex rel. Serandie & Reynolds versus Gardens Regional
 


12    Hospital.
 


13           Anyone wish to be heard on that?
 


14           MS. CASTLES:  Yes, your Honor.  The defendants --
 


15    Claire Castles with Jones Day.  We would like to be heard on
 


16    this matter.
 


17           THE COURT:  Okay.  Please proceed.
 


18           MS. CASTLES:  Your Honor, there are a number of issues
 


19    that we believe are dispositive of the issues in this case.
 


20           The defendants' plan today is as follows:  The goal is
 


21    for -- what we will do is address two dispositive issues today
 


22    that are addressing many of the defendants.  Many of the
 


23    defendants have joined these arguments.  Then in addition to
 


24    that, what we will do is we will also address an argument
 


25    that's unique to the facts as alleged against St. Bernadine.
 


26           After we complete that, a number of other counsel will
 


27    speak to issues that are specific to their clients and then we
 


28    will also have counsel for Riverside who will speak to some
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1    other issues that also apply to a number of the moving
 
2    defendants.
 
3           THE COURT:  Okay.
 
4           MS. CASTLES:  If that's acceptable, your Honor, I would
 
5    like to start with the first dispositive issue.
 
6           THE COURT:  All right.
 
7           MS. CASTLES:  Your Honor, the first dispositive issue
 
8    is the public disclosure bar.
 
9           Specifically, the plaintiffs' own allegations are
 


10    dispositive of the public disclosure issue.
 


11           There is a fundamental bargain in the qui tam
 


12    provisions where individuals who have information of fraud or
 


13    inappropriate conduct can bring that genuinely valuable
 


14    information forward, and in return for this information that
 


15    the Government, or in the case of the Insurance Fraud
 


16    Prevention Act the private insurer may not know they're able
 


17    to receive a portion of those public funds or private monies
 


18    for this valuable information.
 


19           But the public disclosure bar is an important mechanism
 


20    inside that qui tam provision.  Specifically, it serves to
 


21    make sure that those individuals that do not provide any
 


22    significant information on their own or have not provided any
 


23    information that provides notice to the government or the
 


24    insurer are not able to get an unmerited recovery of those
 


25    public funds and private monies.
 


26           As discussed in the Ninth Circuit in the Bates case,
 


27    which we discuss in our moving papers, the public disclosure
 


28    bar applies where it is clear that the public disclosures are
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1    sufficient to place the Government on notice of the alleged
 
2    fraud or practices prior to the filing of the qui tam action.
 
3           Here we know that the public information was sufficient
 
4    to provide notice to the government to conduct an
 
5    investigation because by plaintiffs' own allegations and
 
6    argument we know that the -- we know that a government
 
7    investigation did take place.
 
8           Specifically, your Honor, I would like to point out
 
9    that the plaintiffs' own argument is that defendant Drobot's
 


10    plea agreement -- and I would refer you to their opposition,
 


11    page 52, lines 12 through 13 -- states that this plea
 


12    agreement details the same transactions and fraudulent conduct
 


13    that plaintiffs allege in this civil proceeding.
 


14           Here the Government was on notice to investigate the
 


15    fraud, and did, in fact, investigate the fraud.
 


16           The fact that the plaintiffs attempt to disagree with
 


17    the results of this investigation or the discussion of the
 


18    investigation in the plea agreement does not make the public
 


19    disclosure bar inapplicable.
 


20           In fact, plaintiffs look to the Horizon West case in
 


21    their opposition and, your Honor, we agree.  The Horizon West
 


22    case is a perfect example because in the Horizon West case
 


23    they articulate that the fundamental purpose of the test is to
 


24    determine whether the information was sufficient to put the
 


25    Government on notice to conduct an investigation.
 


26           Here we know that this test is met because an
 


27    investigation was concluded.
 


28           In the plaintiffs' oppositions they also attempt to
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1    mitigate other public disclosures that were brought in front
 
2    of the Court.  Without going into a lot of detail, what we
 
3    would like to point out is they attempt to distance the 2010
 
4    Wall Street Journal article as it relate to the discussions.
 
5           We would refer your Honor to paragraph 102, where there
 
6    appears to be language that is parallel to a discussion as to
 
7    an insurer making a medical necessity decision.
 
8           They also attempt to mitigate the 2011 Workers' Comp
 
9    Appeal Board, where we have parallel allegations and, in fact,
 


10    Berkshire Hathaway, the only insurer that's identified by name
 


11    by the plaintiffs, raised Insurance Fraud Prevention Act
 


12    allegations.
 


13           Finally, your Honor, we would also like to point out
 


14    plaintiffs' attempt to distance themselves from the FDA
 


15    warnings where there is a discussion of the adulterated
 


16    product.
 


17           Again, we would like to refer the Court to
 


18    paragraph 44, where plaintiffs by their own allegations state
 


19    that, "St. Bernadine breached its responsibility to provide a
 


20    safe environment by receiving misbranded and adulterated
 


21    equipment."
 


22           Dropping down to line 16, "They are not manufactured
 


23    using current good manufacturing practices and did not
 


24    attempt -- did not receive premarket approval."
 


25           Again, this is language that is from the FDA warning
 


26    letters.
 


27           But apart from the fact the plaintiffs have attempted
 


28    to distance themselves from these public disclosure and argued
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1    that they weren't sufficient to meet the Government
 
2    investigation, what is unique in the plaintiffs' opposition is
 
3    for the first time we now have an argument by the plaintiffs
 
4    that they're the original source of the 2012 Wall Street
 
5    Journal article.
 
6           But their own argument admits that they could not have
 
7    been the original source because the 2012 Wall Street Journal
 
8    article discusses an ongoing investigation by the Government
 
9    as early as August, 2011 where there's a discussion in this
 


10    article in dealing with the fact that draft charges had been
 


11    prepared against Defendant Randall.
 


12           Plaintiffs could not have been the source for the
 


13    ongoing investigation described in this 2012 article because
 


14    by their own allegations in paragraph 171, plaintiffs state,
 


15    and I quote, "Plaintiffs had no knowledge of the claims
 


16    alleged herein until just months before filing this complaint
 


17    and did not discover and could not have discovered the
 


18    existence of the scheme until just months before filing this
 


19    complaint."
 


20           Moreover, plaintiffs also fail to meet the original
 


21    source requirement because at no time do they allege direct
 


22    and independent knowledge of information.  And to be original
 


23    sources, plaintiffs cannot rely on information that they
 


24    gather secondhand.
 


25           As discussed in the moving papers, Devlon(ph) speaks to
 


26    this where it speaks that direct knowledge is not present
 


27    where a qui tam plaintiff learns secondhand of the allegations
 


28    of the fraud.
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1           Your Honor, I direct you to repeated statements in the
 
2    first-amended complaint where plaintiffs vaguely lump
 
3    themselves together and rely on secondhand information,
 
4    specifically paragraph 143, where they rely on Arthur
 
5    Garratt(ph), paragraph 150, where they rely on William
 
6    Crowder, paragraph 151, where they rely on McGrath,
 
7    paragraph 152, where they rely on the information collected
 
8    secondhand from Richard Walker, and finally, paragraph 159,
 
9    where they rely on information from Judy Hawkins.
 


10           What is important to point out is that none of these
 


11    individuals are plaintiffs in this matter and some of them are
 


12    defendants.
 


13           Plaintiffs' only real argument against the public
 


14    disclosure bar is that it is not dispositive at this time
 


15    because they attempt to argue in their opposition that there's
 


16    a factual dispute that cannot be resolved at demurrer.
 


17           Simply, as discussed in our reply brief, courts
 


18    routinely resolve these matters on pleadings.  It's an issue
 


19    of jurisdiction and it's appropriate for the Court to look at
 


20    this issue on the pleadings.  I would also point out that --
 


21           THE COURT:  But there is a factual dispute here.  That
 


22    should be decided on a demurrer, and the plaintiffs dispute a
 


23    lot of the things you suggest.  The plaintiffs claim the
 


24    original source of the Wall Street Journal article and a lot
 


25    of the other claims that you raise.  They say that it's not
 


26    the exact same claim that has been raised by the plaintiffs
 


27    here, and maybe they are, maybe they're not.
 


28           Do you think you should decide this on a demurrer or
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1    you should have a factual determination?
 
2           MS. CASTLES:  I don't think we need a factual
 
3    determination, your Honor, for the express purpose that if you
 
4    look at paragraph 171, their own allegations undermine the
 
5    plaintiffs' argument that this is a factual dispute, where
 
6    paragraph 171 states they did not know -- they did not have
 
7    inquiry notice of these facts until just months before filing
 
8    the complaint.
 
9           It is temporally and chronologically impossible for
 


10    plaintiffs to have been the original source or catalyst for
 


11    the ongoing investigation discussed in the 2012 Wall Street
 


12    Journal article.  This is why it is appropriate to deal with
 


13    this issue on demurrer.
 


14           Assuming plaintiffs' allegations and their arguments
 


15    are true, plaintiffs could not be the original source of the
 


16    2011 government investigation discussed in the 2012 article.
 


17           Plaintiffs are not original sources and the public
 


18    disclosure bar of the California False Claims Act and the
 


19    Insurance Fraud Prevention Act bars what is a parasitic and
 


20    opportunistic suit brought by plaintiffs, which brings us to
 


21    the second dispositive issue we would like to discuss with the
 


22    Court.  Because all of this explains why the plaintiffs are
 


23    unable to address any of these claims, these fraud claims,
 


24    with any particularity.
 


25           Again, plaintiffs rely on Ebeid, but this reliance
 


26    dooms their assertion, because Ebeid does not diminish or
 


27    eliminate the particularity requirement.  As discussed in
 


28    Ebeid, plaintiffs must still state with particularity the
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1    alleged scheme.
 
2           Also in Ebeid the Ninth Circuit found that the
 
3    plaintiff in Ebeid did not meet the more lenient Grubbs
 
4    standard.  The Court looked at the fact that the plaintiff
 
5    made only conclusory allegations, offered only a global
 
6    indictment of the defendants' business.  The Ninth Circuit
 
7    found that those allegations were simply not enough to
 
8    establish a false claims allegation -- to establish false
 
9    claims liability.
 


10           Here the plaintiff in this case, like the plaintiff in
 


11    Ebeid, argues in their opposition that the details of the
 


12    alleged fraud are in the possession of the defendant.  Again,
 


13    Ebeid found that to be -- that's not persuasive.
 


14           Plaintiffs' complaint tracks the Ebeid complaint by
 


15    making general allegations, such as paragraph 47, where they
 


16    allege that St. Bernadine billed insurance carriers, including
 


17    the State Compensation Insurance Fund, Medi-Cal, and I quote,
 


18    "Others."
 


19           Plaintiffs' allegations that there was a scheme and the
 


20    detail for the scheme is found at paragraph 16, where they
 


21    bilked the State Compensation Insurance Fund and Medi-Cal out
 


22    of hundreds of millions of dollars.  These general allegations
 


23    do not provide the inference from the factual pleadings that
 


24    false claims were submitted because critical details are
 


25    missing.
 


26           Now, counsel for other defendants will address issues
 


27    that are unique to their arguments as to the lack of
 


28    particularity and problems with the way plaintiffs have
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1    alleged this, because the underlying issue is that plaintiffs
 
2    have failed to allege with even the scheme particularity as to
 
3    who, what, where, when of the fraud.  This is fatal to their
 
4    complaint and should be dismissed without leave to amend.
 
5           And, your Honor, I would like to address an argument
 
6    that is unique to St. Bernadine, which is we would like to
 
7    point out that plaintiffs fail to allege a single viable claim
 
8    against St. Bernadine.
 
9           For each cause of action that plaintiffs purport to
 


10    rope in St. Bernadine, even if we assume all of their facts
 


11    are true, they haven't alleged any facts that subject
 


12    St. Bernadine to liability under the False Claims Act or the
 


13    Insurance Fraud Prevention Act.
 


14           Specifically the complaint is bereft of any allegations
 


15    against St. Bernadine.  There is no allegation that
 


16    St. Bernadine knowingly employed anyone related to the scheme.
 


17    There is no allegation that St. Bernadine had any knowledge
 


18    about the contracting relationships.  There is no allegation
 


19    that St. Bernadine had any knowledge of the potentially
 


20    counterfeit nature of the devices.
 


21           If anything, if these facts are true, this supports a
 


22    finding that St. Bernadine was a victim in this scheme, not a
 


23    co-conspirator.
 


24           There is no allegation that St. Bernadine submitted a
 


25    false claim.
 


26           Your Honor, plaintiffs attempt to skirt this issue by
 


27    suggesting that it has provided reasonable indicia to support
 


28    an inference, but plaintiffs are fundamentally missing the
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1    point.  They must allege falsity of the claim.
 
2           At no point in the first-amended complaint do
 
3    plaintiffs identify a law, a regulation or a payment condition
 
4    that establishes the falsity of the claim based on whether or
 
5    not a sticker was placed on an implant log.  This is not an
 
6    allegation of a false claim.
 
7           Furthermore, there is no allegation that St. Bernadine
 
8    made any payment to a physician to render a claim false.
 
9           In an effort to salvage their argument, plaintiffs
 


10    allege that St. Bernadine should have known the physician's
 


11    reputation for accepting kickbacks.  This is not an allegation
 


12    that St. Bernadine knew of this reputation, only that they
 


13    should have known.
 


14           As such, plaintiffs attempt to argue that St. Bernadine
 


15    was negligent.
 


16           Even assuming St. Bernadine was negligent, courts have
 


17    repeatedly held, consistent with the legislative history of
 


18    the False Claim Act, that negligence is not sufficient
 


19    knowledge to establish a false -- is not sufficient knowledge
 


20    to establish liability for submission of a false claim.
 


21           For all these reasons, your Honor, St. Bernadine
 


22    requests that this demurrer as to St. Bernadine be sustained
 


23    with prejudice.
 


24           Your Honor, I'll let other counsel address issues
 


25    specific to their clients.
 


26           THE COURT:  All right.  Thank you.
 


27           Any other counsel or defendant wish to speak?
 


28           MR. BASS:  Yes, your Honor.  Jonathan Bass for
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1    Riverside.
 
2           Riverside is very much in the same situation
 
3    individually as St. Bernadine.
 
4           As counsel for St. Bernadine has pointed out really
 
5    with reference to chapter and verse in the amended complaint,
 
6    the amended complaint is singularly missing any allegations
 
7    specifically against St. Bernadine, and in terms of
 
8    identifying the false claim, in terms of identifying any
 
9    wrongful conduct on the part of that defendant which would
 


10    qualify under either the statutes that are presented as the
 


11    bases for liability.
 


12           Riverside Community Hospital is situated identically,
 


13    which is to say, to all appearances, and after this latest
 


14    attempt on the part of the plaintiffs to plead facts that
 


15    would identify claims against Riverside Community Hospital or
 


16    St. Bernadine, and keep in mind, this was the specific reason
 


17    that plaintiffs were given leave to amend.  They indicated
 


18    they were going to amend to state claims against these
 


19    defendants because they were missing significantly from the
 


20    earlier pleading.
 


21           We have nothing.  We have nothing to look at to
 


22    identify as the basis for any claim.
 


23           Your Honor, the mere fact that a claim that plaintiffs
 


24    have chosen to corral into a complaint numerous unrelated
 


25    parties as defendants does not diminish or reduce the rights
 


26    of each individual defendant to be apprized of the nature, the
 


27    factual basis of the claim against it.
 


28           And for the sake of argument, if, in fact, the
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1    plaintiffs have pled sufficient facts to state a claim against
 
2    any of the defendants, it does not follow that merely by
 
3    adding a roster of additional hospitals and other parties to
 
4    the caption they may take the position, as they have here, in
 
5    essence, your Honor, to say, well, we have stated a claim
 
6    against one defendant and therefore all 15 defendants need to
 
7    stay in the case.
 
8           Riverside is entitled at the pleading stage, your
 
9    Honor, to be apprized of the claims against it and still as of
 


10    this amended complaint we have nothing to go on.
 


11           There is not a single factual allegation against
 


12    Riverside in terms of its having submitted any false claim to
 


13    the Government or to anyone else.
 


14           There are these generic allegations, your Honor,
 


15    against some defendants and whereupon the plaintiffs proceed
 


16    immediately to the conclusion, essentially, that therefore all
 


17    the defendants are potentially liable.
 


18           This leads, your Honor, to one of the categories of
 


19    arguments I would like to present, not just on behalf of
 


20    Riverside, but it really applies generally to many of the
 


21    defendants.  That is to say that the tactic that the
 


22    plaintiffs have used in this pleading is to engage in what the
 


23    Court has referred to as group pleadings or group allegations.
 


24    Instead of alleging, for example, that on such and such a date
 


25    Riverside Community Hospital or another specific defendant
 


26    submitted a specific false claim for medical services to the
 


27    government or to a private insurer, they give a few examples
 


28    of what they allege are false claims by other defendants,
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1    other parties.
 
2           They then allege that the defendants, either the
 
3    defendants globally or the subsets of defendants, the hospital
 
4    defendants, for example, have engaged in this sort of
 
5    wrongdoing.  That tells us nothing.
 
6           It tells us nothing about Riverside any more than it
 
7    tells us about the thousands of other hospitals in the country
 
8    who are not named in this complaint.  If we're going to be in
 
9    this lawsuit, your Honor, we're entitled, again at the
 


10    pleading stage, the pleading stage, to be told the requisite
 


11    facts that the plaintiffs claim they have.
 


12           Keep in mind, your Honor, it's ironic, as counsel for
 


13    St. Bernadine points out, that here we have two plaintiffs who
 


14    bring themselves into court on the allegation which is
 


15    critical.  It's essential to their being here in the first
 


16    place, because they are not injured parties.  They are not
 


17    claiming that they themselves suffered harm at the hands of
 


18    any defendants.
 


19           They come into court saying, your Honor, we're entitled
 


20    to be here because we have inside information.  We have
 


21    information not generally available to the Government, the
 


22    public or anyone else that supports our allegations that each
 


23    and every one of these defendants, not collectively, not as an
 


24    undifferentiated populace or mass, each and every defendant
 


25    submitted false claims to the Government.
 


26           If they have that inside information, your Honor, if,
 


27    in fact, they are being candid in filing a pleading that says
 


28    we, the relators, the plaintiffs, are entitled file this
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1    action on the basis of information that is uniquely known to
 
2    us and they sue a specific set of defendants -- we're not
 
3    suing Doe defendants.  They're not saying we will amend to add
 
4    other defendants if we find out things they have done wrong
 
5    later.
 
6           They have brought into this courtroom a specific list
 
7    of defendants, including Riverside, against which they are
 
8    saying at the outset we don't think that no one else does.
 
9    Well, fine.  Tell us.  Say in the complaint what those things
 


10    are.
 


11           As to Riverside and as to several other defendants,
 


12    they are entirely silent.  At this stage, having specifically
 


13    amended the complaint in order to cure that gap, your Honor,
 


14    it's no longer available, it seems to us, for the plaintiffs
 


15    to say, oh, well, we meant to or we can but we haven't yet.
 


16           They appear to have done their best.  And their best
 


17    falls wholly short of specific allegations against these
 


18    defendants, Riverside, St. Bernadine, others.
 


19           THE COURT:  There are a lot of defendants here, and a
 


20    lot of allegations; they have brought allegations.  Why
 


21    doesn't Riverside just file a motion for summary judgment?
 


22           MR. BASS:  Well, your Honor --
 


23           THE COURT:  If you don't think plaintiff has any
 


24    evidence and that Riverside has not been involved in any
 


25    fraudulent conduct, just file a motion for summary judgment.
 


26           It ought to be a simple matter to be disposed of.
 


27           MR. BASS:  Well, there has been no discovery in the
 


28    action, your Honor.
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1           If we are held to respond, if we're held to answer in
 
2    this case and as a participant, the discovery has been stayed,
 
3    your Honor, I think, quite properly, when we get through the
 
4    pleading stage of the case.
 
5           It is not an insignificant burden on Riverside or any
 
6    other defendant to be maintained or retained in a case in
 
7    which once the discovery doors are flung open each defendant
 
8    will be incurring hundreds of thousands of dollars in defense
 
9    costs.  They will be embroiled in a case in which the
 


10    threshold entitlement of the plaintiffs to sue has not been
 


11    demonstrated as a matter of pleading.
 


12           That's the reason, your Honor -- let me simplify it.
 


13    Let's suppose that instead of suing all these defendants the
 


14    plaintiffs had filed their qui tam action, whether it was done
 


15    in the California False Claims Act or under the Insurance
 


16    Fraud Prevention Act only against Riverside Community
 


17    Hospital.  There wasn't a group of defendants.  There was just
 


18    Riverside Community Hospital.
 


19           But like this complaint, the complaint failed to state
 


20    a single instance of a false claim submitted by Riverside
 


21    Community Hospital, whether to the Government or to any
 


22    insurer.  It just was replete, as this complaint is, with a
 


23    vague, cloudy set of allegations that never come down to
 


24    earth, never offer a single fact, never identify a single
 


25    claim against the lone defendant, Riverside Community
 


26    Hospital.
 


27           Clearly Riverside Community Hospital would be entitled
 


28    to demur to that pleading.
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1           This case is no different.  The mere fact that
 
2    plaintiffs have chosen to sue many defendants rather than just
 
3    one against which they have no claim does not bootstrap their
 
4    entitlement to bring in each and every one of those
 
5    defendants.
 
6           I understand, your Honor.  It is complex and burdensome
 
7    intellectually to try to sort through these hundreds of
 
8    paragraphs in the amended complaint and try to figure out
 
9    what, if anything, is being said as to each defendant.  But I
 


10    would submit, your Honor, we teed up that issue for the
 


11    plaintiffs in the demurrer.  We awaited with some curiosity a
 


12    response from the plaintiffs in their opposition brief as to
 


13    what they would say that is not apparent on the face of the
 


14    complaint was the wrongful conduct, false claim or other
 


15    wrongful conduct on behalf of Riverside Community Hospital and
 


16    certain other individual defendants.  We received nothing.
 


17           The level of argument that we received in response was,
 


18    well, the defendants may have conspired.  We gave some
 


19    representative examples of false claims, but not as to your
 


20    client, not as to Riverside, not as to St. Bernadine.
 


21           That entirely misses the point, your Honor.  Riverside
 


22    Community Hospital has the same individual rights to know the
 


23    charges against it in this case in which it is one of many
 


24    defendants as it would in a case in which it was the only
 


25    defendant.
 


26           I submit, your Honor, if Riverside and Saint
 


27    Bernadine's, some of the other defendants, were being sued in
 


28    separate actions, it would be painfully apparent to the Court
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1    that the complaint, if it was limited to the kinds of
 
2    allegations in this complaint -- this raft of collective,
 
3    generic, vague, cloudy pleadings, it would be apparent to the
 
4    Court that the plaintiffs were unable to state a claim against
 
5    that specific defendant in that action, that hypothetical
 
6    action, in which that sole defendant was being sued.  I submit
 
7    that the Court would sustain a demurrer after that pleading.
 
8           My argument, your Honor, is we should not be put to the
 
9    burden, significant burden, of going through discovery, which
 


10    we would need to do, and come back in six or eight months and
 


11    say, well, now, we know there are no facts.
 


12           Or let me suggest another outcome.  After a million
 


13    dollars' worth of collective discovery, the plaintiff finds a
 


14    fact and says, here, now I found a fact against Riverside or a
 


15    fact against St. Bernadine or some other defendant, so you're
 


16    not entitled to summary judgment.  But we're entitled to have
 


17    this motion granted, your Honor.  We're entitled to have our
 


18    demurrer sustained because there are no facts in the
 


19    complaint.
 


20           The plaintiffs are not entitled -- they are not
 


21    entitled to throw into a stew pot a group of defendants, pour
 


22    some water in, some salty allegations that suggest there is
 


23    actually a recipe there, and then boil it for six months and
 


24    see what happens.  That's not the way pleadings in California
 


25    are supposed to go forward.
 


26           THE COURT:  All right.  Any other defendant wish to
 


27    raise any issue?
 


28           MS. GREEN:  Your Honor, for Defendant Tri-City, I just
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1    want to raise a couple of points.
 
2           If you look at page 8 of the opposition, they have a
 
3    schematic overflow.  This goes to specificity.  Because as to
 
4    each cause of action -- even if your Honor were inclined to
 
5    say there are factual disputes, if you look at the fraud --
 
6    any of the qui tam causes of action, all four hospitals are
 
7    lumped in.  They're calling it one hospital.  But if you look
 
8    at Pacific Hospital and Mr. Drobot who are defendants,
 
9    Mr. Drobot didn't work at any other hospital.
 


10           One of the tactics the plaintiffs have done is in part
 


11    to group everyone together to make it so expensive for the
 


12    defendants.  They have even done in it the related cases,
 


13    where the surgery occurred with one individual at a hospital,
 


14    a patient.  Every other hospital gets named.
 


15           But at bare minimum I think it would save the Court its
 


16    own time and money in future motions.  It will save money on
 


17    discovery if the plaintiffs are ordered to allege their
 


18    complaint with specificity and to at least plead each hospital
 


19    in a separate cause of action.
 


20           Because those hospitals would each submit different
 


21    claims to Medi-Cal, to the insurance companies, to the
 


22    Workers' Comp carrier.
 


23           All the four hospitals don't submit the same claim.
 


24           So in order to break that out, it will be necessary for
 


25    future discovery to make it less expensive.  That's kind of
 


26    one of the issues, but that goes to the specificity as to kind
 


27    of the misjoinder of the defendants.
 


28           But one of the things here, as well, the same
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1    specificity goes as to the status of the relators.  It's very
 
2    difficult to find out when anything was discovered, how they
 
3    discovered it.
 
4           So if your Honor is not prepared on the papers that
 
5    have been submitted to find as a matter of law, I think that
 
6    at least with respect to the original source jurisdiction it's
 
7    been so overwhelming in terms of what's been there.  There
 
8    still may be a factual dispute.  You may still find one, your
 
9    Honor.  But at least maybe that should be -- if there's
 


10    summary judgment, that some of these jurisdictional issues get
 


11    severed out first.  Let's say discovery alternatively would
 


12    happen on those issues first, original source and
 


13    jurisdiction, before we go to the other issues.
 


14           You know, I think all of the defendants, we've looked
 


15    at it, we believe there is enough as a matter of law for this
 


16    Court to sustain the demurrer without leave to amend, but when
 


17    do you look at just that original source, their lack of
 


18    specificity as to how they discovered it, when they discovered
 


19    it, where did Mr. Serandie work, when did he work, how did he
 


20    find out.
 


21           What exactly did Mr. Reynolds do?  We know he was an
 


22    insurance fraud investigator, but they are very vague.  They
 


23    don't indicate if they ever disclosed to the Government.  So
 


24    that specificity ends up hurting the defendants because we
 


25    couldn't really challenge it or find other facts.
 


26           With respect to Tri-City, I think that it was somewhat
 


27    clear that, you know, their documents, for example -- there
 


28    are different types of fraud that are alleged, and that's
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1    another have another part of the specificity.
 
2           For example, it's alleged that there are kickbacks.
 
3    Some kickbacks are, for example, the marketing agreements that
 
4    are attached to the complaint.  Well, that's -- if you paid in
 
5    a marketing agreement, then there might be, oh, did we submit
 
6    inflated bills.
 
7           I think the different types of fraud alleged or
 
8    kickbacks also need to be separated out so that we're not just
 
9    coming back before your Honor in future discovery disputes
 


10    simply because of the scope of it.
 


11           They did lump everything together.  I think part of the
 


12    tactic was to make it where there is no other choice for the
 


13    defendants but just to go into mediation and try to settle it
 


14    because it's too much of a mess.  But I do think this
 


15    case -- I know that your Honor is very creative in terms of
 


16    how you can control the discovery and the flow.  I know that
 


17    we've briefed this pretty well.  And if your Honor has any
 


18    other questions on specificity or any other issues as to
 


19    Tri-City, I would like to address them.
 


20           THE COURT:  All right.  Thank you.
 


21           Any other defendant wish to speak?
 


22           MR. STOLL:  Your Honor, Richard Stoll for South Bay
 


23    Hospital Management Company.
 


24           I just want to very, very briefly address the
 


25    deficiencies against my client in the pleadings.
 


26           Without repeating what other counsel have already said,
 


27    my client is not a hospital.  It's not a marketer.  It's not a
 


28    distributor.  It's not a doctor.  It's a management company
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1    that supplied personnel to Tri-City.
 
2           Critically, the plaintiffs have failed to allege any
 
3    facts at all to support any of the allegations to support any
 
4    of the causes of action against South Bay.  Regardless of what
 
5    pleading standards may or may not apply here, it's totally
 
6    irrelevant.
 
7           There's a total absence of allegations against South
 
8    Bay which would justify sustaining South Bay's demurrer.
 
9           THE COURT:  Thank you.  Plaintiff wish to respond?
 


10           MR. BERGER:  Yes, your Honor, and I'll be brief.
 


11           Ninety-nine percent of this has already been covered in
 


12    the papers so I'm not going to reiterate, but I will just
 


13    highlight a few points.
 


14           Your Honor, with respect to specificity, the complaint
 


15    walks through each of the defendants and details their
 


16    involvement in the conspiracy, one by one.  Every single one
 


17    is described and how they fit in to this chain of conspiracy
 


18    described in detail and they all link together.
 


19           These aren't separate conspiracies.  They are all
 


20    linked together, common players.
 


21           Not only do we have allegations and detailed
 


22    allegations and examples, we have evidence, your Honor.  Even
 


23    at the demurrer stage, we have evidence attached to our
 


24    complaint.  Exhibit 10, St. Bernadine's in Riverside want to
 


25    know what they did.
 


26           Exhibit 10 is a 90-page document that lists surgeries
 


27    that occurred at their hospitals with the dates of the
 


28    surgery, the names of the surgeons, the names of the hardware
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1    suppliers.  This is not a document we created.  This is as
 
2    document from one of the defendants.
 
3           And on the very first page of the document, we've got
 
4    Riverside Community Hospital listed over 20 times as having
 
5    performed surgeries in one month.
 
6           It lists the name of the surgeons and these surgeons
 
7    are the same surgeons that the complaint in a very detailed
 
8    manner describes how they took kickbacks and how they
 
9    implanted counterfeit hardware in people's backs.
 


10           It lists the name of the invoice provider as Spinal
 


11    Solutions.  Spinal Solutions, as detailed in the complaint,
 


12    manufactured the counterfeit hardware at issue here.
 


13           So St. Bernadine's and Riverside, if they want details,
 


14    it's right here in Exhibit 10.  This is evidence.  These
 


15    aren't just allegations.
 


16           With respect to the public disclosure bar, your
 


17    Honor -- before I leave specificity, Defendant South Bay
 


18    Hospital Management Company says there are no allegations with
 


19    respect to them.  That's wrong.  In paragraphs 28, 82 and 142,
 


20    we describe how South Bay controlled the schemes at Tri-City.
 


21    South Bay operated Tri-City.  They're the ones who were
 


22    operating these schemes at Tri City for Tri City.  So I'm
 


23    unclear why they are confused.
 


24           With respect to the public disclosure bar, your Honor,
 


25    your Honor is correct.  These are factual issues.  We alleged
 


26    in the complaint that we are the original source of this
 


27    information.
 


28           Counsel for Jones Day said this was the first time that
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1    they're hearing that we were the source of the Wall Street
 
2    Journal article.  That's simply not true.  Your Honor directed
 
3    us to meet and confer with the defendants over six months ago.
 
4    I sat around a conference table with counsel and described for
 
5    them how our clients were the sources of the Wall Street
 
6    Journal article.  This is not the first time they're hearing
 
7    about it.
 
8           In any event, that's a factual dispute.  If the
 
9    defendants want to resolve that on demurrer, we're happy to
 


10    amend the pleadings and add those details to the demurrer, and
 


11    I think your Honor would rule in our favor on that.
 


12           Defendants focus on the allegations of paragraph 171,
 


13    where we have a general statement where we say that we learned
 


14    of these schemes months before filing the complaint.  From
 


15    that they draw the conclusion that we learned about the scheme
 


16    from the Wall Street Journal article.  I don't see how the two
 


17    connect.
 


18           The Wall Street Journal article was printed three
 


19    months before we filed our complaint.  Months just means less
 


20    than years; three months, six months, nine months, 12 months,
 


21    15 months.  There's nothing fundamentally conflicting about
 


22    those allegations.  The rest of this, your Honor, is covered
 


23    in our papers.  And I'm not going to reiterate it.
 


24           There is plenty of detail here, your Honor.  The
 


25    complaint itself, the allegations are very specific as to each
 


26    defendant.  We have exhibits that are not just allegations,
 


27    they're evidence.  I think if we were to jump to summary
 


28    judgment today, we would get past most of the summary judgment
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1    motions just based on what we have already in the complaint.
 
2           So this complaint goes above and beyond what's required
 
3    under the California pleading standards, under the False
 
4    Claims Act pleading standards, whatever standards you look at.
 
5           Everything else is covered in our papers, your Honor,
 
6    and we'll leave it at that.
 
7           THE COURT:  Okay.  Thank you.
 
8           Any final word from the defendants?
 
9           Yes, counsel.
 


10           MR. BYRNE:  I didn't jump up fast enough before
 


11    plaintiffs got to go so I just wanted to get my 2 cents in if
 


12    that's okay, on behalf of Dr. Akmakjian.  Dr. Akmakjian is an
 


13    individual.
 


14           I would like to echo a lot of the comments made by
 


15    Riverside's counsel.
 


16           If you view this separately, which I know is difficult
 


17    to do because they have mashed everything together, I think
 


18    you'll see that there are no allegations sufficient to put
 


19    Dr. Akmakjian on notice of what he supposedly did.  Supposedly
 


20    he took kickbacks.
 


21           If you look at the exhibits -- I'll talk about
 


22    Exhibit 10 in one second -- but if you look at the exhibits --
 


23    if you look at Exhibits 3, 4 and 5, those were included by the
 


24    plaintiffs presumably because they knew that they needed
 


25    specific facts.
 


26           Yet if you look at those exhibits as we put in our
 


27    brief, those do not support the allegations that are in the
 


28    complaint.  They don't say what plaintiffs say that they say.
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1           Then talking about Exhibit 10, it's an
 
2    80-something-page document that just lists surgeries that
 
3    occurred on certain dates.  That's it.
 
4           Then they say that magically links everyone to a
 
5    conspiracy.
 
6           With respect to Dr. Akmakjian, supposedly he presented
 
7    false claims.  That's the allegation.  But the allegation
 
8    really is that he got kickbacks, which the exhibits and the
 
9    facts don't support the facts in the demurrer or in the
 


10    complaint.
 


11           They say there was some quid pro quo, which is not
 


12    borne out by anything that is in the complaint.
 


13           So as a matter of law, we believe as against
 


14    Dr. Akmakjian it should be dismissed.  We think that it is
 


15    very, very unfair to lump Dr. Akmakjian and perhaps some of
 


16    the other doctors in with everybody else, especially as
 


17    individuals, knowing that if we go to the discovery stage it
 


18    is going to cost a tremendous amount of money that's going to
 


19    have to be borne by individuals rather than just companies.
 


20           THE COURT:  Thank you.
 


21           MR. BARNHILL:  Your Honor, Steve Barnhill for
 


22    Dr. Uppal, a similar situation as Dr. Akmakjian.
 


23           The doctors could not have submitted any false claims
 


24    because it's not their responsibility to submit claims for
 


25    hardware.
 


26           They perform the surgery.  Okay?  So there is no false
 


27    claim submitted by any doctor.  There is no allegation that
 


28    they can prove that in this case.
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1           So the claim is that the doctors were receiving
 
2    kickbacks to select this particular hardware, but the
 
3    allegations are not specific.  There are no facts alleging to
 
4    whom a kickback -- who paid the kickback, what it was for,
 
5    what claim did it relate to, when was it paid.
 
6           The exhibits attached to the complaint, again, counsel
 
7    is correct.  They do not match what the allegations say.
 
8           The plaintiffs simply have not proven any kickbacks as
 
9    to any doc within the claim period that they are alleging in
 


10    the complaint.  It's plain and simple.
 


11           If you're going to sue a doctor for alleged kickbacks
 


12    and lump them into this conspiracy in the false claims action,
 


13    then allege what those kickbacks were, allege who paid them,
 


14    when were they paid, what were the payments for, where are
 


15    these sham consulting agreements that the plaintiffs claim
 


16    they have.  Why haven't then been attached?  You know why?
 


17    Because they don't exist.  If they existed, they would be
 


18    attached to this pleading.
 


19           You know, this is beyond the demurrer, but we met with
 


20    plaintiffs' counsel early on in this case and asked for the
 


21    same information.  Show us something that ties Dr. Oppal to
 


22    this case.  They didn't do it after that meeting.  They
 


23    haven't done it since.  They haven't done it in their
 


24    pleading.
 


25           They have no facts against my client and we've outlined
 


26    this in our portion of the demurrer papers.
 


27           The plaintiffs have had plenty of opportunity to allege
 


28    the facts.  They didn't.
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1           So we would request the Court to sustain the demurrer
 
2    as to Dr. Uppal without leave to amend.
 
3           THE COURT:  Thank you.
 
4           MR. GRAF:  Your Honor, if I could be heard on behalf of
 
5    Beryl Weiner, Mark Graf.  My plaintiff's position as alleged
 
6    in the complaint is a little distinctive and different from
 
7    the other defendants.
 
8           It is not alleged that Mr. Weiner was a doctor or a
 
9    surgeon or a hospital or a distributor or manufacturer or any
 


10    of the other subgroups that form the structure of plaintiffs'
 


11    complaint.   So when I look for allegations against
 


12    Mr. Weiner, we find that he is none of those things, and
 


13    therefore none of the allegations against those groups apply
 


14    to him.
 


15           Another distinctive fact is that he is alleged to be an
 


16    attorney for Tri-City Hospital.  So when we pointed out in our
 


17    demurrer that he is not alleged to have entered into an
 


18    agreement with any other defendant, I think it's particularly
 


19    significant.  There are legal restrictions on allegations of
 


20    conspiracy against a lawyer with his client.
 


21           We can't tell from the complaint who he is supposed to
 


22    have conspired with.  And I ask the Court to take a look at
 


23    the case we cited in our opposition, the Metz case, because
 


24    it's directly on point and holds that allegations that a
 


25    defendant and other unnamed defendants conspired to do
 


26    something, failed to allege a claim for conspiracy.
 


27           There are no exhibits attached to the complaint that
 


28    address the plaintiffs' claim against Mr. Weiner.  There is no
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1    opposition to the arguments we made in our demurrer.
 
2           As we pointed out in our reply, by plaintiffs' failure
 
3    to address any of them, they have, I think, impliedly conceded
 
4    the merit of the argument.
 
5           Thank you, your Honor.
 
6           THE COURT:  Thank you.
 
7           Yes, counsel.
 
8           MR. MOSKOWITZ:  Your Honor, just very briefly.  Paul
 
9    Moskowitz on behalf of Healthpointe.  I'm not going to beat a
 


10    dead horse and repeat all the things other defense counsel
 


11    said.
 


12           I would just like to point out that, like a bunch of
 


13    the other defendants, there are no allegations in this
 


14    complaint that would lead to liability on the part of
 


15    Healthpointe.  And until and unless there are such
 


16    allegations, Healthpointe should not be a defendant in this
 


17    case.  That's it.
 


18           THE COURT:  Thank you.
 


19           MR. OLSON:  Very briefly, your Honor.  Chris Olson for
 


20    Dr. Cantanzarite.
 


21           I would point out that he is a little bit even further
 


22    removed from these allegations.  He is a chiropractor.  There
 


23    is only one sentence against Dr. Cantanzarite in the amended
 


24    complaint.  It appears in the listing of the defendants.
 


25           In the section that's called Specific Facts Related to
 


26    the Scheme, Dr. Cantanzarite's name does not even appear.
 


27    There has been no effort to connect him to have to any false
 


28    claims on Exhibit 10.
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1           THE COURT:  Thank you.
 
2           MS. GREEN:  Your Honor, with respect to statute of
 
3    limitations, we were going to divvy it up.
 
4           As a matter of -- so there are two statutes.  There is
 
5    the Government Code section.
 
6           I believe the plaintiffs misinterpret the law and that
 
7    as a matter of law they needed to essentially file the case
 
8    three years from the date of discovery.  They filed May 25th,
 
9    2012.
 


10           Now, they are allowed to file late from date of
 


11    discovery.  But in order to do that from date of discovery,
 


12    they need to indicate both under the Government Code section
 


13    and the Insurance Code section why they didn't discover, where
 


14    were things essentially hidden.  They simply cite to a fraud
 


15    treatise and claim that these things are hidden.
 


16           In fact, they don't indicate with any specificity how
 


17    it was that they didn't discover it sooner.
 


18           So if you look at the Insurance Code, 1871.7,
 


19    everything is barred as a matter of law before May 25th, 2009,
 


20    which is most of their Exhibit 10, by the way.
 


21           Most of those surgeries that are listed, many of which
 


22    are duplicate, they are all before 2010.
 


23           So when we look at the statute of limitation, that may
 


24    be another issue apart from jurisdiction where it might be
 


25    phased out if your Honor felt there was not enough on the
 


26    demurrer to sustain without leave to amend.  But part of their
 


27    problem on the statute of limitation is the lack of
 


28    specificity.  They didn't show their due diligence.
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1           They have a relator who is an insurance fraud
 
2    investigator who worked for one of the carriers.  No
 
3    indication why they didn't find it sooner.
 
4           So if you look at both of those, I think you're going
 
5    to find that at least before the May 25th, 2009, all those
 
6    claims should be kept out as a matter of law.  And, you know,
 
7    unless you want to give the plaintiffs another chance to amend
 
8    with specificity.
 
9           THE COURT:  Thank you.
 


10           Yes, a final word?
 


11           MR. BASS:  Briefly by way of response, your Honor.
 


12    Again, Jonathan Bass for Riverside.
 


13           Just on the point that plaintiffs' counsel made with
 


14    respect to Exhibit 10 to the first-amended complaint, which he
 


15    characterized not just as allegations but as evidence, leaving
 


16    aside authentication issues, I suppose there is potentially
 


17    evidence of something, but not of anything unlawful.  It's a
 


18    listing of surgeries performed at these hospitals.
 


19           I will submit to the Court my client, Riverside
 


20    Community Hospital, performed surgeries.  Surgeries are
 


21    performed at hospitals.  That is not the basis for liability.
 


22           The problem with this complaint, your Honor, is the
 


23    failure to actually allege the specific wrongfulness of any
 


24    particular act.
 


25           Exhibit 10 does not substitute for the need for those
 


26    allegations.
 


27           Thank you.
 


28           THE COURT:  All right.  Thank you.
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1           All right.  This is a qui tam lawsuit brought against
 
2    various defendants including 36 hospitals, surgical hardware
 
3    distributors and individuals like doctors and health care
 
4    marketers who plaintiffs on behalf of the State assert
 
5    perpetrated a scheme to cheat the California Worker's
 
6    Compensation system and insurers out of millions of dollars
 
7    for spinal fusion surgery coverage.
 
8           The operative first-amended complaint alleged a
 
9    conspiracy involving three interrelated components.
 


10           First, marketers alleged to be paid by hospitals for
 


11    spinal surgery patients in defendant hospitals.
 


12           Secondly, defendant chiropractors and doctors are paid
 


13    legal kickbacks by marketers for referring Worker Compensation
 


14    patients, for utilizing counterfeit implant hardware on the
 


15    spinal fusion surgeries.
 


16           Third, the hardware allegedly used in the surgeries
 


17    were charged at inflated prices for which the hospital then
 


18    billed to Worker's Compensation carriers, the State
 


19    Compensation Insurance Fund, SCIF, and Medi-Cal, and private
 


20    insurers at even further inflated prices.
 


21           Plaintiffs allege that this scheme has bilked SCIF,
 


22    insurers and Medi-Cal of the hundreds of millions of dollars.
 


23           Plaintiffs further allege it has led to patients
 


24    receiving dangerous medical implants that have substantial
 


25    likelihood of failure.
 


26           The defendants allegedly conspired to perpetrate this
 


27    scheme fall into the following groups which the Court will
 


28    discuss the allegations pertaining to the defendants in a few
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1    moments.
 
2           First, we have the defendant hospitals, Garden Regional
 
3    Hospital and Medical Center, dba Tri City Medical Center.
 
4           We have South Bay Hospital Management Company, LLC, the
 
5    management company for Tri Weiner which is supposedly owned
 
6    and controlled by defendant Beryl Weiner.
 
7           We have HealthSmart Pacific dba Pacific Hospital of
 
8    Long Beach, allegedly controlled by Michael Drobot.
 
9           We have Riverside Health Care System and St. Bernadine
 


10    Medical Center.
 


11           We have the defendant distributors and marketers, more
 


12    specifically Spinal Solutions, LLC, CIOS, Inc. owned by
 


13    defendant McGrath.
 


14           Then we have the defendant manufacturers, Crowder
 


15    Machine and Tool Shop.
 


16           We have the defendant doctors and chiropractors, Jack
 


17    Akmakjian MD, Gurvinder Uppal MD, Joseph Vanderlinden, MD
 


18    Edward Koplin, MD, Healthpointe Medical Group Inc and Jeffrey
 


19    Cantazarite.
 


20           The individual defendants, Michael Drobot, Michael
 


21    McGrath, Paul Randall, Christine Hernandez, Roger Williams,
 


22    Beryl Weiner and Mary Williams as individual defendants.
 


23           Based upon these allegations, defendants engaged in
 


24    unlawful marketing practices to obtain Worker's Compensation
 


25    patients for spinal fusion surgeries, implanted counterfeit
 


26    screws and rods and submitted inflated bills to insurers.
 


27           Plaintiffs allege claims under the California Insurance
 


28    Fraud Protection Act also known for these purposes today as
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1    IFPA and the California False Claims Act CFCA.
 
2           The first-amended complaint asserts causes of action
 
3    for violation of IFPA for employment of runners, cappers and
 
4    steerers under Insurance Code section 1871.7(a).
 
5           Secondly, violation of IFPA for presenting false or
 
6    fraudulent claims under Insurance Code section 1871.7(b) and
 
7    Penal Code section 550(a)(1).
 
8           Third, violations of IFPA for preparing and making any
 
9    writing in support of a false claim.
 


10           Then we have violation of IFPA for normally making any
 


11    false fraudulent claims.
 


12           Fifth, violation of IFPA for soliciting or referring
 


13    business to a firm entity in violation of the Penal Code.
 


14           Then we have violation of CFCA for permitting -- excuse
 


15    me -- for submitting false claims or conspiracy to commit
 


16    false claims to Medi-Cal.
 


17           In today's proceedings several defendants have filed a
 


18    joint demurrer to the first-amended complaint on numerous
 


19    grounds.
 


20           First, a few comments with regard to the standards
 


21    applicable to demurrers.
 


22           In a demurrer proceeding the defects must be apparent
 


23    on the face of the pleading or from matters from which the
 


24    Court can take judicial notice, citing Dryden versus
 


25    Tri-Valley (1977) 65 Cal. App. 3d 990.
 


26           The function of demurrer is to test the legal
 


27    sufficiency of the complaint, not the truthfulness of the
 


28    allegations, citing Donabedian versus Mercury Insurance (2004)
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1    116 Cal. 4th 968.
 
2           The ultimate facts alleged in the complaint must be
 
3    deemed true as well as all facts that may be implied or
 
4    inferred from those expressly alleged, citing Marshall versus
 
5    Gibson Dunn (1995) 37 Cal. App 4th 1397.
 
6           And when considering demurrers, the courts are
 
7    instructed to read the allegations liberally and in context
 
8    citing McKenney versus Purepac (2008) 167 Cal. App 4th at 72.
 
9           First, with respect to the requested judicial notice,
 


10    the Court does take judicial notice of defendants' exhibit A,
 


11    B, C and D which are all documents reflecting the rule-making
 


12    history of regulations in the California Code of Regulations
 


13    regarding billing for inpatient services under the Worker's
 


14    Compensation laws.  Judicial notice is taken pursuant to Code
 


15    of Civil Procedure -- excuse me, Evidence Code section 452(c),
 


16    the official acts of the legislature executive and judicial
 


17    requirements.
 


18           The documents in defendants' exhibits M, N, O, P, Q, R,
 


19    S, T are judicially noticeable under Evidence Code section
 


20    452(c) because they are documents showing the legislative
 


21    history.
 


22           The Court also takes judicial notice of defendants'
 


23    exhibit W which is a petition for consolidation and stay in
 


24    the proceeding before the Worker's Compensation Appeals Board
 


25    under Evidence Code section 452(d), being a record of the
 


26    branch of government.
 


27           The remaining items, the defendant requests the Court
 


28    to take judicial notice of are various news articles, exhibit
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1    E,I, J, K and L and documents pulled from the FDA's website,
 
2    exhibits F, G and H.
 
3           The Court will take judicial notice of the existence of
 
4    those documents but not for the truth of the matter, just the
 
5    fact they were published.  That's for the limited purpose
 
6    under Evidence Code section 452(a).
 
7           The Court will also take judicial notice of defendant
 
8    Michael Drobot's plea agreement, pleading guilty to charges
 
9    similar to the fraud allegations here and the Court minutes
 


10    for that plea.  Those documents are judicially noticeable
 


11    under Evidence Code section 452(d).
 


12           First, I will proceed with some general comments about
 


13    the IFPA and CFCA.  That is the statutory scheme of the
 


14    Insurance Fraud Prevention Act and the California False Claims
 


15    Act.
 


16           CFCA which is found in Government Code section 12650
 


17    et. seq. is patterned after the Federal False Claims Act and
 


18    was enacted to supplement efforts to identify and prosecute
 


19    fraudulent claims made against state and local entities,
 


20    citing Rothschild versus Tyco (2000) 83 Cal. App. 4th, 488.
 


21           That statute permits the recovery of civil penalties
 


22    and damages from any party who normally presents a false claim
 


23    for payment to the state or public political subdivision.
 


24           The CFCA also permits a private person, the qui tam
 


25    plaintiff or relator, to bring the action on behalf of the
 


26    governmental agency.
 


27           The Court of Appeal has stated that the CFCA should be
 


28    given the broadest possible construction consistent with the
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1    purpose of preventing fraud of the public treasury, citing So
 
2    Cal Rapid Transit versus Superior Court (1994) 30 Cal. App.
 
3    4th, 713.
 
4           The IFPA found in Insurance Code 1871 et. seq. is in
 
5    reducing fraudulent Workers Compensation claims as well as
 
6    other insurance fraud.  The clear aim of the legislation was
 
7    to control fraudulent claims practices by increasing
 
8    professional and criminal penalties and activity for
 
9    investigation of prosecuting fraud, citing Tensfeldt versus
 


10    Worker's Comp (1998) 66 Cal. App 4th 116.
 


11           A relator's qui tam's action under Insurance Code
 


12    section 1871.7 accordingly creates civil liability for the
 


13    violations of Penal Code sections 549 and 550 which, in turn,
 


14    criminalize the making of false or fraudulent claims to
 


15    insurers, citing State Ex.Rel. Nee versus Unumprovident Corp.
 


16    (2006) 140 Cal. App 4th, 442.
 


17           Because of the predominance of the federal statute, the
 


18    California courts may look to federal authorities for guidance
 


19    in interpreting California acts, citing City of Pomona versus
 


20    Superior Court, (2001) 89 Cal.App 4th 493.
 


21           Turning to the demurrers themselves, through the bulk
 


22    of the memorandum of points and authorities the parties have
 


23    presented arguments with respect to whether a plaintiff can be
 


24    considered an original source or an appropriate relator to
 


25    give the Court jurisdiction over the case and then with regard
 


26    to the defendants' specific arguments which consist of the
 


27    bulk of the papers as to whether the allegations are
 


28    sufficient.
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1           The defendants attack on the complaint really boils
 
2    down to the following contentions:
 
3           First as a matter of jurisdiction, the public
 
4    disclosure rule bars plaintiffs' claims.
 
5           Secondly, plaintiff lacks standing to assert the qui
 
6    tam person as interested persons.
 
7           Third, through the use of collective pleading
 
8    plaintiffs have not pled fraud claims with specificity.
 
9           Finally, claims are barred by the statute of
 


10    limitations.
 


11           First, addressing the issue of the public disclosure
 


12    bar, the CFCA and IFPA both incentivize private whistleblowers
 


13    who help uncover and prosecute fraudulent claims.
 


14           But to curb opportunistic or parasitic actions, there
 


15    are a number of provisions limiting the circumstances in which
 


16    a private person may bring or prosecute such a qui tam action.
 


17           Essentially plaintiffs, according to defendants'
 


18    arguments, do not qualify to bring qui tam actions where they
 


19    merely disclose fraud that already was public information and
 


20    that did not exist in exposing the fraud.
 


21           The CFCA provides the bar by stating that it erects a
 


22    jurisdictional bar to qui tam actions that do not assist the
 


23    Government in ferreting out fraud because the fraudulent
 


24    allegations or transactions already are in the public domain.
 


25           The Government Code section 12632 (d (3) (A) provides
 


26    in part that no court shall have jurisdiction over an action
 


27    under this article based upon the public disclosure of
 


28    allegations or transactions in a report by the news media or
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1    legal hearing or investigation by a Government body unless the
 
2    person bringing the action is the original source of the
 
3    information.
 
4           The jurisdictional bar is triggered whenever a
 
5    plaintiff files a Qui Tan complaint containing allegations or
 
6    describing transactions substantially similar to those already
 
7    in the public domain so that the publicly available
 
8    information is already sufficient to place the Government on
 
9    notice of the alleged fraud, citing the Grayson case.  That's
 


10    Grayson versus Pac Bell (2006) 142 Cal.App 4th 741.
 


11           An original source as used in CFCA means an individual
 


12    prior to a public disclosure has voluntarily disclosed to the
 


13    state or political subdivision the information on which the
 


14    allegations or transactions in the claim are based or has
 


15    knowledge as independent of and materially adds to the
 


16    publicly-disclosed information, citing Government Code section
 


17    12652 (d).
 


18           The public disclosure bar in the IFPA is somewhat
 


19    different.  Subdivision (h)(2)(A) of Insurance Code section
 


20    1871.7 provides that no court shall have jurisdiction over an
 


21    action under this section based on the public disclosure of
 


22    allegations or transactions in the criminal, civil or
 


23    administrative hearing and administrative or legislative
 


24    report, hearing, audit or investigation or from news media
 


25    unless the action is brought by the Attorney General or the
 


26    person bringing the action is an original source of the
 


27    information.
 


28           The original source for purposes of the IFPA means an
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1    individual who has direct and independent knowledge of the
 
2    information on which the allegations are based and has
 
3    voluntarily provided information to the District Attorney or
 
4    commissioner before filing an action under this section as
 
5    based on the information.  This is under Insurance Code
 
6    section 1871.7 (h)(2)(B).
 
7           In the present case both qui tam plaintiffs allege that
 
8    they are an original source and have direct and independent
 
9    knowledge of the information on which their allegations are
 


10    based.
 


11           The facts alleged in the complaint are based entirely
 


12    on their personal observation, investigation, documents and
 


13    tangible things in their possession as alleged in paragraphs
 


14    22 and 23.
 


15           Nevertheless, defendants demur on the ground that the
 


16    facts alleged in the first-amended complaint were previously
 


17    disclosed in numerous outlets and because plaintiffs'
 


18    first-amended complaint pulls from those public sources
 


19    without contributing any significant information of their own,
 


20    that they are not original sources and, instead, are pursuing
 


21    a parasitic action over which the Court lacks jurisdiction.
 


22           The defendants first argue that the allegations of the
 


23    first-amended complaint are substantially similar and based
 


24    upon two articles in the Wall Street Journal.
 


25           The first article from December 20th, 2010 reported on
 


26    spinal fusion surgeries in Kentucky.  The Court takes judicial
 


27    notice of this article and exhibit 3, not for the truth of it,
 


28    just the fact that it was published.
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1           Considering the article, the Court cannot say that as a
 
2    matter of law the allegations in the first-amended complaint
 
3    are substantially similar to the information in the 2000
 
4    article or based upon that public disclosure given the article
 
5    does not overlap with the particular fraud pled in this case.
 
6           The article simply reports on the same theory of
 
7    medical and necessary spinal fusion surgeries for lucrative
 
8    insurance claims without connection to the parties or mass
 
9    scheme claimed in this action.
 


10           Again, we're here at the pleading stage.  We're not
 


11    going to make factual determinations as to exactly what the
 


12    article is referring to.  They didn't disclose the particular
 


13    scheme alleged in plaintiffs' claim.  If it was the same
 


14    scheme, maybe that could be presented in the factual
 


15    determination, but not based on the pleadings.
 


16           As set forth in the Grayson case at 754, the
 


17    information known to the public was more innocuous when a
 


18    totally different species of fraud has been disclosed or when
 


19    the facts or documents on their face do not expose fraud, the
 


20    qui tam plaintiff serves to alert the Government of fraud that
 


21    otherwise wouldn't have been discovered.
 


22           Also citing the Ninth Circuit case, United States
 


23    versus Aflatooni, (1998) Fed 3d at 516, where the Court stated
 


24    that "The Government may still benefit from obtaining
 


25    information about separate allegations of wrongdoing against
 


26    others committing a similar fraud in the industry."
 


27           Turning next to if February 9th, 2012 article from the
 


28    Wall Street Journal which plaintiffs concede may be more
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1    relevant, that article was published three months before this
 
2    qui tam action was filed on May 25, 2012.
 
3           The Wall Street Journal article reports that the
 
4    defendants Tri City and Pacific Hospital were using marketers,
 
5    including Drobot and Randall, to recruit spinal fusion surgery
 
6    patients and to conspire to inflate the cost of the hardware
 
7    used in those surgeries.
 
8           The defendants argue that most of the first-amended
 
9    complaint allegations mirror this article so the public
 


10    disclosure bar deprives the Court of jurisdiction of
 


11    plaintiffs' CFCA and IFPA claims here.
 


12           Plaintiffs, however, contend that the first-amended
 


13    complaint repeats information in a 2012 Wall Street Journal
 


14    article because plaintiffs were the source of those
 


15    allegations.  And the Wall Street Journal learned of the
 


16    conspiracy because of plaintiffs, not the other way around.
 


17           To the extent that this factual contention is disputed,
 


18    the Court will not resolve the evidentiary conflict in the
 


19    context of a demurrer.
 


20           The Court must take as true the plaintiffs' allegations
 


21    that they are the original sources for the purposes of IFPA
 


22    and CFCA on this demurrer.
 


23           The plaintiffs also aver that through deep
 


24    investigation, inside knowledge of the defendants' operations,
 


25    they have obtained vast non-public evidence supporting the
 


26    allegations of the complaint.
 


27           Further under California law courts must construe the
 


28    complaint in the light most favorable to the plaintiff to
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1    determine if their knowledge was independent and first hand
 
2    obtained by plaintiffs' own labor, citing State of California
 
3    versus Pac Bell (2006) 142 Cal. App. 4th, 741.
 
4           The defendants may challenge whether plaintiffs, in
 
5    fact, provided the information reported by the Wall Street
 
6    Journal in a proper proceeding such as a motion for summary
 
7    judgment or even at trial where there are disputed facts
 
8    beyond the pleading regarding the public disclosure bar that
 
9    cannot be resolved at a demurrer stage.
 


10           Defendants further argue that all the allegations made
 


11    in the complaint were already publicly disclosed in California
 


12    rule-making reports, legislative hearings and investigations
 


13    and Workers' Compensation litigation.  However, none of the
 


14    judicially noticeable exhibits relied upon by defendants to
 


15    show that the Government was on notice of the alleged fraud
 


16    where the plaintiffs file the actions appear to be
 


17    "substantially similar" to the facts averred in the
 


18    first-amended complaint.
 


19           For instance, while the legislative proposals and
 


20    administrative rule making touch on narrow aspects of the
 


21    allegations here such as billing for surgical hardware,
 


22    duplicate reimbursement or violations for adulterated devices,
 


23    none of these documents describe -- the documents subject to
 


24    judicial notice describe the particularly vast conspiracy
 


25    alleged in the first-amended complaint or the three
 


26    interconnected fraudulent schemes making up the thrust of
 


27    plaintiffs' actions.
 


28           As set forth in the case of Standard Elevator, 197 Cal.
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1    App 4th 974, the public disclosure bar applies only as
 
2    necessary to preclude parasitic or opportunistic action.
 
3           A qui tam action is based upon publicly available
 
4    action only if it is disclosing the same conduct described in
 
5    the public disclosures.
 
6           Additionally, although the Worker's Compensation
 
7    litigation tangentially involved one defendant here,
 
8    Dr. Cantanzarite, it makes no mention of the schemes at issue
 
9    here.
 


10           Under California law plaintiffs qualify to bring a qui
 


11    tam lawsuit notwithstanding that prior case revealed some
 


12    instances of fraud but not the particular fraudulent conduct
 


13    alleged in the subsequent action, citing City of Hawthorne
 


14    versus H & C Disposal Company, (2003) 109 Cal. App 4th at
 


15    1668.
 


16           In sum, while defendants demurrer to the first-amended
 


17    complaint pursuant CCP section 430.10(a) for lack of
 


18    jurisdiction, there are no defects apparent from the face of
 


19    the pleading, the face of the first-amended complaint or from
 


20    matters from which the Court may take judicial notice that the
 


21    first-amended complaint merely echoes what the Government
 


22    already knew from the news media and other channels.
 


23           Simply put, the dispute over whether plaintiffs are the
 


24    original sources for the purposes of IFPA and CFCA cannot be
 


25    resolved on this demurrer proceeding testing the pleadings.
 


26           The demurrer accordingly is overruled on this ground
 


27    without prejudice to defendants asserting evidentiary-based
 


28    arguments regarding public disclosure bar in a later motion.
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1           Turning to the issue of standing, defendants demur to
 
2    the IFPA causes of action one through five on the grounds that
 
3    the qui tam plaintiffs are not interested persons who can
 
4    bring the action on behalf of the State of California.
 
5           Insurance Code section 1871.7(a) provides that any
 
6    interested persons, including an insurer, may bring a similar
 
7    action for violation of this section for the person and for
 
8    the State of California.
 
9           Defendants assert that neither plaintiff is an
 


10    interested person within the meaning of that statute because
 


11    the plaintiffs do not allege that any of their interests,
 


12    economic or otherwise, are affected by the conduct charged in
 


13    the first amended complaint.
 


14           The defendants' arguments effectively narrow IFPA qui
 


15    tam actions to only insurers or policyholders who allegedly
 


16    defrauded an insurer.  That construction finds no support in
 


17    the plain language of insurance 1871.7 or case law
 


18    interpreting it.
 


19           California cases explaining IFPA qui tam suits explain
 


20    that they may be brought by private persons or citizens to
 


21    enforce specific insurance -- specified insurance fraud
 


22    provisions, citing People Ex.rel. Allstate versus Muhyeldin
 


23    (2003) 112 Cal. App. 4th, 604.
 


24           Furthermore, the IFPA provisions themselves distinguish
 


25    between those plaintiffs who have been injured as part of the
 


26    acts alleged in the complaint and those who have not,
 


27    establishing that defendants' argument that a direct interest
 


28    is required lacks merit.
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1           There is no defect apparent on the face of the
 
2    first-amended complaint that a whistleblower, as plaintiff
 
3    claims to be, considering the express allegation that they
 
4    were employees of the defendant insurer.  There is no defect
 
5    on the apparent face of the first-amended complaint that a
 
6    whistleblower lacks standing under IFPA.
 
7           Therefore because there is no support in the law for
 
8    defendants' argument that the complaint here fails to
 
9    establish that plaintiffs are interested persons -- that the
 


10    complaint fails to establish that plaintiffs are interested
 


11    persons with standing to prosecute IFPA claims, the demurrer
 


12    to the first and fifth causes of action is overruled on that
 


13    ground.
 


14           Next we turn to the arguments of defendants that the
 


15    complaint lacks sufficient facts to state causes of action.
 


16           The defendants claim that the first-amended complaint
 


17    lacks sufficient particularity and specificity to meet the
 


18    pleadings standard for a fraud based IFPA and CFCA cause of
 


19    action against any demurring defendant.
 


20           First, I will discuss the elements of the claims in
 


21    causes of action one through five alleged in the first-amended
 


22    complaint, those causes of action for violation of Insurance
 


23    Code section 1871.7.
 


24           The first cause of action is for violation of
 


25    1871.7(a), unlawfully employing runners and cappers.
 


26           The second cause of action, violation 1871.7(b) for
 


27    Penal Code section 550(a)(1).
 


28           Third cause of action under 1871.1(b) of the Insurance
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1    Code for violation of Penal Code section 550(a)(5).
 
2           Fourth cause of action for violations of Insurance Code
 
3    section 1871.7(b) under Penal Code 550(a)(6).
 
4           And the fifth cause of action for violation of
 
5    Insurance Code section 1871.7(b) for Penal Code 549.
 
6           An essential element common to each of those causes of
 
7    action are a false and fraudulent claim being submitted.
 
8           CFCA imposes liability on any person who knowingly
 
9    presents or causes to be presented to an officer or employee
 


10    of the State or any public subdivision a false claim for
 


11    payment or approval.
 


12           This is under Government Code section 12651(a)(1).
 


13           As stated by Ninth Circuit in U.S. versus General
 


14    Dynamics  (2011) 637 F.3d 1047 under the False Claims Act it
 


15    seems a fairly obvious notion that a False Claims Act suit
 


16    ought to require a false claim because the statute attaches
 


17    liability not to the underlying fraudulent conduct but for the
 


18    claim for payment.
 


19           The defendants argue that there are insufficient facts
 


20    stated to constitute a cause of action because there are no
 


21    allegations in the first-amended complaint that a false or
 


22    fraudulent claim was actually presented or submitted to any
 


23    insurer, particularly to the Government under Medi-Cal for the
 


24    purpose of the sixth cause of action under CFCA.
 


25           Particularity challenges the false claim actions such
 


26    as in this case often focuses on the presentment requirement.
 


27           The causes of action discussing the presentment
 


28    requirement, the defendants in this case at bar rely on the
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1    principles elucidated in the 11th Circuit decision, United
 
2    States Ex.rel. Clausen versus Laboratory Corporation of
 
3    America (2002) 290 F.3d, 1301.
 
4           In that case the Court held that it was insufficient
 
5    for the plaintiff merely to describe the scheme in detail
 
6    without offering some indicia of reliability that an actual
 
7    false claim for payment was made to the Government.
 
8           This case, the Clausen case, the Court made clear its
 
9    position that to plead a presentment claim the minimum indicia
 


10    of reliability required to satisfy the particularity standard
 


11    are the specific contents of actors-submitted claims.
 


12           Based on this Clausen case the demurring defendants
 


13    argued that the first-amended complaint contains insufficient
 


14    facts because the Court may not infer from the scheme alleged
 


15    that claims to insurers were actually submitted.
 


16           Apparently, however, the 11th Circuit itself has moved
 


17    away from the Clausen exacting language.
 


18           In the case of United States ex.rel. Walker versus R
 


19    and F Properties, 11th Circuit, (2005) 433 F.3d 1349, the
 


20    Court has gone on to hold that a complaint satisfies a
 


21    requisite particularity.  But there are allegations merely
 


22    that plaintiff believed the hospital submitted false or
 


23    fraudulent claims.
 


24           The standard for alleging a claim was submitted that
 


25    defendant seeks to impose on the pleading in this case would
 


26    require affirmatively alleging details of thousands of claims
 


27    in an already-extended detailed complaint involving multiple
 


28    players and numerous moving parts.
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1           Other courts, consistent with the remedial scheme of
 
2    the Federal False Claims Act have applied the standard that
 
3    quote "To plead with particularity the circumstances
 
4    constituting the fraud of a relator's complaint if it cannot
 
5    allege the details of an actual submitted false claim may
 
6    nevertheless survive by alleging particular details of a
 
7    scheme to submit false claims paired with reliable indicia
 
8    that lead to a strong inference that claims were actually
 
9    submitted," citing the Grubbs case, 563 F.3d at 190.
 


10           The Ninth Circuit has reiterated in the case of Ebeid
 


11    versus Lungwitz, (2010) 616 F.3d 993 at 998, as follows:  "We
 


12    do not embrace the District Court's categorical approach that
 


13    would as a matter of course require a relator to identify
 


14    representative examples of false claims to support every
 


15    allegation, although we recognize that this requirement has
 


16    been adopted by some of our sister circuits.  In our view use
 


17    of representative examples is simply one means of meeting the
 


18    pleading obligations.
 


19           "We join the Fifth Circuit in concluding that it is
 


20    sufficient to allege particular details of a scheme to submit
 


21    false claims paired with reliable indicia that lead to a
 


22    strong inference that claims were actually submitted."
 


23           In the present case the present complaint contains an
 


24    entire section, entire examples of false claims containing two
 


25    illustrations alleging defendants Tri City and Pacific
 


26    Hospital submitting bills for surgical hardware and inflated
 


27    prices.
 


28           Also attached is exhibit 10, a spreadsheet plaintiffs
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1    allege details thousands of false claims submitted by
 
2    defendant hospitals between 2004 and 2009.  In other words,
 
3    the pleading here does allege representative samples.
 
4           While defendants assert that the spreadsheet is
 
5    unenlightening, the Court must take these allegations as true
 
6    as well as those that may be implied from the express
 
7    allegations which meet the standard or strong inference that
 
8    the claims were actually submitted.
 
9           Reviewing all the allegations of the first-amended
 


10    complaint in context, they detail the alleged scheme of
 


11    marketers and steerers referring patients to doctors and
 


12    hospitals, use of counterfeit hardware and hyped up prices and
 


13    surgery and hardware at all levels that has been sold to
 


14    hospitals and then billed by hospitals to insurers.
 


15           There are nearly 100 paragraphs of factual allegations
 


16    the Court must take as true on this demurrer stating with
 


17    specificity the purported lucrative scheme for marketers,
 


18    product distributors, hospitals and doctors to exponentially
 


19    increase the number of Worker's Compensation injury-related
 


20    spinal fusion surgeries.
 


21           With supporting examples it can be strongly inferred
 


22    that the allegations of the first-amended complaint that
 


23    claims actually were submitted to the Government and private
 


24    insurers.
 


25           Any inference that claims actually were submitted
 


26    further is bolstered by the judicially noticed plea agreement
 


27    of the defendant Michael Drobot implicating many of the
 


28    allegations here.
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1           Again, this is only for the purpose of a demurrer in
 
2    determining whether there is sufficient facts pled to support
 
3    a cause of action, not for any factual determination on any
 
4    issues.  The Court is not making any factual determinations on
 
5    anything.
 
6           In addition to the allegations regarding inflated
 
7    bills, there are also allegations that defendants submitted
 
8    claims for hardware they knew or actually disregarded as
 
9    counterfeit.
 


10           Therefore in conclusion the Court overrules defendants'
 


11    demurrer because there are sufficient facts stated to
 


12    constitute IFPA and CFCA causes of action, given the pleadings
 


13    standard the defendants invoke regarding submission and
 


14    presentation of a claim has been found too strenuous,
 


15    requiring much more than is necessary  at trial.
 


16           As stated in the Grubbs case, 563 F.3d at 188, "And
 


17    surely a procedural rule ought not to be read to insist that a
 


18    plaintiff plead a level of detail required to prevail at
 


19    trial.  Fraudulent presentment requires proof only of the
 


20    claim's falsity not of its exact contents.  A plaintiff does
 


21    not necessarily need the exact dollar amounts, billing numbers
 


22    or dates to prove to a preponderance that fraudulent bills
 


23    were actually submitted.  To require these details of pleading
 


24    is one small step shy of requiring production of actual
 


25    documentation with the complaint, a level of proof not
 


26    demanded to win at trial and significantly more than any
 


27    federal pleading rule contemplates."
 


28           Defendants also argue more broadly that plaintiffs' use
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1    of the collective pleading falls short of the requirement to
 
2    plead facts with particularity in order to sufficiently allege
 
3    fraud against each defendant.
 
4           Essentially the demurring party attacked the first
 
5    amended complaint on the ground it does not allege with
 
6    particularity the who, what, when, where, why to assert
 
7    liability against each defendant-alleged scheme.
 
8           Like all actions dealing with fraud, qui tam claims
 
9    under California law must be pled with particularity, and so
 


10    too are allegations of conspiracy subject to a heightened
 


11    pleading standard.
 


12           However, on other hand, the defendants ignore that the
 


13    IFPA and CFCA legislation are each remedial statutes.
 


14    Invoking principles applied to Federal False Claims Act suits,
 


15    the qui tam action for this Court is not on the same plain in
 


16    meeting the requirement of stating with particularity the
 


17    contents of fraud and misrepresentation.  The learning of the
 


18    federal authorities dealing with the qui tam statute is
 


19    certainly persuasive.
 


20           In any event, the multitude of ultimate facts asserted
 


21    in the pleading in this case state with specific specificity,
 


22    sufficient specificity, and particularity each defendants'
 


23    alleged conspiratorial acts in furtherance of a fraudulent
 


24    scheme.
 


25           So the Court does find that there is sufficient
 


26    allegations of fraud and conspiracy to hold the defendants to
 


27    answer the complaint.  If there are any uncertainties,
 


28    defendant can obtain more detailed information through
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1    discovery.
 
2           The Court noted earlier the many factual requirements
 
3    that must be taken as true, explaining each defendants'
 
4    alleged role in the fraud scheme.  It would be unproductive to
 
5    require repetition of those dozens of paragraphs from the
 
6    first-amended complaint with respect to each defendant.
 
7           Suffice it to say the first-amended complaint on its
 
8    face states facts with sufficient particularity to allege the
 
9    cause of action against the demurring defendants.
 


10           The defendants' assertion that the allegations simply
 


11    are not detailed enough lacks merit.  Contrary to defendants'
 


12    position that the pleading lacks factual substantiation for
 


13    the claims asserted, the Court must take as true the express
 


14    allegations that Riverside and San Bernardino, for example,
 


15    conspired to violate Insurance Code section 871.7 by utilizing
 


16    surgery hardware they knew should have been known was
 


17    counterfeit and they could not bill for, that claims were
 


18    submitted for surgeries known to have been performed in
 


19    exchange for kickbacks, that plaintiffs possess agreements
 


20    purporting to provide such kickbacks and all the inferences
 


21    the Court can reasonably extrapolate from these express
 


22    allegations and specific examples.
 


23           To the extent that defendants contend that plaintiffs
 


24    posit merely inadequate conclusions in the first-amended
 


25    complaint, defendants' argument seek to challenge some lack of
 


26    evidence that presents a question beyond the pleadings.
 


27           Simply put, the standard demanded by the defendants in
 


28    this demurrer would require plaintiffs to prove this case on
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1    this pleading on the details of the minutia of the scheme, the
 
2    proper subject of discovery, citing people Ex.rel. Sepulveda
 
3    versus Highland Federal Savings (1993) 14 Cal. App. 4th, 1692.
 
4           A review of the first-amended complaint makes clear
 
5    that the first-amended complaint describes in detail the
 
6    alleged fraudulent scheme to bill private and public insurers
 
7    on bills for spinal fusion surgeries and Workers Compensation
 
8    patients and outlines every defendants' purported role in the
 
9    conspiracy, even if some of the defendants' roles were more
 


10    limited than others.
 


11           Because the pleading states particularly detailed facts
 


12    sufficient to constitute causes of action against each
 


13    defendant, the Court is going to overrule the demurrer to the
 


14    first-amended complaint.
 


15           Finally, turning to the statute of limitations
 


16    arguments, the defendants argue that all the claims asserted
 


17    in the first-amended complaint are barred by the statute of
 


18    limitations, but the CFCA and IFPA contain alternative
 


19    limitations periods.
 


20           For claims under CFCA Government Code section 12654(a)
 


21    states that the action shall not be filed more than six years
 


22    after the date on which the violation is committed or more
 


23    than three years after the date on facts material to the right
 


24    of action are known or reasonably should have been known by
 


25    the Attorney General, the prosecuting authority with
 


26    jurisdiction to act under this article, but in no event more
 


27    than 10 years after the date on which the violations
 


28    committed, whichever of the aforementioned occurs last.
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1           IFPA claims may not be filed more than three years
 
2    after the discovery of facts constituting the grounds for
 
3    commencing the action, and no action may be filed more than
 
4    eight years after the commission of the act constituting a
 
5    violation of the section or violation of section 549,550 or
 
6    551 of the Penal Code.  This is an Insurance Code section
 
7    1871.7(l).
 
8           In the case at bar, the original complaint was filed on
 
9    May 25, 2012.  It challenges conduct going back to May, 2002
 


10    for the CFCA causes of action -- that's the sixth cause of
 


11    action.  It goes back to 2004 for the IFPA causes of action.
 


12           The defendants demur to all the allegations concerning
 


13    conduct that predates May, 2009 under the argued three-year
 


14    limitations period.  However, the three-year period for the
 


15    CFCA is triggered only if the Attorney General or prosecuting
 


16    authority knew or reasonably should have known of the facts
 


17    material to the fraud claim.
 


18           Case law makes clear that the qui tam plaintiffs'
 


19    knowledge is irrelevant for determining timeliness, citing
 


20    State ex.rel. Hindin versus Hewlett-Packard (2007) 153 Cal.App
 


21    4th 307, stating "Although the plaintiff knew about the
 


22    relevant facts more than three years before bringing the
 


23    action, his knowledge do not trigger the three-years'
 


24    limitation period and the action is not barred under section
 


25    12654."
 


26           The defendants have not pointed to any defect apparent
 


27    on the face of the first-amended complaint that any government
 


28    authority was aware of the fraudulent claims alleged in this
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1    action more than three years before it was filed.
 
2           Regarding the causes of action against the IFPA, the
 
3    qui tam plaintiffs discovery of facts is relevant with regard
 
4    to triggering the three-year rather than the eight-year
 
5    limitation period under Insurance Code section 1871.7(l).
 
6           However, the first-amended complaint contains
 
7    allegations regarding plaintiffs' delayed discovery of the
 
8    alleged scheme because the lack of transparency in the health
 
9    care industry due to defendants' conduct and under the tolling
 


10    doctrine of fraudulent concealment.  This is alleged in the
 


11    first-amended complaint, paragraphs 171 through 176.
 


12           The Court must accept as true the allegations that
 


13    plaintiff did not discover and could not have discovered
 


14    through the exercise of reasonable diligence the existence of
 


15    this scheme until just months before the filing of the
 


16    complaint as alleged in paragraph 171.
 


17           Accordingly, the Court cannot find a defect apparent on
 


18    the face of the first-amended complaint that the maximum 10-
 


19    and eight-year limitations periods apply and that plaintiffs'
 


20    claims are untimely.
 


21           The demurrer to the complaint -- to the claims in the
 


22    first-amended complaint based on violations before May 25,
 


23    2009 and the statute of limitations accordingly is overruled.
 


24           In conclusion, the Court overrules the demurrers to the
 


25    first-amended complaint in their entirety.
 


26           The Court will order the defendants to answer the
 


27    complaint.  I'll set it for 30 days, no later than
 


28    January 12th, 2015.
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1           The Court will order the plaintiffs to give notice of
 
2    the Court ruling and post it on the website.
 
3           We have a few other matters to discuss.
 
4           First, we do have other demurrers scheduled for
 
5    hearing.
 
6           What is the hearing date on those other demurrers?
 
7    Does anyone know?
 
8           MR. HUTCHINSON:  Your Honor, are you referring to the
 
9    individual cases?
 


10           THE COURT:  Yes.
 


11           MR. HUTCHINSON:  That hearing is February 20.
 


12           THE COURT:  Okay.  February 20.
 


13           The Court is also going to set a status conference for
 


14    February 20.  I see it's here.  11 a.m., is that right?  Yeah.
 


15           MR. HUTCHINSON:  Yes.
 


16           THE COURT:  And the Court is going to order the parties
 


17    to meet and confer to submit a joint report no later than
 


18    February 9th on the issue of discovery.
 


19           I think the proposal of having phased discovery appears
 


20    to make some sense in this case.  So I would order the parties
 


21    to meet and confer with regard to a schedule for undertaking
 


22    discovery and see if the parties can agree upon protocols for
 


23    a phased process.
 


24           I think the parties should consider whether or not that
 


25    the discovery can be taken in segments such as what has been
 


26    proposed.  First, discovery with regard to the issue of
 


27    whether the plaintiffs are original sources, whether they are
 


28    properly relators, whether there is jurisdiction issues
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1    concerning plaintiffs' situation, then perhaps segments of
 
2    discovery relating to the different types of fraud.
 
3           We have numerous relationships here in terms of
 
4    kickbacks, in terms of inflating prices, in terms of cappers
 
5    and illegal referrals.  So there may be a way of trying to
 
6    segment the discovery to reach certain issues which then may
 
7    subject the case to law and motion on the different subject
 
8    matter of the phases such as a summary judgment if there are
 
9    parties that believe that the discovery after phase one or two
 


10    would eliminate their involvement in the case.  So I will ask
 


11    that you consider that with one caveat.
 


12           That is, as you lay out a program for discovery and
 


13    even if you can agree on phased discovery, to the extent that
 


14    a witness has information with regard to a different phases,
 


15    the witness' deposition should be completed in totality on all
 


16    subjects so you don't have to have witnesses coming back
 


17    several times, even though you may be focusing on one phase of
 


18    discovery.
 


19           Anyway, I would ask the parties to think about that and
 


20    put together a discovery plan, and that report should be
 


21    submitted by February 9th.  We will discuss that further on
 


22    February 20th.
 


23           I would like to open up discovery at this point, but
 


24    I'm a little hesitant to interfere with organized protocols.
 


25    So I would ask the parties to think about what discovery can
 


26    be taken at this stage without interfering with an organized
 


27    process down the road.
 


28           The parties are to meet and confer and start talking
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1    about agreements about the first stage of discovery, what can
 
2    be agreed upon immediately.  You don't have to wait until
 
3    February 20th to start taking discovery.
 
4           Any other issues anyone wishes to address today?
 
5           MR. HUTCHINSON:  Yes, your Honor, briefly.
 
6           Robert Hutchinson for the individual plaintiffs, Golia,
 
7    Bravo, Cavalieri and Moses.
 
8           When we were here on November 19th those demurrers were
 
9    ordered to be filed by a certain date, and then your Honor
 


10    granted our ex parte application last week to extend those
 


11    times.
 


12           An issue has come up.  We advised the Court at that
 


13    last hearing that we had filed 28 new cases.  And to my
 


14    knowledge, as far as I know to anybody's knowledge, the Court
 


15    has not yet ordered those cases related.
 


16           THE COURT:  Are those new cases filed in Los Angeles
 


17    Superior Court?
 


18           MR. HUTCHINSON:  Yes.
 


19           THE COURT:  Do you have a list of those cases?
 


20           MR. HUTCHINSON:  A notice of related case has been
 


21    filed with the Court previously.  I don't have a list with me
 


22    at this point.
 


23           THE COURT:  When was the notice of related case filed?
 


24           MR. HUTCHINSON:  I believe they were all filed on
 


25    November 20, and notice of related cases were filed shortly
 


26    thereafter.
 


27           THE COURT:  All right.  Well they may not -- did you
 


28    see that?
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1           Let me address this?  Who are the defendants named in
 
2    those cases.
 
3           MR. HUTCHINSON:  It's the same group.
 
4           The allegations in those complaints are virtually
 
5    identical to the four individual cases before this Court now
 
6    with the exception, of course, of their individual plaintiffs,
 
7    so the specific information about their surgeries, where they
 
8    were done and when are unique to each case.  But basically
 
9    99.8 percent of the complaint is taken from the complaints
 


10    already on file.
 


11           The reason -- a question has come up whether the
 


12    defendants that have to file their demurrers in these four
 


13    related cases by January 9 have to also file their demurrers
 


14    if they would choose to do so in those other 28 cases.
 


15           THE COURT:  Well, have those other cases been served?
 


16    Has counsel agreed to accept service in those cases?
 


17           MR. HUTCHINSON:  They have mostly been served.  We are
 


18    waiting for a couple of signatures on notice and
 


19    acknowledgment of receipt, and there are a couple of
 


20    defendants that we will need to again ask the Court to allow
 


21    us to publish a summons and complaint.
 


22           THE COURT:  Well, first, let me ask, are any defendants
 


23    here going to object to relating those cases?
 


24           MR. BYRNE:  Your Honor, this is Mark Byrne for
 


25    Dr. Akmakjian.  If I could answer a related question or bring
 


26    up a related point.
 


27           Our firm only represents Dr. Akmakjian with respect to
 


28    the qui tam action that was ruled on today.  I realize that
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1    there are others and may be other actions that have already
 
2    been and will be consolidated, but there are other counsel --
 
3    I think other people might be in the same boat.  There are
 
4    other counsel representing my client in connection with all
 
5    the other matters.
 
6           It's also not true that Dr. Akmakjian is named in all
 
7    of the other ones.  He is named in some, not others.  So I'm
 
8    just pointing this out because I think it's very important at
 
9    all of these hearings that the Court doesn't assume that
 


10    everyone is the same counsel, number 1.
 


11           Number 2, that all the issues and that this is all
 


12    going to be passed on to other counsel today here for the qui
 


13    tam action -- that's fine -- not here for any of the other
 


14    cases.  I realize there is a demurrer hearing on February 20th
 


15    for that.  It's now been combined with a status report for the
 


16    qui tam.  I just want to make sure the Court keeps all of
 


17    those cases compartmentalized because they are not the same
 


18    even though they have been consolidated and maybe others will
 


19    be.
 


20           I also want to make sure that there is no duty, for
 


21    example, imposed upon me to give notice to Dr. Akmakjian's
 


22    other counsel in the other cases because that's not why I am
 


23    here today.
 


24           THE COURT:  Okay.
 


25           MR. HUTCHINSON:  Your Honor, the only issue I want to
 


26    clarify and I will pass that along to all the defense counsel
 


27    in the individual cases, some questions have been raised
 


28    whether if a party is going to file a demurrer in some of
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1    these or any of these 28 new cases they have to do it by
 
2    January 9th.
 
3           THE COURT:  I would say this.
 
4           First of all, I have not made a ruling relating any of
 
5    these cases, so that's one problem.
 
6           But an off-the-cuff comment that since the -- you say
 
7    they were just filed and notice of related case -- you said
 
8    November 20th or they were filed on November 20th?
 
9           MR. HUTCHINSON:  These cases were filed on
 


10    November 20th.
 


11           THE COURT:  They were filed November 20th, and we're
 


12    not sure yet if they have all been served.
 


13           The acknowledgment of service obviously is an extension
 


14    of time and when the responses were due.
 


15           I would think that counsel, probably whoever is going
 


16    to appear, would want more time than having to respond by
 


17    January 9th.  We don't even know when service would be, when
 


18    the 30 days' response would be.
 


19           So I don't think that we should try to force them into
 


20    saying if they are related because they have not yet forced
 


21    them into the same schedule that we have established for cases
 


22    that have already been here for a while.
 


23           MR. HUTCHINSON:  Fine.  Thank you.  I appreciate that.
 


24    That clarifies it.  I will pass that on to all counsel in
 


25    those cases.
 


26           THE COURT:  Okay.  Anything else anyone wishes to
 


27    address?
 


28           MR. GRAF:  Just to answer your Honor's earlier
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1    question, my client, Weiner, is not a defendant in these other
 
2    cases.  I anticipate he will be objecting to any effort to
 
3    relate them.
 
4           THE COURT:  Okay.  Anything else?
 
5           All right.  Thank you.  Counsel.  And my best wishes to
 
6    everyone for wonderful holidays.
 
7           MR. BERGER:  Thank you, your Honor.
 
8           (End of proceedings.)
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1           SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
 
2                     FOR THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES
 
3    DEPARTMENT 323              HON. ELIHU M. BERLE, JUDGE
 
4 
 
5    STATE OF CALIFORNIA, et al.,       )
                                       )
6                        Plaintiffs,    )
                                       ) SUPERIOR COURT
7              vs.                      ) CASE NO. BC 534466
                                       )
8    GARDENS REGIONAL HOSPITAL, et      )
    al.,                               )
9                                       )
                        Defendants.    )


10    ___________________________________)
 


11 
 


12 
 


13 
 


14 
 


15           I, DAVID A. SALYER, Official Pro Tem Reporter of the
 


16    Superior Court of the State of California, for the County of
 


17    Los Angeles, do hereby certify that the foregoing pages, 1
 


18    through 65, inclusive, comprise a true and correct transcript
 


19    of the proceedings taken in the above-entitled matter reported
 


20    by me on December 11, 2014.
 


21           DATED December 13, 2014.
 


22 
 


23 
 


24 
 


                   
25                   __________________________________
 


26                   DAVID A. SALYER, CSR, RMR, CRR
                   Official Pro Tem Court Reporter


27                   CSR No. 4410
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   1   CASE NUMBER:                       BC 534466 
   2   CASE NAME:                         STATE OF CAL V. GARDENS 
   3   LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA            THURSDAY, DECEMBER 11, 2014 
   4   DEPARTMENT 323                     ELIHU M. BERLE, JUDGE 
   5   REPORTER:                          DAVID A. SALYER, CSR 4410 
   6   TIME:                              10:10 A.M. 
   7                                -o0o- 
   8          THE COURT:  Good morning, counsel.  Calling the case of 
   9   State of California ex rel. versus Gardens Regional Hospital 
  10   and all related cases. 
  11          Counsel, your appearances. 
  12          MR. BERGER:  Good morning, your Honor.  Justin Berger 
  13   of Cotchett, Pitre & Mc Carthy on behalf of plaintiffs. 
  14          THE COURT:  Good morning. 
  15          MR. NIXON:  Ryon Nixon, Cotchett, Pitre & McCarthy, on 
  16   behalf of the plaintiffs. 
  17          MS. CASTLES:  Good morning, your Honor.  Claire Castles 
  18   with Jones Day on behalf of the St. Bernadine Medical Center. 
  19          THE COURT:  Good morning. 
  20          MR. POTH:  Good morning, your Honor.  James Poth, also 
  21   from Jones Day, on behalf of the St. Bernadine Medical Center. 
  22          THE COURT:  Good morning. 
  23          MR. OLSON:  Good morning, your Honor. Chris Olson from 
  24   Latham & Watkins on behalf of the Defendant Jeffrey 
  25   Cantanzarite. 
  26          THE COURT:  Good morning. 
  27          MS. GREEN:  Tracy Green for Tri-City and Gardens 
  28   Regional Hospital. 
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   1          THE COURT:  Good morning. 
   2          MS. IKELS:  Good morning, your Honor.  Zuzana Ikels on 
   3   behalf of Riverside Community Hospital. 
   4          THE COURT:  Good morning. 
   5          MR. BASS:  Good morning, your Honor.  Jonathan Bass, 
   6   also on behalf of Riverside. 
   7          THE COURT:  Good morning. 
   8          MR. GRAF:  Good morning, your honor.  Mark Graf for 
   9   Defendant Beryl Weiner. 
  10          MR. STOLL:  Good morning, your Honor.  Richard Stoll 
  11   for Defendant South Bay Hospital. 
  12          THE COURT:  Good morning. 
  13          MR. MOSKOWITZ:  Good morning, your Honor. Paul 
  14   Moskowitz on behalf of Healthpointe. 
  15          THE COURT:  Good morning. 
  16          MR. BYRNE:  Good morning, your Honor.  Mark Byrne on 
  17   behalf of Dr. Akmakjian. 
  18          MR. FENTON:  Good morning, your Honor. Benjamin Fenton 
  19   on behalf of Dr. Joseph Vanderlinden. 
  20          MR. TALWAR:  Vibhu Talwar (unintelligible). 
  21          MR. HOFFMAN:  Good morning, your Honor.  Brian Hoffman 
  22   on behalf of Dr. Ahmed in the Cavalieri case. 
  23          THE COURT:  Good morning. 
  24          MR. BARNHILL:  Good morning.  Steve Barnhill on behalf 
  25   of Defendant Gurvinder Uppal. 
  26          THE COURT:  Good morning. 
  27          MR. HUGHES:  Tracy Hughes on behalf of Defendants 
  28   Dr. Bergey and -- 
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   1          MR. PHAN:  Good morning, your Honor.  Robert Phan on 
   2   behalf Dr. Khalid Ahmed on the Golia, Bravo and Moses matters. 
   3          THE COURT:  Good morning. 
   4          MR. HUTCHINSON:  Good morning, your Honor.  Robert 
   5   Hutchinson, Cotchett, Pitre & Mc Carthy, on behalf of qui tam 
   6   plaintiff as well as Plaintiffs Golia, Bravo, Cavalieri and 
   7   Moses. 
   8          THE COURT:  Good morning. 
   9          MR. BAYLES:  Good morning, your Honor.  David Bayles 
  10   from Arent Fox for Defendants HealthSmart Pacific, Inc. d/b/a 
  11   Pacific Hospital of Long Beach, International Implants, LLC, 
  12   and Michael Arabot. 
  13          THE COURT:  Good morning. 
  14          MS. WILLIAMS:  Good morning, your Honor.  Meredith 
  15   Williams of Jones Day on behalf of St. Bernadine's. 
  16          THE COURT:  Good morning. 
  17          MR. MOSES:  Good morning, your Honor.  Dan Moses on 
  18   behalf of Rancho Cucamonga Community Hospital in the Bravo 
  19   matter. 
  20          THE COURT:  Good morning. 
  21          Any other appearances?  Anyone on Court Call? 
  22          MS. WILCOX:  Yes, your Honor, Jean Wilcox for Defendant 
  23   Parkview Community Hospital. 
  24          THE COURT:  Good morning. 
  25          Anyone else? 
  26          MS. WONG:  Good morning, your Honor.  This is Cyndi 
  27   Wong on behalf of the Rancho Cucamonga Community Hospital, 
  28   LLC, d/b/a Rancho Specialty Hospital. 
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   1          THE COURT:  Good morning.  Anyone else? 
   2          I have received a proposed order for the appointment of 
   3   Mr. David Salyer as court reporter pro tem. 
   4          Any objection? 
   5          Not hearing any objection, Mr. Salyer is hereby 
   6   appointed court reporter pro tem. 
   7          Good morning, Mr. Salyer. 
   8          THE REPORTER:  Good morning. 
   9          THE COURT:  The matter on calendar today is a joint 
  10   demurrer to the first-amended complaint in the case of the 
  11   State ex rel. Serandie & Reynolds versus Gardens Regional 
  12   Hospital. 
  13          Anyone wish to be heard on that? 
  14          MS. CASTLES:  Yes, your Honor.  The defendants -- 
  15   Claire Castles with Jones Day.  We would like to be heard on 
  16   this matter. 
  17          THE COURT:  Okay.  Please proceed. 
  18          MS. CASTLES:  Your Honor, there are a number of issues 
  19   that we believe are dispositive of the issues in this case. 
  20          The defendants' plan today is as follows:  The goal is 
  21   for -- what we will do is address two dispositive issues today 
  22   that are addressing many of the defendants.  Many of the 
  23   defendants have joined these arguments.  Then in addition to 
  24   that, what we will do is we will also address an argument 
  25   that's unique to the facts as alleged against St. Bernadine. 
  26          After we complete that, a number of other counsel will 
  27   speak to issues that are specific to their clients and then we 
  28   will also have counsel for Riverside who will speak to some 
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   1   other issues that also apply to a number of the moving 
   2   defendants. 
   3          THE COURT:  Okay. 
   4          MS. CASTLES:  If that's acceptable, your Honor, I would 
   5   like to start with the first dispositive issue. 
   6          THE COURT:  All right. 
   7          MS. CASTLES:  Your Honor, the first dispositive issue 
   8   is the public disclosure bar. 
   9          Specifically, the plaintiffs' own allegations are 
  10   dispositive of the public disclosure issue. 
  11          There is a fundamental bargain in the qui tam 
  12   provisions where individuals who have information of fraud or 
  13   inappropriate conduct can bring that genuinely valuable 
  14   information forward, and in return for this information that 
  15   the Government, or in the case of the Insurance Fraud 
  16   Prevention Act the private insurer may not know they're able 
  17   to receive a portion of those public funds or private monies 
  18   for this valuable information. 
  19          But the public disclosure bar is an important mechanism 
  20   inside that qui tam provision.  Specifically, it serves to 
  21   make sure that those individuals that do not provide any 
  22   significant information on their own or have not provided any 
  23   information that provides notice to the government or the 
  24   insurer are not able to get an unmerited recovery of those 
  25   public funds and private monies. 
  26          As discussed in the Ninth Circuit in the Bates case, 
  27   which we discuss in our moving papers, the public disclosure 
  28   bar applies where it is clear that the public disclosures are 
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   1   sufficient to place the Government on notice of the alleged 
   2   fraud or practices prior to the filing of the qui tam action. 
   3          Here we know that the public information was sufficient 
   4   to provide notice to the government to conduct an 
   5   investigation because by plaintiffs' own allegations and 
   6   argument we know that the -- we know that a government 
   7   investigation did take place. 
   8          Specifically, your Honor, I would like to point out 
   9   that the plaintiffs' own argument is that defendant Drobot's 
  10   plea agreement -- and I would refer you to their opposition, 
  11   page 52, lines 12 through 13 -- states that this plea 
  12   agreement details the same transactions and fraudulent conduct 
  13   that plaintiffs allege in this civil proceeding. 
  14          Here the Government was on notice to investigate the 
  15   fraud, and did, in fact, investigate the fraud. 
  16          The fact that the plaintiffs attempt to disagree with 
  17   the results of this investigation or the discussion of the 
  18   investigation in the plea agreement does not make the public 
  19   disclosure bar inapplicable. 
  20          In fact, plaintiffs look to the Horizon West case in 
  21   their opposition and, your Honor, we agree.  The Horizon West 
  22   case is a perfect example because in the Horizon West case 
  23   they articulate that the fundamental purpose of the test is to 
  24   determine whether the information was sufficient to put the 
  25   Government on notice to conduct an investigation. 
  26          Here we know that this test is met because an 
  27   investigation was concluded. 
  28          In the plaintiffs' oppositions they also attempt to 
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   1   mitigate other public disclosures that were brought in front 
   2   of the Court.  Without going into a lot of detail, what we 
   3   would like to point out is they attempt to distance the 2010 
   4   Wall Street Journal article as it relate to the discussions. 
   5          We would refer your Honor to paragraph 102, where there 
   6   appears to be language that is parallel to a discussion as to 
   7   an insurer making a medical necessity decision. 
   8          They also attempt to mitigate the 2011 Workers' Comp 
   9   Appeal Board, where we have parallel allegations and, in fact, 
  10   Berkshire Hathaway, the only insurer that's identified by name 
  11   by the plaintiffs, raised Insurance Fraud Prevention Act 
  12   allegations. 
  13          Finally, your Honor, we would also like to point out 
  14   plaintiffs' attempt to distance themselves from the FDA 
  15   warnings where there is a discussion of the adulterated 
  16   product. 
  17          Again, we would like to refer the Court to 
  18   paragraph 44, where plaintiffs by their own allegations state 
  19   that, "St. Bernadine breached its responsibility to provide a 
  20   safe environment by receiving misbranded and adulterated 
  21   equipment." 
  22          Dropping down to line 16, "They are not manufactured 
  23   using current good manufacturing practices and did not 
  24   attempt -- did not receive premarket approval." 
  25          Again, this is language that is from the FDA warning 
  26   letters. 
  27          But apart from the fact the plaintiffs have attempted 
  28   to distance themselves from these public disclosure and argued 
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   1   that they weren't sufficient to meet the Government 
   2   investigation, what is unique in the plaintiffs' opposition is 
   3   for the first time we now have an argument by the plaintiffs 
   4   that they're the original source of the 2012 Wall Street 
   5   Journal article. 
   6          But their own argument admits that they could not have 
   7   been the original source because the 2012 Wall Street Journal 
   8   article discusses an ongoing investigation by the Government 
   9   as early as August, 2011 where there's a discussion in this 
  10   article in dealing with the fact that draft charges had been 
  11   prepared against Defendant Randall. 
  12          Plaintiffs could not have been the source for the 
  13   ongoing investigation described in this 2012 article because 
  14   by their own allegations in paragraph 171, plaintiffs state, 
  15   and I quote, "Plaintiffs had no knowledge of the claims 
  16   alleged herein until just months before filing this complaint 
  17   and did not discover and could not have discovered the 
  18   existence of the scheme until just months before filing this 
  19   complaint." 
  20          Moreover, plaintiffs also fail to meet the original 
  21   source requirement because at no time do they allege direct 
  22   and independent knowledge of information.  And to be original 
  23   sources, plaintiffs cannot rely on information that they 
  24   gather secondhand. 
  25          As discussed in the moving papers, Devlon(ph) speaks to 
  26   this where it speaks that direct knowledge is not present 
  27   where a qui tam plaintiff learns secondhand of the allegations 
  28   of the fraud. 
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   1          Your Honor, I direct you to repeated statements in the 
   2   first-amended complaint where plaintiffs vaguely lump 
   3   themselves together and rely on secondhand information, 
   4   specifically paragraph 143, where they rely on Arthur 
   5   Garratt(ph), paragraph 150, where they rely on William 
   6   Crowder, paragraph 151, where they rely on McGrath, 
   7   paragraph 152, where they rely on the information collected 
   8   secondhand from Richard Walker, and finally, paragraph 159, 
   9   where they rely on information from Judy Hawkins. 
  10          What is important to point out is that none of these 
  11   individuals are plaintiffs in this matter and some of them are 
  12   defendants. 
  13          Plaintiffs' only real argument against the public 
  14   disclosure bar is that it is not dispositive at this time 
  15   because they attempt to argue in their opposition that there's 
  16   a factual dispute that cannot be resolved at demurrer. 
  17          Simply, as discussed in our reply brief, courts 
  18   routinely resolve these matters on pleadings.  It's an issue 
  19   of jurisdiction and it's appropriate for the Court to look at 
  20   this issue on the pleadings.  I would also point out that -- 
  21          THE COURT:  But there is a factual dispute here.  That 
  22   should be decided on a demurrer, and the plaintiffs dispute a 
  23   lot of the things you suggest.  The plaintiffs claim the 
  24   original source of the Wall Street Journal article and a lot 
  25   of the other claims that you raise.  They say that it's not 
  26   the exact same claim that has been raised by the plaintiffs 
  27   here, and maybe they are, maybe they're not. 
  28          Do you think you should decide this on a demurrer or 
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   1   you should have a factual determination? 
   2          MS. CASTLES:  I don't think we need a factual 
   3   determination, your Honor, for the express purpose that if you 
   4   look at paragraph 171, their own allegations undermine the 
   5   plaintiffs' argument that this is a factual dispute, where 
   6   paragraph 171 states they did not know -- they did not have 
   7   inquiry notice of these facts until just months before filing 
   8   the complaint. 
   9          It is temporally and chronologically impossible for 
  10   plaintiffs to have been the original source or catalyst for 
  11   the ongoing investigation discussed in the 2012 Wall Street 
  12   Journal article.  This is why it is appropriate to deal with 
  13   this issue on demurrer. 
  14          Assuming plaintiffs' allegations and their arguments 
  15   are true, plaintiffs could not be the original source of the 
  16   2011 government investigation discussed in the 2012 article. 
  17          Plaintiffs are not original sources and the public 
  18   disclosure bar of the California False Claims Act and the 
  19   Insurance Fraud Prevention Act bars what is a parasitic and 
  20   opportunistic suit brought by plaintiffs, which brings us to 
  21   the second dispositive issue we would like to discuss with the 
  22   Court.  Because all of this explains why the plaintiffs are 
  23   unable to address any of these claims, these fraud claims, 
  24   with any particularity. 
  25          Again, plaintiffs rely on Ebeid, but this reliance 
  26   dooms their assertion, because Ebeid does not diminish or 
  27   eliminate the particularity requirement.  As discussed in 
  28   Ebeid, plaintiffs must still state with particularity the 
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   1   alleged scheme. 
   2          Also in Ebeid the Ninth Circuit found that the 
   3   plaintiff in Ebeid did not meet the more lenient Grubbs 
   4   standard.  The Court looked at the fact that the plaintiff 
   5   made only conclusory allegations, offered only a global 
   6   indictment of the defendants' business.  The Ninth Circuit 
   7   found that those allegations were simply not enough to 
   8   establish a false claims allegation -- to establish false 
   9   claims liability. 
  10          Here the plaintiff in this case, like the plaintiff in 
  11   Ebeid, argues in their opposition that the details of the 
  12   alleged fraud are in the possession of the defendant.  Again, 
  13   Ebeid found that to be -- that's not persuasive. 
  14          Plaintiffs' complaint tracks the Ebeid complaint by 
  15   making general allegations, such as paragraph 47, where they 
  16   allege that St. Bernadine billed insurance carriers, including 
  17   the State Compensation Insurance Fund, Medi-Cal, and I quote, 
  18   "Others." 
  19          Plaintiffs' allegations that there was a scheme and the 
  20   detail for the scheme is found at paragraph 16, where they 
  21   bilked the State Compensation Insurance Fund and Medi-Cal out 
  22   of hundreds of millions of dollars.  These general allegations 
  23   do not provide the inference from the factual pleadings that 
  24   false claims were submitted because critical details are 
  25   missing. 
  26          Now, counsel for other defendants will address issues 
  27   that are unique to their arguments as to the lack of 
  28   particularity and problems with the way plaintiffs have 
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   1   alleged this, because the underlying issue is that plaintiffs 
   2   have failed to allege with even the scheme particularity as to 
   3   who, what, where, when of the fraud.  This is fatal to their 
   4   complaint and should be dismissed without leave to amend. 
   5          And, your Honor, I would like to address an argument 
   6   that is unique to St. Bernadine, which is we would like to 
   7   point out that plaintiffs fail to allege a single viable claim 
   8   against St. Bernadine. 
   9          For each cause of action that plaintiffs purport to 
  10   rope in St. Bernadine, even if we assume all of their facts 
  11   are true, they haven't alleged any facts that subject 
  12   St. Bernadine to liability under the False Claims Act or the 
  13   Insurance Fraud Prevention Act. 
  14          Specifically the complaint is bereft of any allegations 
  15   against St. Bernadine.  There is no allegation that 
  16   St. Bernadine knowingly employed anyone related to the scheme. 
  17   There is no allegation that St. Bernadine had any knowledge 
  18   about the contracting relationships.  There is no allegation 
  19   that St. Bernadine had any knowledge of the potentially 
  20   counterfeit nature of the devices. 
  21          If anything, if these facts are true, this supports a 
  22   finding that St. Bernadine was a victim in this scheme, not a 
  23   co-conspirator. 
  24          There is no allegation that St. Bernadine submitted a 
  25   false claim. 
  26          Your Honor, plaintiffs attempt to skirt this issue by 
  27   suggesting that it has provided reasonable indicia to support 
  28   an inference, but plaintiffs are fundamentally missing the 
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   1   point.  They must allege falsity of the claim. 
   2          At no point in the first-amended complaint do 
   3   plaintiffs identify a law, a regulation or a payment condition 
   4   that establishes the falsity of the claim based on whether or 
   5   not a sticker was placed on an implant log.  This is not an 
   6   allegation of a false claim. 
   7          Furthermore, there is no allegation that St. Bernadine 
   8   made any payment to a physician to render a claim false. 
   9          In an effort to salvage their argument, plaintiffs 
  10   allege that St. Bernadine should have known the physician's 
  11   reputation for accepting kickbacks.  This is not an allegation 
  12   that St. Bernadine knew of this reputation, only that they 
  13   should have known. 
  14          As such, plaintiffs attempt to argue that St. Bernadine 
  15   was negligent. 
  16          Even assuming St. Bernadine was negligent, courts have 
  17   repeatedly held, consistent with the legislative history of 
  18   the False Claim Act, that negligence is not sufficient 
  19   knowledge to establish a false -- is not sufficient knowledge 
  20   to establish liability for submission of a false claim. 
  21          For all these reasons, your Honor, St. Bernadine 
  22   requests that this demurrer as to St. Bernadine be sustained 
  23   with prejudice. 
  24          Your Honor, I'll let other counsel address issues 
  25   specific to their clients. 
  26          THE COURT:  All right.  Thank you. 
  27          Any other counsel or defendant wish to speak? 
  28          MR. BASS:  Yes, your Honor.  Jonathan Bass for 
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   1   Riverside. 
   2          Riverside is very much in the same situation 
   3   individually as St. Bernadine. 
   4          As counsel for St. Bernadine has pointed out really 
   5   with reference to chapter and verse in the amended complaint, 
   6   the amended complaint is singularly missing any allegations 
   7   specifically against St. Bernadine, and in terms of 
   8   identifying the false claim, in terms of identifying any 
   9   wrongful conduct on the part of that defendant which would 
  10   qualify under either the statutes that are presented as the 
  11   bases for liability. 
  12          Riverside Community Hospital is situated identically, 
  13   which is to say, to all appearances, and after this latest 
  14   attempt on the part of the plaintiffs to plead facts that 
  15   would identify claims against Riverside Community Hospital or 
  16   St. Bernadine, and keep in mind, this was the specific reason 
  17   that plaintiffs were given leave to amend.  They indicated 
  18   they were going to amend to state claims against these 
  19   defendants because they were missing significantly from the 
  20   earlier pleading. 
  21          We have nothing.  We have nothing to look at to 
  22   identify as the basis for any claim. 
  23          Your Honor, the mere fact that a claim that plaintiffs 
  24   have chosen to corral into a complaint numerous unrelated 
  25   parties as defendants does not diminish or reduce the rights 
  26   of each individual defendant to be apprized of the nature, the 
  27   factual basis of the claim against it. 
  28          And for the sake of argument, if, in fact, the 
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   1   plaintiffs have pled sufficient facts to state a claim against 
   2   any of the defendants, it does not follow that merely by 
   3   adding a roster of additional hospitals and other parties to 
   4   the caption they may take the position, as they have here, in 
   5   essence, your Honor, to say, well, we have stated a claim 
   6   against one defendant and therefore all 15 defendants need to 
   7   stay in the case. 
   8          Riverside is entitled at the pleading stage, your 
   9   Honor, to be apprized of the claims against it and still as of 
  10   this amended complaint we have nothing to go on. 
  11          There is not a single factual allegation against 
  12   Riverside in terms of its having submitted any false claim to 
  13   the Government or to anyone else. 
  14          There are these generic allegations, your Honor, 
  15   against some defendants and whereupon the plaintiffs proceed 
  16   immediately to the conclusion, essentially, that therefore all 
  17   the defendants are potentially liable. 
  18          This leads, your Honor, to one of the categories of 
  19   arguments I would like to present, not just on behalf of 
  20   Riverside, but it really applies generally to many of the 
  21   defendants.  That is to say that the tactic that the 
  22   plaintiffs have used in this pleading is to engage in what the 
  23   Court has referred to as group pleadings or group allegations. 
  24   Instead of alleging, for example, that on such and such a date 
  25   Riverside Community Hospital or another specific defendant 
  26   submitted a specific false claim for medical services to the 
  27   government or to a private insurer, they give a few examples 
  28   of what they allege are false claims by other defendants, 
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   1   other parties. 
   2          They then allege that the defendants, either the 
   3   defendants globally or the subsets of defendants, the hospital 
   4   defendants, for example, have engaged in this sort of 
   5   wrongdoing.  That tells us nothing. 
   6          It tells us nothing about Riverside any more than it 
   7   tells us about the thousands of other hospitals in the country 
   8   who are not named in this complaint.  If we're going to be in 
   9   this lawsuit, your Honor, we're entitled, again at the 
  10   pleading stage, the pleading stage, to be told the requisite 
  11   facts that the plaintiffs claim they have. 
  12          Keep in mind, your Honor, it's ironic, as counsel for 
  13   St. Bernadine points out, that here we have two plaintiffs who 
  14   bring themselves into court on the allegation which is 
  15   critical.  It's essential to their being here in the first 
  16   place, because they are not injured parties.  They are not 
  17   claiming that they themselves suffered harm at the hands of 
  18   any defendants. 
  19          They come into court saying, your Honor, we're entitled 
  20   to be here because we have inside information.  We have 
  21   information not generally available to the Government, the 
  22   public or anyone else that supports our allegations that each 
  23   and every one of these defendants, not collectively, not as an 
  24   undifferentiated populace or mass, each and every defendant 
  25   submitted false claims to the Government. 
  26          If they have that inside information, your Honor, if, 
  27   in fact, they are being candid in filing a pleading that says 
  28   we, the relators, the plaintiffs, are entitled file this 
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   1   action on the basis of information that is uniquely known to 
   2   us and they sue a specific set of defendants -- we're not 
   3   suing Doe defendants.  They're not saying we will amend to add 
   4   other defendants if we find out things they have done wrong 
   5   later. 
   6          They have brought into this courtroom a specific list 
   7   of defendants, including Riverside, against which they are 
   8   saying at the outset we don't think that no one else does. 
   9   Well, fine.  Tell us.  Say in the complaint what those things 
  10   are. 
  11          As to Riverside and as to several other defendants, 
  12   they are entirely silent.  At this stage, having specifically 
  13   amended the complaint in order to cure that gap, your Honor, 
  14   it's no longer available, it seems to us, for the plaintiffs 
  15   to say, oh, well, we meant to or we can but we haven't yet. 
  16          They appear to have done their best.  And their best 
  17   falls wholly short of specific allegations against these 
  18   defendants, Riverside, St. Bernadine, others. 
  19          THE COURT:  There are a lot of defendants here, and a 
  20   lot of allegations; they have brought allegations.  Why 
  21   doesn't Riverside just file a motion for summary judgment? 
  22          MR. BASS:  Well, your Honor -- 
  23          THE COURT:  If you don't think plaintiff has any 
  24   evidence and that Riverside has not been involved in any 
  25   fraudulent conduct, just file a motion for summary judgment. 
  26          It ought to be a simple matter to be disposed of. 
  27          MR. BASS:  Well, there has been no discovery in the 
  28   action, your Honor. 
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   1          If we are held to respond, if we're held to answer in 
   2   this case and as a participant, the discovery has been stayed, 
   3   your Honor, I think, quite properly, when we get through the 
   4   pleading stage of the case. 
   5          It is not an insignificant burden on Riverside or any 
   6   other defendant to be maintained or retained in a case in 
   7   which once the discovery doors are flung open each defendant 
   8   will be incurring hundreds of thousands of dollars in defense 
   9   costs.  They will be embroiled in a case in which the 
  10   threshold entitlement of the plaintiffs to sue has not been 
  11   demonstrated as a matter of pleading. 
  12          That's the reason, your Honor -- let me simplify it. 
  13   Let's suppose that instead of suing all these defendants the 
  14   plaintiffs had filed their qui tam action, whether it was done 
  15   in the California False Claims Act or under the Insurance 
  16   Fraud Prevention Act only against Riverside Community 
  17   Hospital.  There wasn't a group of defendants.  There was just 
  18   Riverside Community Hospital. 
  19          But like this complaint, the complaint failed to state 
  20   a single instance of a false claim submitted by Riverside 
  21   Community Hospital, whether to the Government or to any 
  22   insurer.  It just was replete, as this complaint is, with a 
  23   vague, cloudy set of allegations that never come down to 
  24   earth, never offer a single fact, never identify a single 
  25   claim against the lone defendant, Riverside Community 
  26   Hospital. 
  27          Clearly Riverside Community Hospital would be entitled 
  28   to demur to that pleading. 
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   1          This case is no different.  The mere fact that 
   2   plaintiffs have chosen to sue many defendants rather than just 
   3   one against which they have no claim does not bootstrap their 
   4   entitlement to bring in each and every one of those 
   5   defendants. 
   6          I understand, your Honor.  It is complex and burdensome 
   7   intellectually to try to sort through these hundreds of 
   8   paragraphs in the amended complaint and try to figure out 
   9   what, if anything, is being said as to each defendant.  But I 
  10   would submit, your Honor, we teed up that issue for the 
  11   plaintiffs in the demurrer.  We awaited with some curiosity a 
  12   response from the plaintiffs in their opposition brief as to 
  13   what they would say that is not apparent on the face of the 
  14   complaint was the wrongful conduct, false claim or other 
  15   wrongful conduct on behalf of Riverside Community Hospital and 
  16   certain other individual defendants.  We received nothing. 
  17          The level of argument that we received in response was, 
  18   well, the defendants may have conspired.  We gave some 
  19   representative examples of false claims, but not as to your 
  20   client, not as to Riverside, not as to St. Bernadine. 
  21          That entirely misses the point, your Honor.  Riverside 
  22   Community Hospital has the same individual rights to know the 
  23   charges against it in this case in which it is one of many 
  24   defendants as it would in a case in which it was the only 
  25   defendant. 
  26          I submit, your Honor, if Riverside and Saint 
  27   Bernadine's, some of the other defendants, were being sued in 
  28   separate actions, it would be painfully apparent to the Court 
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   1   that the complaint, if it was limited to the kinds of 
   2   allegations in this complaint -- this raft of collective, 
   3   generic, vague, cloudy pleadings, it would be apparent to the 
   4   Court that the plaintiffs were unable to state a claim against 
   5   that specific defendant in that action, that hypothetical 
   6   action, in which that sole defendant was being sued.  I submit 
   7   that the Court would sustain a demurrer after that pleading. 
   8          My argument, your Honor, is we should not be put to the 
   9   burden, significant burden, of going through discovery, which 
  10   we would need to do, and come back in six or eight months and 
  11   say, well, now, we know there are no facts. 
  12          Or let me suggest another outcome.  After a million 
  13   dollars' worth of collective discovery, the plaintiff finds a 
  14   fact and says, here, now I found a fact against Riverside or a 
  15   fact against St. Bernadine or some other defendant, so you're 
  16   not entitled to summary judgment.  But we're entitled to have 
  17   this motion granted, your Honor.  We're entitled to have our 
  18   demurrer sustained because there are no facts in the 
  19   complaint. 
  20          The plaintiffs are not entitled -- they are not 
  21   entitled to throw into a stew pot a group of defendants, pour 
  22   some water in, some salty allegations that suggest there is 
  23   actually a recipe there, and then boil it for six months and 
  24   see what happens.  That's not the way pleadings in California 
  25   are supposed to go forward. 
  26          THE COURT:  All right.  Any other defendant wish to 
  27   raise any issue? 
  28          MS. GREEN:  Your Honor, for Defendant Tri-City, I just 
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   1   want to raise a couple of points. 
   2          If you look at page 8 of the opposition, they have a 
   3   schematic overflow.  This goes to specificity.  Because as to 
   4   each cause of action -- even if your Honor were inclined to 
   5   say there are factual disputes, if you look at the fraud -- 
   6   any of the qui tam causes of action, all four hospitals are 
   7   lumped in.  They're calling it one hospital.  But if you look 
   8   at Pacific Hospital and Mr. Drobot who are defendants, 
   9   Mr. Drobot didn't work at any other hospital. 
  10          One of the tactics the plaintiffs have done is in part 
  11   to group everyone together to make it so expensive for the 
  12   defendants.  They have even done in it the related cases, 
  13   where the surgery occurred with one individual at a hospital, 
  14   a patient.  Every other hospital gets named. 
  15          But at bare minimum I think it would save the Court its 
  16   own time and money in future motions.  It will save money on 
  17   discovery if the plaintiffs are ordered to allege their 
  18   complaint with specificity and to at least plead each hospital 
  19   in a separate cause of action. 
  20          Because those hospitals would each submit different 
  21   claims to Medi-Cal, to the insurance companies, to the 
  22   Workers' Comp carrier. 
  23          All the four hospitals don't submit the same claim. 
  24          So in order to break that out, it will be necessary for 
  25   future discovery to make it less expensive.  That's kind of 
  26   one of the issues, but that goes to the specificity as to kind 
  27   of the misjoinder of the defendants. 
  28          But one of the things here, as well, the same 
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   1   specificity goes as to the status of the relators.  It's very 
   2   difficult to find out when anything was discovered, how they 
   3   discovered it. 
   4          So if your Honor is not prepared on the papers that 
   5   have been submitted to find as a matter of law, I think that 
   6   at least with respect to the original source jurisdiction it's 
   7   been so overwhelming in terms of what's been there.  There 
   8   still may be a factual dispute.  You may still find one, your 
   9   Honor.  But at least maybe that should be -- if there's 
  10   summary judgment, that some of these jurisdictional issues get 
  11   severed out first.  Let's say discovery alternatively would 
  12   happen on those issues first, original source and 
  13   jurisdiction, before we go to the other issues. 
  14          You know, I think all of the defendants, we've looked 
  15   at it, we believe there is enough as a matter of law for this 
  16   Court to sustain the demurrer without leave to amend, but when 
  17   do you look at just that original source, their lack of 
  18   specificity as to how they discovered it, when they discovered 
  19   it, where did Mr. Serandie work, when did he work, how did he 
  20   find out. 
  21          What exactly did Mr. Reynolds do?  We know he was an 
  22   insurance fraud investigator, but they are very vague.  They 
  23   don't indicate if they ever disclosed to the Government.  So 
  24   that specificity ends up hurting the defendants because we 
  25   couldn't really challenge it or find other facts. 
  26          With respect to Tri-City, I think that it was somewhat 
  27   clear that, you know, their documents, for example -- there 
  28   are different types of fraud that are alleged, and that's 
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   1   another have another part of the specificity. 
   2          For example, it's alleged that there are kickbacks. 
   3   Some kickbacks are, for example, the marketing agreements that 
   4   are attached to the complaint.  Well, that's -- if you paid in 
   5   a marketing agreement, then there might be, oh, did we submit 
   6   inflated bills. 
   7          I think the different types of fraud alleged or 
   8   kickbacks also need to be separated out so that we're not just 
   9   coming back before your Honor in future discovery disputes 
  10   simply because of the scope of it. 
  11          They did lump everything together.  I think part of the 
  12   tactic was to make it where there is no other choice for the 
  13   defendants but just to go into mediation and try to settle it 
  14   because it's too much of a mess.  But I do think this 
  15   case -- I know that your Honor is very creative in terms of 
  16   how you can control the discovery and the flow.  I know that 
  17   we've briefed this pretty well.  And if your Honor has any 
  18   other questions on specificity or any other issues as to 
  19   Tri-City, I would like to address them. 
  20          THE COURT:  All right.  Thank you. 
  21          Any other defendant wish to speak? 
  22          MR. STOLL:  Your Honor, Richard Stoll for South Bay 
  23   Hospital Management Company. 
  24          I just want to very, very briefly address the 
  25   deficiencies against my client in the pleadings. 
  26          Without repeating what other counsel have already said, 
  27   my client is not a hospital.  It's not a marketer.  It's not a 
  28   distributor.  It's not a doctor.  It's a management company 
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   1   that supplied personnel to Tri-City. 
   2          Critically, the plaintiffs have failed to allege any 
   3   facts at all to support any of the allegations to support any 
   4   of the causes of action against South Bay.  Regardless of what 
   5   pleading standards may or may not apply here, it's totally 
   6   irrelevant. 
   7          There's a total absence of allegations against South 
   8   Bay which would justify sustaining South Bay's demurrer. 
   9          THE COURT:  Thank you.  Plaintiff wish to respond? 
  10          MR. BERGER:  Yes, your Honor, and I'll be brief. 
  11          Ninety-nine percent of this has already been covered in 
  12   the papers so I'm not going to reiterate, but I will just 
  13   highlight a few points. 
  14          Your Honor, with respect to specificity, the complaint 
  15   walks through each of the defendants and details their 
  16   involvement in the conspiracy, one by one.  Every single one 
  17   is described and how they fit in to this chain of conspiracy 
  18   described in detail and they all link together. 
  19          These aren't separate conspiracies.  They are all 
  20   linked together, common players. 
  21          Not only do we have allegations and detailed 
  22   allegations and examples, we have evidence, your Honor.  Even 
  23   at the demurrer stage, we have evidence attached to our 
  24   complaint.  Exhibit 10, St. Bernadine's in Riverside want to 
  25   know what they did. 
  26          Exhibit 10 is a 90-page document that lists surgeries 
  27   that occurred at their hospitals with the dates of the 
  28   surgery, the names of the surgeons, the names of the hardware 
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   1   suppliers.  This is not a document we created.  This is as 
   2   document from one of the defendants. 
   3          And on the very first page of the document, we've got 
   4   Riverside Community Hospital listed over 20 times as having 
   5   performed surgeries in one month. 
   6          It lists the name of the surgeons and these surgeons 
   7   are the same surgeons that the complaint in a very detailed 
   8   manner describes how they took kickbacks and how they 
   9   implanted counterfeit hardware in people's backs. 
  10          It lists the name of the invoice provider as Spinal 
  11   Solutions.  Spinal Solutions, as detailed in the complaint, 
  12   manufactured the counterfeit hardware at issue here. 
  13          So St. Bernadine's and Riverside, if they want details, 
  14   it's right here in Exhibit 10.  This is evidence.  These 
  15   aren't just allegations. 
  16          With respect to the public disclosure bar, your 
  17   Honor -- before I leave specificity, Defendant South Bay 
  18   Hospital Management Company says there are no allegations with 
  19   respect to them.  That's wrong.  In paragraphs 28, 82 and 142, 
  20   we describe how South Bay controlled the schemes at Tri-City. 
  21   South Bay operated Tri-City.  They're the ones who were 
  22   operating these schemes at Tri City for Tri City.  So I'm 
  23   unclear why they are confused. 
  24          With respect to the public disclosure bar, your Honor, 
  25   your Honor is correct.  These are factual issues.  We alleged 
  26   in the complaint that we are the original source of this 
  27   information. 
  28          Counsel for Jones Day said this was the first time that 
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   1   they're hearing that we were the source of the Wall Street 
   2   Journal article.  That's simply not true.  Your Honor directed 
   3   us to meet and confer with the defendants over six months ago. 
   4   I sat around a conference table with counsel and described for 
   5   them how our clients were the sources of the Wall Street 
   6   Journal article.  This is not the first time they're hearing 
   7   about it. 
   8          In any event, that's a factual dispute.  If the 
   9   defendants want to resolve that on demurrer, we're happy to 
  10   amend the pleadings and add those details to the demurrer, and 
  11   I think your Honor would rule in our favor on that. 
  12          Defendants focus on the allegations of paragraph 171, 
  13   where we have a general statement where we say that we learned 
  14   of these schemes months before filing the complaint.  From 
  15   that they draw the conclusion that we learned about the scheme 
  16   from the Wall Street Journal article.  I don't see how the two 
  17   connect. 
  18          The Wall Street Journal article was printed three 
  19   months before we filed our complaint.  Months just means less 
  20   than years; three months, six months, nine months, 12 months, 
  21   15 months.  There's nothing fundamentally conflicting about 
  22   those allegations.  The rest of this, your Honor, is covered 
  23   in our papers.  And I'm not going to reiterate it. 
  24          There is plenty of detail here, your Honor.  The 
  25   complaint itself, the allegations are very specific as to each 
  26   defendant.  We have exhibits that are not just allegations, 
  27   they're evidence.  I think if we were to jump to summary 
  28   judgment today, we would get past most of the summary judgment 
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   1   motions just based on what we have already in the complaint. 
   2          So this complaint goes above and beyond what's required 
   3   under the California pleading standards, under the False 
   4   Claims Act pleading standards, whatever standards you look at. 
   5          Everything else is covered in our papers, your Honor, 
   6   and we'll leave it at that. 
   7          THE COURT:  Okay.  Thank you. 
   8          Any final word from the defendants? 
   9          Yes, counsel. 
  10          MR. BYRNE:  I didn't jump up fast enough before 
  11   plaintiffs got to go so I just wanted to get my 2 cents in if 
  12   that's okay, on behalf of Dr. Akmakjian.  Dr. Akmakjian is an 
  13   individual. 
  14          I would like to echo a lot of the comments made by 
  15   Riverside's counsel. 
  16          If you view this separately, which I know is difficult 
  17   to do because they have mashed everything together, I think 
  18   you'll see that there are no allegations sufficient to put 
  19   Dr. Akmakjian on notice of what he supposedly did.  Supposedly 
  20   he took kickbacks. 
  21          If you look at the exhibits -- I'll talk about 
  22   Exhibit 10 in one second -- but if you look at the exhibits -- 
  23   if you look at Exhibits 3, 4 and 5, those were included by the 
  24   plaintiffs presumably because they knew that they needed 
  25   specific facts. 
  26          Yet if you look at those exhibits as we put in our 
  27   brief, those do not support the allegations that are in the 
  28   complaint.  They don't say what plaintiffs say that they say. 
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   1          Then talking about Exhibit 10, it's an 
   2   80-something-page document that just lists surgeries that 
   3   occurred on certain dates.  That's it. 
   4          Then they say that magically links everyone to a 
   5   conspiracy. 
   6          With respect to Dr. Akmakjian, supposedly he presented 
   7   false claims.  That's the allegation.  But the allegation 
   8   really is that he got kickbacks, which the exhibits and the 
   9   facts don't support the facts in the demurrer or in the 
  10   complaint. 
  11          They say there was some quid pro quo, which is not 
  12   borne out by anything that is in the complaint. 
  13          So as a matter of law, we believe as against 
  14   Dr. Akmakjian it should be dismissed.  We think that it is 
  15   very, very unfair to lump Dr. Akmakjian and perhaps some of 
  16   the other doctors in with everybody else, especially as 
  17   individuals, knowing that if we go to the discovery stage it 
  18   is going to cost a tremendous amount of money that's going to 
  19   have to be borne by individuals rather than just companies. 
  20          THE COURT:  Thank you. 
  21          MR. BARNHILL:  Your Honor, Steve Barnhill for 
  22   Dr. Uppal, a similar situation as Dr. Akmakjian. 
  23          The doctors could not have submitted any false claims 
  24   because it's not their responsibility to submit claims for 
  25   hardware. 
  26          They perform the surgery.  Okay?  So there is no false 
  27   claim submitted by any doctor.  There is no allegation that 
  28   they can prove that in this case. 
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   1          So the claim is that the doctors were receiving 
   2   kickbacks to select this particular hardware, but the 
   3   allegations are not specific.  There are no facts alleging to 
   4   whom a kickback -- who paid the kickback, what it was for, 
   5   what claim did it relate to, when was it paid. 
   6          The exhibits attached to the complaint, again, counsel 
   7   is correct.  They do not match what the allegations say. 
   8          The plaintiffs simply have not proven any kickbacks as 
   9   to any doc within the claim period that they are alleging in 
  10   the complaint.  It's plain and simple. 
  11          If you're going to sue a doctor for alleged kickbacks 
  12   and lump them into this conspiracy in the false claims action, 
  13   then allege what those kickbacks were, allege who paid them, 
  14   when were they paid, what were the payments for, where are 
  15   these sham consulting agreements that the plaintiffs claim 
  16   they have.  Why haven't then been attached?  You know why? 
  17   Because they don't exist.  If they existed, they would be 
  18   attached to this pleading. 
  19          You know, this is beyond the demurrer, but we met with 
  20   plaintiffs' counsel early on in this case and asked for the 
  21   same information.  Show us something that ties Dr. Oppal to 
  22   this case.  They didn't do it after that meeting.  They 
  23   haven't done it since.  They haven't done it in their 
  24   pleading. 
  25          They have no facts against my client and we've outlined 
  26   this in our portion of the demurrer papers. 
  27          The plaintiffs have had plenty of opportunity to allege 
  28   the facts.  They didn't. 
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   1          So we would request the Court to sustain the demurrer 
   2   as to Dr. Uppal without leave to amend. 
   3          THE COURT:  Thank you. 
   4          MR. GRAF:  Your Honor, if I could be heard on behalf of 
   5   Beryl Weiner, Mark Graf.  My plaintiff's position as alleged 
   6   in the complaint is a little distinctive and different from 
   7   the other defendants. 
   8          It is not alleged that Mr. Weiner was a doctor or a 
   9   surgeon or a hospital or a distributor or manufacturer or any 
  10   of the other subgroups that form the structure of plaintiffs' 
  11   complaint.   So when I look for allegations against 
  12   Mr. Weiner, we find that he is none of those things, and 
  13   therefore none of the allegations against those groups apply 
  14   to him. 
  15          Another distinctive fact is that he is alleged to be an 
  16   attorney for Tri-City Hospital.  So when we pointed out in our 
  17   demurrer that he is not alleged to have entered into an 
  18   agreement with any other defendant, I think it's particularly 
  19   significant.  There are legal restrictions on allegations of 
  20   conspiracy against a lawyer with his client. 
  21          We can't tell from the complaint who he is supposed to 
  22   have conspired with.  And I ask the Court to take a look at 
  23   the case we cited in our opposition, the Metz case, because 
  24   it's directly on point and holds that allegations that a 
  25   defendant and other unnamed defendants conspired to do 
  26   something, failed to allege a claim for conspiracy. 
  27          There are no exhibits attached to the complaint that 
  28   address the plaintiffs' claim against Mr. Weiner.  There is no 
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   1   opposition to the arguments we made in our demurrer. 
   2          As we pointed out in our reply, by plaintiffs' failure 
   3   to address any of them, they have, I think, impliedly conceded 
   4   the merit of the argument. 
   5          Thank you, your Honor. 
   6          THE COURT:  Thank you. 
   7          Yes, counsel. 
   8          MR. MOSKOWITZ:  Your Honor, just very briefly.  Paul 
   9   Moskowitz on behalf of Healthpointe.  I'm not going to beat a 
  10   dead horse and repeat all the things other defense counsel 
  11   said. 
  12          I would just like to point out that, like a bunch of 
  13   the other defendants, there are no allegations in this 
  14   complaint that would lead to liability on the part of 
  15   Healthpointe.  And until and unless there are such 
  16   allegations, Healthpointe should not be a defendant in this 
  17   case.  That's it. 
  18          THE COURT:  Thank you. 
  19          MR. OLSON:  Very briefly, your Honor.  Chris Olson for 
  20   Dr. Cantanzarite. 
  21          I would point out that he is a little bit even further 
  22   removed from these allegations.  He is a chiropractor.  There 
  23   is only one sentence against Dr. Cantanzarite in the amended 
  24   complaint.  It appears in the listing of the defendants. 
  25          In the section that's called Specific Facts Related to 
  26   the Scheme, Dr. Cantanzarite's name does not even appear. 
  27   There has been no effort to connect him to have to any false 
  28   claims on Exhibit 10. 
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   1          THE COURT:  Thank you. 
   2          MS. GREEN:  Your Honor, with respect to statute of 
   3   limitations, we were going to divvy it up. 
   4          As a matter of -- so there are two statutes.  There is 
   5   the Government Code section. 
   6          I believe the plaintiffs misinterpret the law and that 
   7   as a matter of law they needed to essentially file the case 
   8   three years from the date of discovery.  They filed May 25th, 
   9   2012. 
  10          Now, they are allowed to file late from date of 
  11   discovery.  But in order to do that from date of discovery, 
  12   they need to indicate both under the Government Code section 
  13   and the Insurance Code section why they didn't discover, where 
  14   were things essentially hidden.  They simply cite to a fraud 
  15   treatise and claim that these things are hidden. 
  16          In fact, they don't indicate with any specificity how 
  17   it was that they didn't discover it sooner. 
  18          So if you look at the Insurance Code, 1871.7, 
  19   everything is barred as a matter of law before May 25th, 2009, 
  20   which is most of their Exhibit 10, by the way. 
  21          Most of those surgeries that are listed, many of which 
  22   are duplicate, they are all before 2010. 
  23          So when we look at the statute of limitation, that may 
  24   be another issue apart from jurisdiction where it might be 
  25   phased out if your Honor felt there was not enough on the 
  26   demurrer to sustain without leave to amend.  But part of their 
  27   problem on the statute of limitation is the lack of 
  28   specificity.  They didn't show their due diligence. 
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   1          They have a relator who is an insurance fraud 
   2   investigator who worked for one of the carriers.  No 
   3   indication why they didn't find it sooner. 
   4          So if you look at both of those, I think you're going 
   5   to find that at least before the May 25th, 2009, all those 
   6   claims should be kept out as a matter of law.  And, you know, 
   7   unless you want to give the plaintiffs another chance to amend 
   8   with specificity. 
   9          THE COURT:  Thank you. 
  10          Yes, a final word? 
  11          MR. BASS:  Briefly by way of response, your Honor. 
  12   Again, Jonathan Bass for Riverside. 
  13          Just on the point that plaintiffs' counsel made with 
  14   respect to Exhibit 10 to the first-amended complaint, which he 
  15   characterized not just as allegations but as evidence, leaving 
  16   aside authentication issues, I suppose there is potentially 
  17   evidence of something, but not of anything unlawful.  It's a 
  18   listing of surgeries performed at these hospitals. 
  19          I will submit to the Court my client, Riverside 
  20   Community Hospital, performed surgeries.  Surgeries are 
  21   performed at hospitals.  That is not the basis for liability. 
  22          The problem with this complaint, your Honor, is the 
  23   failure to actually allege the specific wrongfulness of any 
  24   particular act. 
  25          Exhibit 10 does not substitute for the need for those 
  26   allegations. 
  27          Thank you. 
  28          THE COURT:  All right.  Thank you. 
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   1          All right.  This is a qui tam lawsuit brought against 
   2   various defendants including 36 hospitals, surgical hardware 
   3   distributors and individuals like doctors and health care 
   4   marketers who plaintiffs on behalf of the State assert 
   5   perpetrated a scheme to cheat the California Worker's 
   6   Compensation system and insurers out of millions of dollars 
   7   for spinal fusion surgery coverage. 
   8          The operative first-amended complaint alleged a 
   9   conspiracy involving three interrelated components. 
  10          First, marketers alleged to be paid by hospitals for 
  11   spinal surgery patients in defendant hospitals. 
  12          Secondly, defendant chiropractors and doctors are paid 
  13   legal kickbacks by marketers for referring Worker Compensation 
  14   patients, for utilizing counterfeit implant hardware on the 
  15   spinal fusion surgeries. 
  16          Third, the hardware allegedly used in the surgeries 
  17   were charged at inflated prices for which the hospital then 
  18   billed to Worker's Compensation carriers, the State 
  19   Compensation Insurance Fund, SCIF, and Medi-Cal, and private 
  20   insurers at even further inflated prices. 
  21          Plaintiffs allege that this scheme has bilked SCIF, 
  22   insurers and Medi-Cal of the hundreds of millions of dollars. 
  23          Plaintiffs further allege it has led to patients 
  24   receiving dangerous medical implants that have substantial 
  25   likelihood of failure. 
  26          The defendants allegedly conspired to perpetrate this 
  27   scheme fall into the following groups which the Court will 
  28   discuss the allegations pertaining to the defendants in a few 
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   1   moments. 
   2          First, we have the defendant hospitals, Garden Regional 
   3   Hospital and Medical Center, dba Tri City Medical Center. 
   4          We have South Bay Hospital Management Company, LLC, the 
   5   management company for Tri Weiner which is supposedly owned 
   6   and controlled by defendant Beryl Weiner. 
   7          We have HealthSmart Pacific dba Pacific Hospital of 
   8   Long Beach, allegedly controlled by Michael Drobot. 
   9          We have Riverside Health Care System and St. Bernadine 
  10   Medical Center. 
  11          We have the defendant distributors and marketers, more 
  12   specifically Spinal Solutions, LLC, CIOS, Inc. owned by 
  13   defendant McGrath. 
  14          Then we have the defendant manufacturers, Crowder 
  15   Machine and Tool Shop. 
  16          We have the defendant doctors and chiropractors, Jack 
  17   Akmakjian MD, Gurvinder Uppal MD, Joseph Vanderlinden, MD 
  18   Edward Koplin, MD, Healthpointe Medical Group Inc and Jeffrey 
  19   Cantazarite. 
  20          The individual defendants, Michael Drobot, Michael 
  21   McGrath, Paul Randall, Christine Hernandez, Roger Williams, 
  22   Beryl Weiner and Mary Williams as individual defendants. 
  23          Based upon these allegations, defendants engaged in 
  24   unlawful marketing practices to obtain Worker's Compensation 
  25   patients for spinal fusion surgeries, implanted counterfeit 
  26   screws and rods and submitted inflated bills to insurers. 
  27          Plaintiffs allege claims under the California Insurance 
  28   Fraud Protection Act also known for these purposes today as 
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   1   IFPA and the California False Claims Act CFCA. 
   2          The first-amended complaint asserts causes of action 
   3   for violation of IFPA for employment of runners, cappers and 
   4   steerers under Insurance Code section 1871.7(a). 
   5          Secondly, violation of IFPA for presenting false or 
   6   fraudulent claims under Insurance Code section 1871.7(b) and 
   7   Penal Code section 550(a)(1). 
   8          Third, violations of IFPA for preparing and making any 
   9   writing in support of a false claim. 
  10          Then we have violation of IFPA for normally making any 
  11   false fraudulent claims. 
  12          Fifth, violation of IFPA for soliciting or referring 
  13   business to a firm entity in violation of the Penal Code. 
  14          Then we have violation of CFCA for permitting -- excuse 
  15   me -- for submitting false claims or conspiracy to commit 
  16   false claims to Medi-Cal. 
  17          In today's proceedings several defendants have filed a 
  18   joint demurrer to the first-amended complaint on numerous 
  19   grounds. 
  20          First, a few comments with regard to the standards 
  21   applicable to demurrers. 
  22          In a demurrer proceeding the defects must be apparent 
  23   on the face of the pleading or from matters from which the 
  24   Court can take judicial notice, citing Dryden versus 
  25   Tri-Valley (1977) 65 Cal. App. 3d 990. 
  26          The function of demurrer is to test the legal 
  27   sufficiency of the complaint, not the truthfulness of the 
  28   allegations, citing Donabedian versus Mercury Insurance (2004) 
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   1   116 Cal. 4th 968. 
   2          The ultimate facts alleged in the complaint must be 
   3   deemed true as well as all facts that may be implied or 
   4   inferred from those expressly alleged, citing Marshall versus 
   5   Gibson Dunn (1995) 37 Cal. App 4th 1397. 
   6          And when considering demurrers, the courts are 
   7   instructed to read the allegations liberally and in context 
   8   citing McKenney versus Purepac (2008) 167 Cal. App 4th at 72. 
   9          First, with respect to the requested judicial notice, 
  10   the Court does take judicial notice of defendants' exhibit A, 
  11   B, C and D which are all documents reflecting the rule-making 
  12   history of regulations in the California Code of Regulations 
  13   regarding billing for inpatient services under the Worker's 
  14   Compensation laws.  Judicial notice is taken pursuant to Code 
  15   of Civil Procedure -- excuse me, Evidence Code section 452(c), 
  16   the official acts of the legislature executive and judicial 
  17   requirements. 
  18          The documents in defendants' exhibits M, N, O, P, Q, R, 
  19   S, T are judicially noticeable under Evidence Code section 
  20   452(c) because they are documents showing the legislative 
  21   history. 
  22          The Court also takes judicial notice of defendants' 
  23   exhibit W which is a petition for consolidation and stay in 
  24   the proceeding before the Worker's Compensation Appeals Board 
  25   under Evidence Code section 452(d), being a record of the 
  26   branch of government. 
  27          The remaining items, the defendant requests the Court 
  28   to take judicial notice of are various news articles, exhibit 
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   1   E,I, J, K and L and documents pulled from the FDA's website, 
   2   exhibits F, G and H. 
   3          The Court will take judicial notice of the existence of 
   4   those documents but not for the truth of the matter, just the 
   5   fact they were published.  That's for the limited purpose 
   6   under Evidence Code section 452(a). 
   7          The Court will also take judicial notice of defendant 
   8   Michael Drobot's plea agreement, pleading guilty to charges 
   9   similar to the fraud allegations here and the Court minutes 
  10   for that plea.  Those documents are judicially noticeable 
  11   under Evidence Code section 452(d). 
  12          First, I will proceed with some general comments about 
  13   the IFPA and CFCA.  That is the statutory scheme of the 
  14   Insurance Fraud Prevention Act and the California False Claims 
  15   Act. 
  16          CFCA which is found in Government Code section 12650 
  17   et. seq. is patterned after the Federal False Claims Act and 
  18   was enacted to supplement efforts to identify and prosecute 
  19   fraudulent claims made against state and local entities, 
  20   citing Rothschild versus Tyco (2000) 83 Cal. App. 4th, 488. 
  21          That statute permits the recovery of civil penalties 
  22   and damages from any party who normally presents a false claim 
  23   for payment to the state or public political subdivision. 
  24          The CFCA also permits a private person, the qui tam 
  25   plaintiff or relator, to bring the action on behalf of the 
  26   governmental agency. 
  27          The Court of Appeal has stated that the CFCA should be 
  28   given the broadest possible construction consistent with the 
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   1   purpose of preventing fraud of the public treasury, citing So 
   2   Cal Rapid Transit versus Superior Court (1994) 30 Cal. App. 
   3   4th, 713. 
   4          The IFPA found in Insurance Code 1871 et. seq. is in 
   5   reducing fraudulent Workers Compensation claims as well as 
   6   other insurance fraud.  The clear aim of the legislation was 
   7   to control fraudulent claims practices by increasing 
   8   professional and criminal penalties and activity for 
   9   investigation of prosecuting fraud, citing Tensfeldt versus 
  10   Worker's Comp (1998) 66 Cal. App 4th 116. 
  11          A relator's qui tam's action under Insurance Code 
  12   section 1871.7 accordingly creates civil liability for the 
  13   violations of Penal Code sections 549 and 550 which, in turn, 
  14   criminalize the making of false or fraudulent claims to 
  15   insurers, citing State Ex.Rel. Nee versus Unumprovident Corp. 
  16   (2006) 140 Cal. App 4th, 442. 
  17          Because of the predominance of the federal statute, the 
  18   California courts may look to federal authorities for guidance 
  19   in interpreting California acts, citing City of Pomona versus 
  20   Superior Court, (2001) 89 Cal.App 4th 493. 
  21          Turning to the demurrers themselves, through the bulk 
  22   of the memorandum of points and authorities the parties have 
  23   presented arguments with respect to whether a plaintiff can be 
  24   considered an original source or an appropriate relator to 
  25   give the Court jurisdiction over the case and then with regard 
  26   to the defendants' specific arguments which consist of the 
  27   bulk of the papers as to whether the allegations are 
  28   sufficient. 
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   1          The defendants attack on the complaint really boils 
   2   down to the following contentions: 
   3          First as a matter of jurisdiction, the public 
   4   disclosure rule bars plaintiffs' claims. 
   5          Secondly, plaintiff lacks standing to assert the qui 
   6   tam person as interested persons. 
   7          Third, through the use of collective pleading 
   8   plaintiffs have not pled fraud claims with specificity. 
   9          Finally, claims are barred by the statute of 
  10   limitations. 
  11          First, addressing the issue of the public disclosure 
  12   bar, the CFCA and IFPA both incentivize private whistleblowers 
  13   who help uncover and prosecute fraudulent claims. 
  14          But to curb opportunistic or parasitic actions, there 
  15   are a number of provisions limiting the circumstances in which 
  16   a private person may bring or prosecute such a qui tam action. 
  17          Essentially plaintiffs, according to defendants' 
  18   arguments, do not qualify to bring qui tam actions where they 
  19   merely disclose fraud that already was public information and 
  20   that did not exist in exposing the fraud. 
  21          The CFCA provides the bar by stating that it erects a 
  22   jurisdictional bar to qui tam actions that do not assist the 
  23   Government in ferreting out fraud because the fraudulent 
  24   allegations or transactions already are in the public domain. 
  25          The Government Code section 12632 (d (3) (A) provides 
  26   in part that no court shall have jurisdiction over an action 
  27   under this article based upon the public disclosure of 
  28   allegations or transactions in a report by the news media or 
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   1   legal hearing or investigation by a Government body unless the 
   2   person bringing the action is the original source of the 
   3   information. 
   4          The jurisdictional bar is triggered whenever a 
   5   plaintiff files a Qui Tan complaint containing allegations or 
   6   describing transactions substantially similar to those already 
   7   in the public domain so that the publicly available 
   8   information is already sufficient to place the Government on 
   9   notice of the alleged fraud, citing the Grayson case.  That's 
  10   Grayson versus Pac Bell (2006) 142 Cal.App 4th 741. 
  11          An original source as used in CFCA means an individual 
  12   prior to a public disclosure has voluntarily disclosed to the 
  13   state or political subdivision the information on which the 
  14   allegations or transactions in the claim are based or has 
  15   knowledge as independent of and materially adds to the 
  16   publicly-disclosed information, citing Government Code section 
  17   12652 (d). 
  18          The public disclosure bar in the IFPA is somewhat 
  19   different.  Subdivision (h)(2)(A) of Insurance Code section 
  20   1871.7 provides that no court shall have jurisdiction over an 
  21   action under this section based on the public disclosure of 
  22   allegations or transactions in the criminal, civil or 
  23   administrative hearing and administrative or legislative 
  24   report, hearing, audit or investigation or from news media 
  25   unless the action is brought by the Attorney General or the 
  26   person bringing the action is an original source of the 
  27   information. 
  28          The original source for purposes of the IFPA means an 
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   1   individual who has direct and independent knowledge of the 
   2   information on which the allegations are based and has 
   3   voluntarily provided information to the District Attorney or 
   4   commissioner before filing an action under this section as 
   5   based on the information.  This is under Insurance Code 
   6   section 1871.7 (h)(2)(B). 
   7          In the present case both qui tam plaintiffs allege that 
   8   they are an original source and have direct and independent 
   9   knowledge of the information on which their allegations are 
  10   based. 
  11          The facts alleged in the complaint are based entirely 
  12   on their personal observation, investigation, documents and 
  13   tangible things in their possession as alleged in paragraphs 
  14   22 and 23. 
  15          Nevertheless, defendants demur on the ground that the 
  16   facts alleged in the first-amended complaint were previously 
  17   disclosed in numerous outlets and because plaintiffs' 
  18   first-amended complaint pulls from those public sources 
  19   without contributing any significant information of their own, 
  20   that they are not original sources and, instead, are pursuing 
  21   a parasitic action over which the Court lacks jurisdiction. 
  22          The defendants first argue that the allegations of the 
  23   first-amended complaint are substantially similar and based 
  24   upon two articles in the Wall Street Journal. 
  25          The first article from December 20th, 2010 reported on 
  26   spinal fusion surgeries in Kentucky.  The Court takes judicial 
  27   notice of this article and exhibit 3, not for the truth of it, 
  28   just the fact that it was published. 
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   1          Considering the article, the Court cannot say that as a 
   2   matter of law the allegations in the first-amended complaint 
   3   are substantially similar to the information in the 2000 
   4   article or based upon that public disclosure given the article 
   5   does not overlap with the particular fraud pled in this case. 
   6          The article simply reports on the same theory of 
   7   medical and necessary spinal fusion surgeries for lucrative 
   8   insurance claims without connection to the parties or mass 
   9   scheme claimed in this action. 
  10          Again, we're here at the pleading stage.  We're not 
  11   going to make factual determinations as to exactly what the 
  12   article is referring to.  They didn't disclose the particular 
  13   scheme alleged in plaintiffs' claim.  If it was the same 
  14   scheme, maybe that could be presented in the factual 
  15   determination, but not based on the pleadings. 
  16          As set forth in the Grayson case at 754, the 
  17   information known to the public was more innocuous when a 
  18   totally different species of fraud has been disclosed or when 
  19   the facts or documents on their face do not expose fraud, the 
  20   qui tam plaintiff serves to alert the Government of fraud that 
  21   otherwise wouldn't have been discovered. 
  22          Also citing the Ninth Circuit case, United States 
  23   versus Aflatooni, (1998) Fed 3d at 516, where the Court stated 
  24   that "The Government may still benefit from obtaining 
  25   information about separate allegations of wrongdoing against 
  26   others committing a similar fraud in the industry." 
  27          Turning next to if February 9th, 2012 article from the 
  28   Wall Street Journal which plaintiffs concede may be more 
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   1   relevant, that article was published three months before this 
   2   qui tam action was filed on May 25, 2012. 
   3          The Wall Street Journal article reports that the 
   4   defendants Tri City and Pacific Hospital were using marketers, 
   5   including Drobot and Randall, to recruit spinal fusion surgery 
   6   patients and to conspire to inflate the cost of the hardware 
   7   used in those surgeries. 
   8          The defendants argue that most of the first-amended 
   9   complaint allegations mirror this article so the public 
  10   disclosure bar deprives the Court of jurisdiction of 
  11   plaintiffs' CFCA and IFPA claims here. 
  12          Plaintiffs, however, contend that the first-amended 
  13   complaint repeats information in a 2012 Wall Street Journal 
  14   article because plaintiffs were the source of those 
  15   allegations.  And the Wall Street Journal learned of the 
  16   conspiracy because of plaintiffs, not the other way around. 
  17          To the extent that this factual contention is disputed, 
  18   the Court will not resolve the evidentiary conflict in the 
  19   context of a demurrer. 
  20          The Court must take as true the plaintiffs' allegations 
  21   that they are the original sources for the purposes of IFPA 
  22   and CFCA on this demurrer. 
  23          The plaintiffs also aver that through deep 
  24   investigation, inside knowledge of the defendants' operations, 
  25   they have obtained vast non-public evidence supporting the 
  26   allegations of the complaint. 
  27          Further under California law courts must construe the 
  28   complaint in the light most favorable to the plaintiff to 
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   1   determine if their knowledge was independent and first hand 
   2   obtained by plaintiffs' own labor, citing State of California 
   3   versus Pac Bell (2006) 142 Cal. App. 4th, 741. 
   4          The defendants may challenge whether plaintiffs, in 
   5   fact, provided the information reported by the Wall Street 
   6   Journal in a proper proceeding such as a motion for summary 
   7   judgment or even at trial where there are disputed facts 
   8   beyond the pleading regarding the public disclosure bar that 
   9   cannot be resolved at a demurrer stage. 
  10          Defendants further argue that all the allegations made 
  11   in the complaint were already publicly disclosed in California 
  12   rule-making reports, legislative hearings and investigations 
  13   and Workers' Compensation litigation.  However, none of the 
  14   judicially noticeable exhibits relied upon by defendants to 
  15   show that the Government was on notice of the alleged fraud 
  16   where the plaintiffs file the actions appear to be 
  17   "substantially similar" to the facts averred in the 
  18   first-amended complaint. 
  19          For instance, while the legislative proposals and 
  20   administrative rule making touch on narrow aspects of the 
  21   allegations here such as billing for surgical hardware, 
  22   duplicate reimbursement or violations for adulterated devices, 
  23   none of these documents describe -- the documents subject to 
  24   judicial notice describe the particularly vast conspiracy 
  25   alleged in the first-amended complaint or the three 
  26   interconnected fraudulent schemes making up the thrust of 
  27   plaintiffs' actions. 
  28          As set forth in the case of Standard Elevator, 197 Cal. 
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   1   App 4th 974, the public disclosure bar applies only as 
   2   necessary to preclude parasitic or opportunistic action. 
   3          A qui tam action is based upon publicly available 
   4   action only if it is disclosing the same conduct described in 
   5   the public disclosures. 
   6          Additionally, although the Worker's Compensation 
   7   litigation tangentially involved one defendant here, 
   8   Dr. Cantanzarite, it makes no mention of the schemes at issue 
   9   here. 
  10          Under California law plaintiffs qualify to bring a qui 
  11   tam lawsuit notwithstanding that prior case revealed some 
  12   instances of fraud but not the particular fraudulent conduct 
  13   alleged in the subsequent action, citing City of Hawthorne 
  14   versus H & C Disposal Company, (2003) 109 Cal. App 4th at 
  15   1668. 
  16          In sum, while defendants demurrer to the first-amended 
  17   complaint pursuant CCP section 430.10(a) for lack of 
  18   jurisdiction, there are no defects apparent from the face of 
  19   the pleading, the face of the first-amended complaint or from 
  20   matters from which the Court may take judicial notice that the 
  21   first-amended complaint merely echoes what the Government 
  22   already knew from the news media and other channels. 
  23          Simply put, the dispute over whether plaintiffs are the 
  24   original sources for the purposes of IFPA and CFCA cannot be 
  25   resolved on this demurrer proceeding testing the pleadings. 
  26          The demurrer accordingly is overruled on this ground 
  27   without prejudice to defendants asserting evidentiary-based 
  28   arguments regarding public disclosure bar in a later motion. 
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   1          Turning to the issue of standing, defendants demur to 
   2   the IFPA causes of action one through five on the grounds that 
   3   the qui tam plaintiffs are not interested persons who can 
   4   bring the action on behalf of the State of California. 
   5          Insurance Code section 1871.7(a) provides that any 
   6   interested persons, including an insurer, may bring a similar 
   7   action for violation of this section for the person and for 
   8   the State of California. 
   9          Defendants assert that neither plaintiff is an 
  10   interested person within the meaning of that statute because 
  11   the plaintiffs do not allege that any of their interests, 
  12   economic or otherwise, are affected by the conduct charged in 
  13   the first amended complaint. 
  14          The defendants' arguments effectively narrow IFPA qui 
  15   tam actions to only insurers or policyholders who allegedly 
  16   defrauded an insurer.  That construction finds no support in 
  17   the plain language of insurance 1871.7 or case law 
  18   interpreting it. 
  19          California cases explaining IFPA qui tam suits explain 
  20   that they may be brought by private persons or citizens to 
  21   enforce specific insurance -- specified insurance fraud 
  22   provisions, citing People Ex.rel. Allstate versus Muhyeldin 
  23   (2003) 112 Cal. App. 4th, 604. 
  24          Furthermore, the IFPA provisions themselves distinguish 
  25   between those plaintiffs who have been injured as part of the 
  26   acts alleged in the complaint and those who have not, 
  27   establishing that defendants' argument that a direct interest 
  28   is required lacks merit. 
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   1          There is no defect apparent on the face of the 
   2   first-amended complaint that a whistleblower, as plaintiff 
   3   claims to be, considering the express allegation that they 
   4   were employees of the defendant insurer.  There is no defect 
   5   on the apparent face of the first-amended complaint that a 
   6   whistleblower lacks standing under IFPA. 
   7          Therefore because there is no support in the law for 
   8   defendants' argument that the complaint here fails to 
   9   establish that plaintiffs are interested persons -- that the 
  10   complaint fails to establish that plaintiffs are interested 
  11   persons with standing to prosecute IFPA claims, the demurrer 
  12   to the first and fifth causes of action is overruled on that 
  13   ground. 
  14          Next we turn to the arguments of defendants that the 
  15   complaint lacks sufficient facts to state causes of action. 
  16          The defendants claim that the first-amended complaint 
  17   lacks sufficient particularity and specificity to meet the 
  18   pleadings standard for a fraud based IFPA and CFCA cause of 
  19   action against any demurring defendant. 
  20          First, I will discuss the elements of the claims in 
  21   causes of action one through five alleged in the first-amended 
  22   complaint, those causes of action for violation of Insurance 
  23   Code section 1871.7. 
  24          The first cause of action is for violation of 
  25   1871.7(a), unlawfully employing runners and cappers. 
  26          The second cause of action, violation 1871.7(b) for 
  27   Penal Code section 550(a)(1). 
  28          Third cause of action under 1871.1(b) of the Insurance 
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   1   Code for violation of Penal Code section 550(a)(5). 
   2          Fourth cause of action for violations of Insurance Code 
   3   section 1871.7(b) under Penal Code 550(a)(6). 
   4          And the fifth cause of action for violation of 
   5   Insurance Code section 1871.7(b) for Penal Code 549. 
   6          An essential element common to each of those causes of 
   7   action are a false and fraudulent claim being submitted. 
   8          CFCA imposes liability on any person who knowingly 
   9   presents or causes to be presented to an officer or employee 
  10   of the State or any public subdivision a false claim for 
  11   payment or approval. 
  12          This is under Government Code section 12651(a)(1). 
  13          As stated by Ninth Circuit in U.S. versus General 
  14   Dynamics  (2011) 637 F.3d 1047 under the False Claims Act it 
  15   seems a fairly obvious notion that a False Claims Act suit 
  16   ought to require a false claim because the statute attaches 
  17   liability not to the underlying fraudulent conduct but for the 
  18   claim for payment. 
  19          The defendants argue that there are insufficient facts 
  20   stated to constitute a cause of action because there are no 
  21   allegations in the first-amended complaint that a false or 
  22   fraudulent claim was actually presented or submitted to any 
  23   insurer, particularly to the Government under Medi-Cal for the 
  24   purpose of the sixth cause of action under CFCA. 
  25          Particularity challenges the false claim actions such 
  26   as in this case often focuses on the presentment requirement. 
  27          The causes of action discussing the presentment 
  28   requirement, the defendants in this case at bar rely on the 
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   1   principles elucidated in the 11th Circuit decision, United 
   2   States Ex.rel. Clausen versus Laboratory Corporation of 
   3   America (2002) 290 F.3d, 1301. 
   4          In that case the Court held that it was insufficient 
   5   for the plaintiff merely to describe the scheme in detail 
   6   without offering some indicia of reliability that an actual 
   7   false claim for payment was made to the Government. 
   8          This case, the Clausen case, the Court made clear its 
   9   position that to plead a presentment claim the minimum indicia 
  10   of reliability required to satisfy the particularity standard 
  11   are the specific contents of actors-submitted claims. 
  12          Based on this Clausen case the demurring defendants 
  13   argued that the first-amended complaint contains insufficient 
  14   facts because the Court may not infer from the scheme alleged 
  15   that claims to insurers were actually submitted. 
  16          Apparently, however, the 11th Circuit itself has moved 
  17   away from the Clausen exacting language. 
  18          In the case of United States ex.rel. Walker versus R 
  19   and F Properties, 11th Circuit, (2005) 433 F.3d 1349, the 
  20   Court has gone on to hold that a complaint satisfies a 
  21   requisite particularity.  But there are allegations merely 
  22   that plaintiff believed the hospital submitted false or 
  23   fraudulent claims. 
  24          The standard for alleging a claim was submitted that 
  25   defendant seeks to impose on the pleading in this case would 
  26   require affirmatively alleging details of thousands of claims 
  27   in an already-extended detailed complaint involving multiple 
  28   players and numerous moving parts. 
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   1          Other courts, consistent with the remedial scheme of 
   2   the Federal False Claims Act have applied the standard that 
   3   quote "To plead with particularity the circumstances 
   4   constituting the fraud of a relator's complaint if it cannot 
   5   allege the details of an actual submitted false claim may 
   6   nevertheless survive by alleging particular details of a 
   7   scheme to submit false claims paired with reliable indicia 
   8   that lead to a strong inference that claims were actually 
   9   submitted," citing the Grubbs case, 563 F.3d at 190. 
  10          The Ninth Circuit has reiterated in the case of Ebeid 
  11   versus Lungwitz, (2010) 616 F.3d 993 at 998, as follows:  "We 
  12   do not embrace the District Court's categorical approach that 
  13   would as a matter of course require a relator to identify 
  14   representative examples of false claims to support every 
  15   allegation, although we recognize that this requirement has 
  16   been adopted by some of our sister circuits.  In our view use 
  17   of representative examples is simply one means of meeting the 
  18   pleading obligations. 
  19          "We join the Fifth Circuit in concluding that it is 
  20   sufficient to allege particular details of a scheme to submit 
  21   false claims paired with reliable indicia that lead to a 
  22   strong inference that claims were actually submitted." 
  23          In the present case the present complaint contains an 
  24   entire section, entire examples of false claims containing two 
  25   illustrations alleging defendants Tri City and Pacific 
  26   Hospital submitting bills for surgical hardware and inflated 
  27   prices. 
  28          Also attached is exhibit 10, a spreadsheet plaintiffs 
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   1   allege details thousands of false claims submitted by 
   2   defendant hospitals between 2004 and 2009.  In other words, 
   3   the pleading here does allege representative samples. 
   4          While defendants assert that the spreadsheet is 
   5   unenlightening, the Court must take these allegations as true 
   6   as well as those that may be implied from the express 
   7   allegations which meet the standard or strong inference that 
   8   the claims were actually submitted. 
   9          Reviewing all the allegations of the first-amended 
  10   complaint in context, they detail the alleged scheme of 
  11   marketers and steerers referring patients to doctors and 
  12   hospitals, use of counterfeit hardware and hyped up prices and 
  13   surgery and hardware at all levels that has been sold to 
  14   hospitals and then billed by hospitals to insurers. 
  15          There are nearly 100 paragraphs of factual allegations 
  16   the Court must take as true on this demurrer stating with 
  17   specificity the purported lucrative scheme for marketers, 
  18   product distributors, hospitals and doctors to exponentially 
  19   increase the number of Worker's Compensation injury-related 
  20   spinal fusion surgeries. 
  21          With supporting examples it can be strongly inferred 
  22   that the allegations of the first-amended complaint that 
  23   claims actually were submitted to the Government and private 
  24   insurers. 
  25          Any inference that claims actually were submitted 
  26   further is bolstered by the judicially noticed plea agreement 
  27   of the defendant Michael Drobot implicating many of the 
  28   allegations here. 
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   1          Again, this is only for the purpose of a demurrer in 
   2   determining whether there is sufficient facts pled to support 
   3   a cause of action, not for any factual determination on any 
   4   issues.  The Court is not making any factual determinations on 
   5   anything. 
   6          In addition to the allegations regarding inflated 
   7   bills, there are also allegations that defendants submitted 
   8   claims for hardware they knew or actually disregarded as 
   9   counterfeit. 
  10          Therefore in conclusion the Court overrules defendants' 
  11   demurrer because there are sufficient facts stated to 
  12   constitute IFPA and CFCA causes of action, given the pleadings 
  13   standard the defendants invoke regarding submission and 
  14   presentation of a claim has been found too strenuous, 
  15   requiring much more than is necessary  at trial. 
  16          As stated in the Grubbs case, 563 F.3d at 188, "And 
  17   surely a procedural rule ought not to be read to insist that a 
  18   plaintiff plead a level of detail required to prevail at 
  19   trial.  Fraudulent presentment requires proof only of the 
  20   claim's falsity not of its exact contents.  A plaintiff does 
  21   not necessarily need the exact dollar amounts, billing numbers 
  22   or dates to prove to a preponderance that fraudulent bills 
  23   were actually submitted.  To require these details of pleading 
  24   is one small step shy of requiring production of actual 
  25   documentation with the complaint, a level of proof not 
  26   demanded to win at trial and significantly more than any 
  27   federal pleading rule contemplates." 
  28          Defendants also argue more broadly that plaintiffs' use 
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   1   of the collective pleading falls short of the requirement to 
   2   plead facts with particularity in order to sufficiently allege 
   3   fraud against each defendant. 
   4          Essentially the demurring party attacked the first 
   5   amended complaint on the ground it does not allege with 
   6   particularity the who, what, when, where, why to assert 
   7   liability against each defendant-alleged scheme. 
   8          Like all actions dealing with fraud, qui tam claims 
   9   under California law must be pled with particularity, and so 
  10   too are allegations of conspiracy subject to a heightened 
  11   pleading standard. 
  12          However, on other hand, the defendants ignore that the 
  13   IFPA and CFCA legislation are each remedial statutes. 
  14   Invoking principles applied to Federal False Claims Act suits, 
  15   the qui tam action for this Court is not on the same plain in 
  16   meeting the requirement of stating with particularity the 
  17   contents of fraud and misrepresentation.  The learning of the 
  18   federal authorities dealing with the qui tam statute is 
  19   certainly persuasive. 
  20          In any event, the multitude of ultimate facts asserted 
  21   in the pleading in this case state with specific specificity, 
  22   sufficient specificity, and particularity each defendants' 
  23   alleged conspiratorial acts in furtherance of a fraudulent 
  24   scheme. 
  25          So the Court does find that there is sufficient 
  26   allegations of fraud and conspiracy to hold the defendants to 
  27   answer the complaint.  If there are any uncertainties, 
  28   defendant can obtain more detailed information through 
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   1   discovery. 
   2          The Court noted earlier the many factual requirements 
   3   that must be taken as true, explaining each defendants' 
   4   alleged role in the fraud scheme.  It would be unproductive to 
   5   require repetition of those dozens of paragraphs from the 
   6   first-amended complaint with respect to each defendant. 
   7          Suffice it to say the first-amended complaint on its 
   8   face states facts with sufficient particularity to allege the 
   9   cause of action against the demurring defendants. 
  10          The defendants' assertion that the allegations simply 
  11   are not detailed enough lacks merit.  Contrary to defendants' 
  12   position that the pleading lacks factual substantiation for 
  13   the claims asserted, the Court must take as true the express 
  14   allegations that Riverside and San Bernardino, for example, 
  15   conspired to violate Insurance Code section 871.7 by utilizing 
  16   surgery hardware they knew should have been known was 
  17   counterfeit and they could not bill for, that claims were 
  18   submitted for surgeries known to have been performed in 
  19   exchange for kickbacks, that plaintiffs possess agreements 
  20   purporting to provide such kickbacks and all the inferences 
  21   the Court can reasonably extrapolate from these express 
  22   allegations and specific examples. 
  23          To the extent that defendants contend that plaintiffs 
  24   posit merely inadequate conclusions in the first-amended 
  25   complaint, defendants' argument seek to challenge some lack of 
  26   evidence that presents a question beyond the pleadings. 
  27          Simply put, the standard demanded by the defendants in 
  28   this demurrer would require plaintiffs to prove this case on 
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   1   this pleading on the details of the minutia of the scheme, the 
   2   proper subject of discovery, citing people Ex.rel. Sepulveda 
   3   versus Highland Federal Savings (1993) 14 Cal. App. 4th, 1692. 
   4          A review of the first-amended complaint makes clear 
   5   that the first-amended complaint describes in detail the 
   6   alleged fraudulent scheme to bill private and public insurers 
   7   on bills for spinal fusion surgeries and Workers Compensation 
   8   patients and outlines every defendants' purported role in the 
   9   conspiracy, even if some of the defendants' roles were more 
  10   limited than others. 
  11          Because the pleading states particularly detailed facts 
  12   sufficient to constitute causes of action against each 
  13   defendant, the Court is going to overrule the demurrer to the 
  14   first-amended complaint. 
  15          Finally, turning to the statute of limitations 
  16   arguments, the defendants argue that all the claims asserted 
  17   in the first-amended complaint are barred by the statute of 
  18   limitations, but the CFCA and IFPA contain alternative 
  19   limitations periods. 
  20          For claims under CFCA Government Code section 12654(a) 
  21   states that the action shall not be filed more than six years 
  22   after the date on which the violation is committed or more 
  23   than three years after the date on facts material to the right 
  24   of action are known or reasonably should have been known by 
  25   the Attorney General, the prosecuting authority with 
  26   jurisdiction to act under this article, but in no event more 
  27   than 10 years after the date on which the violations 
  28   committed, whichever of the aforementioned occurs last. 
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   1          IFPA claims may not be filed more than three years 
   2   after the discovery of facts constituting the grounds for 
   3   commencing the action, and no action may be filed more than 
   4   eight years after the commission of the act constituting a 
   5   violation of the section or violation of section 549,550 or 
   6   551 of the Penal Code.  This is an Insurance Code section 
   7   1871.7(l). 
   8          In the case at bar, the original complaint was filed on 
   9   May 25, 2012.  It challenges conduct going back to May, 2002 
  10   for the CFCA causes of action -- that's the sixth cause of 
  11   action.  It goes back to 2004 for the IFPA causes of action. 
  12          The defendants demur to all the allegations concerning 
  13   conduct that predates May, 2009 under the argued three-year 
  14   limitations period.  However, the three-year period for the 
  15   CFCA is triggered only if the Attorney General or prosecuting 
  16   authority knew or reasonably should have known of the facts 
  17   material to the fraud claim. 
  18          Case law makes clear that the qui tam plaintiffs' 
  19   knowledge is irrelevant for determining timeliness, citing 
  20   State ex.rel. Hindin versus Hewlett-Packard (2007) 153 Cal.App 
  21   4th 307, stating "Although the plaintiff knew about the 
  22   relevant facts more than three years before bringing the 
  23   action, his knowledge do not trigger the three-years' 
  24   limitation period and the action is not barred under section 
  25   12654." 
  26          The defendants have not pointed to any defect apparent 
  27   on the face of the first-amended complaint that any government 
  28   authority was aware of the fraudulent claims alleged in this 
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   1   action more than three years before it was filed. 
   2          Regarding the causes of action against the IFPA, the 
   3   qui tam plaintiffs discovery of facts is relevant with regard 
   4   to triggering the three-year rather than the eight-year 
   5   limitation period under Insurance Code section 1871.7(l). 
   6          However, the first-amended complaint contains 
   7   allegations regarding plaintiffs' delayed discovery of the 
   8   alleged scheme because the lack of transparency in the health 
   9   care industry due to defendants' conduct and under the tolling 
  10   doctrine of fraudulent concealment.  This is alleged in the 
  11   first-amended complaint, paragraphs 171 through 176. 
  12          The Court must accept as true the allegations that 
  13   plaintiff did not discover and could not have discovered 
  14   through the exercise of reasonable diligence the existence of 
  15   this scheme until just months before the filing of the 
  16   complaint as alleged in paragraph 171. 
  17          Accordingly, the Court cannot find a defect apparent on 
  18   the face of the first-amended complaint that the maximum 10- 
  19   and eight-year limitations periods apply and that plaintiffs' 
  20   claims are untimely. 
  21          The demurrer to the complaint -- to the claims in the 
  22   first-amended complaint based on violations before May 25, 
  23   2009 and the statute of limitations accordingly is overruled. 
  24          In conclusion, the Court overrules the demurrers to the 
  25   first-amended complaint in their entirety. 
  26          The Court will order the defendants to answer the 
  27   complaint.  I'll set it for 30 days, no later than 
  28   January 12th, 2015. 
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   1          The Court will order the plaintiffs to give notice of 
   2   the Court ruling and post it on the website. 
   3          We have a few other matters to discuss. 
   4          First, we do have other demurrers scheduled for 
   5   hearing. 
   6          What is the hearing date on those other demurrers? 
   7   Does anyone know? 
   8          MR. HUTCHINSON:  Your Honor, are you referring to the 
   9   individual cases? 
  10          THE COURT:  Yes. 
  11          MR. HUTCHINSON:  That hearing is February 20. 
  12          THE COURT:  Okay.  February 20. 
  13          The Court is also going to set a status conference for 
  14   February 20.  I see it's here.  11 a.m., is that right?  Yeah. 
  15          MR. HUTCHINSON:  Yes. 
  16          THE COURT:  And the Court is going to order the parties 
  17   to meet and confer to submit a joint report no later than 
  18   February 9th on the issue of discovery. 
  19          I think the proposal of having phased discovery appears 
  20   to make some sense in this case.  So I would order the parties 
  21   to meet and confer with regard to a schedule for undertaking 
  22   discovery and see if the parties can agree upon protocols for 
  23   a phased process. 
  24          I think the parties should consider whether or not that 
  25   the discovery can be taken in segments such as what has been 
  26   proposed.  First, discovery with regard to the issue of 
  27   whether the plaintiffs are original sources, whether they are 
  28   properly relators, whether there is jurisdiction issues 
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   1   concerning plaintiffs' situation, then perhaps segments of 
   2   discovery relating to the different types of fraud. 
   3          We have numerous relationships here in terms of 
   4   kickbacks, in terms of inflating prices, in terms of cappers 
   5   and illegal referrals.  So there may be a way of trying to 
   6   segment the discovery to reach certain issues which then may 
   7   subject the case to law and motion on the different subject 
   8   matter of the phases such as a summary judgment if there are 
   9   parties that believe that the discovery after phase one or two 
  10   would eliminate their involvement in the case.  So I will ask 
  11   that you consider that with one caveat. 
  12          That is, as you lay out a program for discovery and 
  13   even if you can agree on phased discovery, to the extent that 
  14   a witness has information with regard to a different phases, 
  15   the witness' deposition should be completed in totality on all 
  16   subjects so you don't have to have witnesses coming back 
  17   several times, even though you may be focusing on one phase of 
  18   discovery. 
  19          Anyway, I would ask the parties to think about that and 
  20   put together a discovery plan, and that report should be 
  21   submitted by February 9th.  We will discuss that further on 
  22   February 20th. 
  23          I would like to open up discovery at this point, but 
  24   I'm a little hesitant to interfere with organized protocols. 
  25   So I would ask the parties to think about what discovery can 
  26   be taken at this stage without interfering with an organized 
  27   process down the road. 
  28          The parties are to meet and confer and start talking 
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   1   about agreements about the first stage of discovery, what can 
   2   be agreed upon immediately.  You don't have to wait until 
   3   February 20th to start taking discovery. 
   4          Any other issues anyone wishes to address today? 
   5          MR. HUTCHINSON:  Yes, your Honor, briefly. 
   6          Robert Hutchinson for the individual plaintiffs, Golia, 
   7   Bravo, Cavalieri and Moses. 
   8          When we were here on November 19th those demurrers were 
   9   ordered to be filed by a certain date, and then your Honor 
  10   granted our ex parte application last week to extend those 
  11   times. 
  12          An issue has come up.  We advised the Court at that 
  13   last hearing that we had filed 28 new cases.  And to my 
  14   knowledge, as far as I know to anybody's knowledge, the Court 
  15   has not yet ordered those cases related. 
  16          THE COURT:  Are those new cases filed in Los Angeles 
  17   Superior Court? 
  18          MR. HUTCHINSON:  Yes. 
  19          THE COURT:  Do you have a list of those cases? 
  20          MR. HUTCHINSON:  A notice of related case has been 
  21   filed with the Court previously.  I don't have a list with me 
  22   at this point. 
  23          THE COURT:  When was the notice of related case filed? 
  24          MR. HUTCHINSON:  I believe they were all filed on 
  25   November 20, and notice of related cases were filed shortly 
  26   thereafter. 
  27          THE COURT:  All right.  Well they may not -- did you 
  28   see that? 
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   1          Let me address this?  Who are the defendants named in 
   2   those cases. 
   3          MR. HUTCHINSON:  It's the same group. 
   4          The allegations in those complaints are virtually 
   5   identical to the four individual cases before this Court now 
   6   with the exception, of course, of their individual plaintiffs, 
   7   so the specific information about their surgeries, where they 
   8   were done and when are unique to each case.  But basically 
   9   99.8 percent of the complaint is taken from the complaints 
  10   already on file. 
  11          The reason -- a question has come up whether the 
  12   defendants that have to file their demurrers in these four 
  13   related cases by January 9 have to also file their demurrers 
  14   if they would choose to do so in those other 28 cases. 
  15          THE COURT:  Well, have those other cases been served? 
  16   Has counsel agreed to accept service in those cases? 
  17          MR. HUTCHINSON:  They have mostly been served.  We are 
  18   waiting for a couple of signatures on notice and 
  19   acknowledgment of receipt, and there are a couple of 
  20   defendants that we will need to again ask the Court to allow 
  21   us to publish a summons and complaint. 
  22          THE COURT:  Well, first, let me ask, are any defendants 
  23   here going to object to relating those cases? 
  24          MR. BYRNE:  Your Honor, this is Mark Byrne for 
  25   Dr. Akmakjian.  If I could answer a related question or bring 
  26   up a related point. 
  27          Our firm only represents Dr. Akmakjian with respect to 
  28   the qui tam action that was ruled on today.  I realize that 
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   1   there are others and may be other actions that have already 
   2   been and will be consolidated, but there are other counsel -- 
   3   I think other people might be in the same boat.  There are 
   4   other counsel representing my client in connection with all 
   5   the other matters. 
   6          It's also not true that Dr. Akmakjian is named in all 
   7   of the other ones.  He is named in some, not others.  So I'm 
   8   just pointing this out because I think it's very important at 
   9   all of these hearings that the Court doesn't assume that 
  10   everyone is the same counsel, number 1. 
  11          Number 2, that all the issues and that this is all 
  12   going to be passed on to other counsel today here for the qui 
  13   tam action -- that's fine -- not here for any of the other 
  14   cases.  I realize there is a demurrer hearing on February 20th 
  15   for that.  It's now been combined with a status report for the 
  16   qui tam.  I just want to make sure the Court keeps all of 
  17   those cases compartmentalized because they are not the same 
  18   even though they have been consolidated and maybe others will 
  19   be. 
  20          I also want to make sure that there is no duty, for 
  21   example, imposed upon me to give notice to Dr. Akmakjian's 
  22   other counsel in the other cases because that's not why I am 
  23   here today. 
  24          THE COURT:  Okay. 
  25          MR. HUTCHINSON:  Your Honor, the only issue I want to 
  26   clarify and I will pass that along to all the defense counsel 
  27   in the individual cases, some questions have been raised 
  28   whether if a party is going to file a demurrer in some of 
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   1   these or any of these 28 new cases they have to do it by 
   2   January 9th. 
   3          THE COURT:  I would say this. 
   4          First of all, I have not made a ruling relating any of 
   5   these cases, so that's one problem. 
   6          But an off-the-cuff comment that since the -- you say 
   7   they were just filed and notice of related case -- you said 
   8   November 20th or they were filed on November 20th? 
   9          MR. HUTCHINSON:  These cases were filed on 
  10   November 20th. 
  11          THE COURT:  They were filed November 20th, and we're 
  12   not sure yet if they have all been served. 
  13          The acknowledgment of service obviously is an extension 
  14   of time and when the responses were due. 
  15          I would think that counsel, probably whoever is going 
  16   to appear, would want more time than having to respond by 
  17   January 9th.  We don't even know when service would be, when 
  18   the 30 days' response would be. 
  19          So I don't think that we should try to force them into 
  20   saying if they are related because they have not yet forced 
  21   them into the same schedule that we have established for cases 
  22   that have already been here for a while. 
  23          MR. HUTCHINSON:  Fine.  Thank you.  I appreciate that. 
  24   That clarifies it.  I will pass that on to all counsel in 
  25   those cases. 
  26          THE COURT:  Okay.  Anything else anyone wishes to 
  27   address? 
  28          MR. GRAF:  Just to answer your Honor's earlier 
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   1   question, my client, Weiner, is not a defendant in these other 
   2   cases.  I anticipate he will be objecting to any effort to 
   3   relate them. 
   4          THE COURT:  Okay.  Anything else? 
   5          All right.  Thank you.  Counsel.  And my best wishes to 
   6   everyone for wonderful holidays. 
   7          MR. BERGER:  Thank you, your Honor. 
   8          (End of proceedings.) 
   9 
  10 
  11 
  12 
  13 
  14 
  15 
  16 
  17 
  18 
  19 
  20 
  21 
  22 
  23 
  24 
  25 
  26 
  27 
  28 
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   1          SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
   2                    FOR THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 
   3   DEPARTMENT 323              HON. ELIHU M. BERLE, JUDGE 
   4 
   5   STATE OF CALIFORNIA, et al.,       ) 
                                          ) 
   6                       Plaintiffs,    ) 
                                          ) SUPERIOR COURT 
   7             vs.                      ) CASE NO. BC 534466 
                                          ) 
   8   GARDENS REGIONAL HOSPITAL, et      ) 
       al.,                               ) 
   9                                      ) 
                           Defendants.    ) 
  10   ___________________________________) 
  11 
  12 
  13 
  14 
  15          I, DAVID A. SALYER, Official Pro Tem Reporter of the 
  16   Superior Court of the State of California, for the County of 
  17   Los Angeles, do hereby certify that the foregoing pages, 1 
  18   through 65, inclusive, comprise a true and correct transcript 
  19   of the proceedings taken in the above-entitled matter reported 
  20   by me on December 11, 2014. 
  21          DATED December 13, 2014. 
  22 
  23 
  24 


                       
  25                  __________________________ 
  26                  DAVID A. SALYER, CSR, RMR, CRR 
                      Official Pro Tem Court Reporter 
  27                  CSR No. 4410 
  28 
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   1   CASE NUMBER:                       BC 534466 
   2   CASE NAME:                         STATE OF CAL V. GARDENS 
   3   LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA            THURSDAY, DECEMBER 11, 2014 
   4   DEPARTMENT 323                     ELIHU M. BERLE, JUDGE 
   5   REPORTER:                          DAVID A. SALYER, CSR 4410 
   6   TIME:                              10:10 A.M. 
   7                                -o0o- 
   8          THE COURT:  Good morning, counsel.  Calling the case of 
   9   State of California ex rel. versus Gardens Regional Hospital 
  10   and all related cases. 
  11          Counsel, your appearances. 
  12          MR. BERGER:  Good morning, your Honor.  Justin Berger 
  13   of Cotchett, Pitre & Mc Carthy on behalf of plaintiffs. 
  14          THE COURT:  Good morning. 
  15          MR. NIXON:  Ryon Nixon, Cotchett, Pitre & McCarthy, on 
  16   behalf of the plaintiffs. 
  17          MS. CASTLES:  Good morning, your Honor.  Claire Castles 
  18   with Jones Day on behalf of the St. Bernadine Medical Center. 
  19          THE COURT:  Good morning. 
  20          MR. POTH:  Good morning, your Honor.  James Poth, also 
  21   from Jones Day, on behalf of the St. Bernadine Medical Center. 
  22          THE COURT:  Good morning. 
  23          MR. OLSON:  Good morning, your Honor. Chris Olson from 
  24   Latham & Watkins on behalf of the Defendant Jeffrey 
  25   Cantanzarite. 
  26          THE COURT:  Good morning. 
  27          MS. GREEN:  Tracy Green for Tri-City and Gardens 
  28   Regional Hospital. 
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   1          THE COURT:  Good morning. 
   2          MS. IKELS:  Good morning, your Honor.  Zuzana Ikels on 
   3   behalf of Riverside Community Hospital. 
   4          THE COURT:  Good morning. 
   5          MR. BASS:  Good morning, your Honor.  Jonathan Bass, 
   6   also on behalf of Riverside. 
   7          THE COURT:  Good morning. 
   8          MR. GRAF:  Good morning, your honor.  Mark Graf for 
   9   Defendant Beryl Weiner. 
  10          MR. STOLL:  Good morning, your Honor.  Richard Stoll 
  11   for Defendant South Bay Hospital. 
  12          THE COURT:  Good morning. 
  13          MR. MOSKOWITZ:  Good morning, your Honor. Paul 
  14   Moskowitz on behalf of Healthpointe. 
  15          THE COURT:  Good morning. 
  16          MR. BYRNE:  Good morning, your Honor.  Mark Byrne on 
  17   behalf of Dr. Akmakjian. 
  18          MR. FENTON:  Good morning, your Honor. Benjamin Fenton 
  19   on behalf of Dr. Joseph Vanderlinden. 
  20          MR. TALWAR:  Vibhu Talwar (unintelligible). 
  21          MR. HOFFMAN:  Good morning, your Honor.  Brian Hoffman 
  22   on behalf of Dr. Ahmed in the Cavalieri case. 
  23          THE COURT:  Good morning. 
  24          MR. BARNHILL:  Good morning.  Steve Barnhill on behalf 
  25   of Defendant Gurvinder Uppal. 
  26          THE COURT:  Good morning. 
  27          MR. HUGHES:  Tracy Hughes on behalf of Defendants 
  28   Dr. Bergey and -- 
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   1          MR. PHAN:  Good morning, your Honor.  Robert Phan on 
   2   behalf Dr. Khalid Ahmed on the Golia, Bravo and Moses matters. 
   3          THE COURT:  Good morning. 
   4          MR. HUTCHINSON:  Good morning, your Honor.  Robert 
   5   Hutchinson, Cotchett, Pitre & Mc Carthy, on behalf of qui tam 
   6   plaintiff as well as Plaintiffs Golia, Bravo, Cavalieri and 
   7   Moses. 
   8          THE COURT:  Good morning. 
   9          MR. BAYLES:  Good morning, your Honor.  David Bayles 
  10   from Arent Fox for Defendants HealthSmart Pacific, Inc. d/b/a 
  11   Pacific Hospital of Long Beach, International Implants, LLC, 
  12   and Michael Arabot. 
  13          THE COURT:  Good morning. 
  14          MS. WILLIAMS:  Good morning, your Honor.  Meredith 
  15   Williams of Jones Day on behalf of St. Bernadine's. 
  16          THE COURT:  Good morning. 
  17          MR. MOSES:  Good morning, your Honor.  Dan Moses on 
  18   behalf of Rancho Cucamonga Community Hospital in the Bravo 
  19   matter. 
  20          THE COURT:  Good morning. 
  21          Any other appearances?  Anyone on Court Call? 
  22          MS. WILCOX:  Yes, your Honor, Jean Wilcox for Defendant 
  23   Parkview Community Hospital. 
  24          THE COURT:  Good morning. 
  25          Anyone else? 
  26          MS. WONG:  Good morning, your Honor.  This is Cyndi 
  27   Wong on behalf of the Rancho Cucamonga Community Hospital, 
  28   LLC, d/b/a Rancho Specialty Hospital. 
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   1          THE COURT:  Good morning.  Anyone else? 
   2          I have received a proposed order for the appointment of 
   3   Mr. David Salyer as court reporter pro tem. 
   4          Any objection? 
   5          Not hearing any objection, Mr. Salyer is hereby 
   6   appointed court reporter pro tem. 
   7          Good morning, Mr. Salyer. 
   8          THE REPORTER:  Good morning. 
   9          THE COURT:  The matter on calendar today is a joint 
  10   demurrer to the first-amended complaint in the case of the 
  11   State ex rel. Serandie & Reynolds versus Gardens Regional 
  12   Hospital. 
  13          Anyone wish to be heard on that? 
  14          MS. CASTLES:  Yes, your Honor.  The defendants -- 
  15   Claire Castles with Jones Day.  We would like to be heard on 
  16   this matter. 
  17          THE COURT:  Okay.  Please proceed. 
  18          MS. CASTLES:  Your Honor, there are a number of issues 
  19   that we believe are dispositive of the issues in this case. 
  20          The defendants' plan today is as follows:  The goal is 
  21   for -- what we will do is address two dispositive issues today 
  22   that are addressing many of the defendants.  Many of the 
  23   defendants have joined these arguments.  Then in addition to 
  24   that, what we will do is we will also address an argument 
  25   that's unique to the facts as alleged against St. Bernadine. 
  26          After we complete that, a number of other counsel will 
  27   speak to issues that are specific to their clients and then we 
  28   will also have counsel for Riverside who will speak to some 
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   1   other issues that also apply to a number of the moving 
   2   defendants. 
   3          THE COURT:  Okay. 
   4          MS. CASTLES:  If that's acceptable, your Honor, I would 
   5   like to start with the first dispositive issue. 
   6          THE COURT:  All right. 
   7          MS. CASTLES:  Your Honor, the first dispositive issue 
   8   is the public disclosure bar. 
   9          Specifically, the plaintiffs' own allegations are 
  10   dispositive of the public disclosure issue. 
  11          There is a fundamental bargain in the qui tam 
  12   provisions where individuals who have information of fraud or 
  13   inappropriate conduct can bring that genuinely valuable 
  14   information forward, and in return for this information that 
  15   the Government, or in the case of the Insurance Fraud 
  16   Prevention Act the private insurer may not know they're able 
  17   to receive a portion of those public funds or private monies 
  18   for this valuable information. 
  19          But the public disclosure bar is an important mechanism 
  20   inside that qui tam provision.  Specifically, it serves to 
  21   make sure that those individuals that do not provide any 
  22   significant information on their own or have not provided any 
  23   information that provides notice to the government or the 
  24   insurer are not able to get an unmerited recovery of those 
  25   public funds and private monies. 
  26          As discussed in the Ninth Circuit in the Bates case, 
  27   which we discuss in our moving papers, the public disclosure 
  28   bar applies where it is clear that the public disclosures are 
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   1   sufficient to place the Government on notice of the alleged 
   2   fraud or practices prior to the filing of the qui tam action. 
   3          Here we know that the public information was sufficient 
   4   to provide notice to the government to conduct an 
   5   investigation because by plaintiffs' own allegations and 
   6   argument we know that the -- we know that a government 
   7   investigation did take place. 
   8          Specifically, your Honor, I would like to point out 
   9   that the plaintiffs' own argument is that defendant Drobot's 
  10   plea agreement -- and I would refer you to their opposition, 
  11   page 52, lines 12 through 13 -- states that this plea 
  12   agreement details the same transactions and fraudulent conduct 
  13   that plaintiffs allege in this civil proceeding. 
  14          Here the Government was on notice to investigate the 
  15   fraud, and did, in fact, investigate the fraud. 
  16          The fact that the plaintiffs attempt to disagree with 
  17   the results of this investigation or the discussion of the 
  18   investigation in the plea agreement does not make the public 
  19   disclosure bar inapplicable. 
  20          In fact, plaintiffs look to the Horizon West case in 
  21   their opposition and, your Honor, we agree.  The Horizon West 
  22   case is a perfect example because in the Horizon West case 
  23   they articulate that the fundamental purpose of the test is to 
  24   determine whether the information was sufficient to put the 
  25   Government on notice to conduct an investigation. 
  26          Here we know that this test is met because an 
  27   investigation was concluded. 
  28          In the plaintiffs' oppositions they also attempt to 
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   1   mitigate other public disclosures that were brought in front 
   2   of the Court.  Without going into a lot of detail, what we 
   3   would like to point out is they attempt to distance the 2010 
   4   Wall Street Journal article as it relate to the discussions. 
   5          We would refer your Honor to paragraph 102, where there 
   6   appears to be language that is parallel to a discussion as to 
   7   an insurer making a medical necessity decision. 
   8          They also attempt to mitigate the 2011 Workers' Comp 
   9   Appeal Board, where we have parallel allegations and, in fact, 
  10   Berkshire Hathaway, the only insurer that's identified by name 
  11   by the plaintiffs, raised Insurance Fraud Prevention Act 
  12   allegations. 
  13          Finally, your Honor, we would also like to point out 
  14   plaintiffs' attempt to distance themselves from the FDA 
  15   warnings where there is a discussion of the adulterated 
  16   product. 
  17          Again, we would like to refer the Court to 
  18   paragraph 44, where plaintiffs by their own allegations state 
  19   that, "St. Bernadine breached its responsibility to provide a 
  20   safe environment by receiving misbranded and adulterated 
  21   equipment." 
  22          Dropping down to line 16, "They are not manufactured 
  23   using current good manufacturing practices and did not 
  24   attempt -- did not receive premarket approval." 
  25          Again, this is language that is from the FDA warning 
  26   letters. 
  27          But apart from the fact the plaintiffs have attempted 
  28   to distance themselves from these public disclosure and argued 
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   1   that they weren't sufficient to meet the Government 
   2   investigation, what is unique in the plaintiffs' opposition is 
   3   for the first time we now have an argument by the plaintiffs 
   4   that they're the original source of the 2012 Wall Street 
   5   Journal article. 
   6          But their own argument admits that they could not have 
   7   been the original source because the 2012 Wall Street Journal 
   8   article discusses an ongoing investigation by the Government 
   9   as early as August, 2011 where there's a discussion in this 
  10   article in dealing with the fact that draft charges had been 
  11   prepared against Defendant Randall. 
  12          Plaintiffs could not have been the source for the 
  13   ongoing investigation described in this 2012 article because 
  14   by their own allegations in paragraph 171, plaintiffs state, 
  15   and I quote, "Plaintiffs had no knowledge of the claims 
  16   alleged herein until just months before filing this complaint 
  17   and did not discover and could not have discovered the 
  18   existence of the scheme until just months before filing this 
  19   complaint." 
  20          Moreover, plaintiffs also fail to meet the original 
  21   source requirement because at no time do they allege direct 
  22   and independent knowledge of information.  And to be original 
  23   sources, plaintiffs cannot rely on information that they 
  24   gather secondhand. 
  25          As discussed in the moving papers, Devlon(ph) speaks to 
  26   this where it speaks that direct knowledge is not present 
  27   where a qui tam plaintiff learns secondhand of the allegations 
  28   of the fraud. 
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   1          Your Honor, I direct you to repeated statements in the 
   2   first-amended complaint where plaintiffs vaguely lump 
   3   themselves together and rely on secondhand information, 
   4   specifically paragraph 143, where they rely on Arthur 
   5   Garratt(ph), paragraph 150, where they rely on William 
   6   Crowder, paragraph 151, where they rely on McGrath, 
   7   paragraph 152, where they rely on the information collected 
   8   secondhand from Richard Walker, and finally, paragraph 159, 
   9   where they rely on information from Judy Hawkins. 
  10          What is important to point out is that none of these 
  11   individuals are plaintiffs in this matter and some of them are 
  12   defendants. 
  13          Plaintiffs' only real argument against the public 
  14   disclosure bar is that it is not dispositive at this time 
  15   because they attempt to argue in their opposition that there's 
  16   a factual dispute that cannot be resolved at demurrer. 
  17          Simply, as discussed in our reply brief, courts 
  18   routinely resolve these matters on pleadings.  It's an issue 
  19   of jurisdiction and it's appropriate for the Court to look at 
  20   this issue on the pleadings.  I would also point out that -- 
  21          THE COURT:  But there is a factual dispute here.  That 
  22   should be decided on a demurrer, and the plaintiffs dispute a 
  23   lot of the things you suggest.  The plaintiffs claim the 
  24   original source of the Wall Street Journal article and a lot 
  25   of the other claims that you raise.  They say that it's not 
  26   the exact same claim that has been raised by the plaintiffs 
  27   here, and maybe they are, maybe they're not. 
  28          Do you think you should decide this on a demurrer or 
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   1   you should have a factual determination? 
   2          MS. CASTLES:  I don't think we need a factual 
   3   determination, your Honor, for the express purpose that if you 
   4   look at paragraph 171, their own allegations undermine the 
   5   plaintiffs' argument that this is a factual dispute, where 
   6   paragraph 171 states they did not know -- they did not have 
   7   inquiry notice of these facts until just months before filing 
   8   the complaint. 
   9          It is temporally and chronologically impossible for 
  10   plaintiffs to have been the original source or catalyst for 
  11   the ongoing investigation discussed in the 2012 Wall Street 
  12   Journal article.  This is why it is appropriate to deal with 
  13   this issue on demurrer. 
  14          Assuming plaintiffs' allegations and their arguments 
  15   are true, plaintiffs could not be the original source of the 
  16   2011 government investigation discussed in the 2012 article. 
  17          Plaintiffs are not original sources and the public 
  18   disclosure bar of the California False Claims Act and the 
  19   Insurance Fraud Prevention Act bars what is a parasitic and 
  20   opportunistic suit brought by plaintiffs, which brings us to 
  21   the second dispositive issue we would like to discuss with the 
  22   Court.  Because all of this explains why the plaintiffs are 
  23   unable to address any of these claims, these fraud claims, 
  24   with any particularity. 
  25          Again, plaintiffs rely on Ebeid, but this reliance 
  26   dooms their assertion, because Ebeid does not diminish or 
  27   eliminate the particularity requirement.  As discussed in 
  28   Ebeid, plaintiffs must still state with particularity the 
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   1   alleged scheme. 
   2          Also in Ebeid the Ninth Circuit found that the 
   3   plaintiff in Ebeid did not meet the more lenient Grubbs 
   4   standard.  The Court looked at the fact that the plaintiff 
   5   made only conclusory allegations, offered only a global 
   6   indictment of the defendants' business.  The Ninth Circuit 
   7   found that those allegations were simply not enough to 
   8   establish a false claims allegation -- to establish false 
   9   claims liability. 
  10          Here the plaintiff in this case, like the plaintiff in 
  11   Ebeid, argues in their opposition that the details of the 
  12   alleged fraud are in the possession of the defendant.  Again, 
  13   Ebeid found that to be -- that's not persuasive. 
  14          Plaintiffs' complaint tracks the Ebeid complaint by 
  15   making general allegations, such as paragraph 47, where they 
  16   allege that St. Bernadine billed insurance carriers, including 
  17   the State Compensation Insurance Fund, Medi-Cal, and I quote, 
  18   "Others." 
  19          Plaintiffs' allegations that there was a scheme and the 
  20   detail for the scheme is found at paragraph 16, where they 
  21   bilked the State Compensation Insurance Fund and Medi-Cal out 
  22   of hundreds of millions of dollars.  These general allegations 
  23   do not provide the inference from the factual pleadings that 
  24   false claims were submitted because critical details are 
  25   missing. 
  26          Now, counsel for other defendants will address issues 
  27   that are unique to their arguments as to the lack of 
  28   particularity and problems with the way plaintiffs have 
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   1   alleged this, because the underlying issue is that plaintiffs 
   2   have failed to allege with even the scheme particularity as to 
   3   who, what, where, when of the fraud.  This is fatal to their 
   4   complaint and should be dismissed without leave to amend. 
   5          And, your Honor, I would like to address an argument 
   6   that is unique to St. Bernadine, which is we would like to 
   7   point out that plaintiffs fail to allege a single viable claim 
   8   against St. Bernadine. 
   9          For each cause of action that plaintiffs purport to 
  10   rope in St. Bernadine, even if we assume all of their facts 
  11   are true, they haven't alleged any facts that subject 
  12   St. Bernadine to liability under the False Claims Act or the 
  13   Insurance Fraud Prevention Act. 
  14          Specifically the complaint is bereft of any allegations 
  15   against St. Bernadine.  There is no allegation that 
  16   St. Bernadine knowingly employed anyone related to the scheme. 
  17   There is no allegation that St. Bernadine had any knowledge 
  18   about the contracting relationships.  There is no allegation 
  19   that St. Bernadine had any knowledge of the potentially 
  20   counterfeit nature of the devices. 
  21          If anything, if these facts are true, this supports a 
  22   finding that St. Bernadine was a victim in this scheme, not a 
  23   co-conspirator. 
  24          There is no allegation that St. Bernadine submitted a 
  25   false claim. 
  26          Your Honor, plaintiffs attempt to skirt this issue by 
  27   suggesting that it has provided reasonable indicia to support 
  28   an inference, but plaintiffs are fundamentally missing the 
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   1   point.  They must allege falsity of the claim. 
   2          At no point in the first-amended complaint do 
   3   plaintiffs identify a law, a regulation or a payment condition 
   4   that establishes the falsity of the claim based on whether or 
   5   not a sticker was placed on an implant log.  This is not an 
   6   allegation of a false claim. 
   7          Furthermore, there is no allegation that St. Bernadine 
   8   made any payment to a physician to render a claim false. 
   9          In an effort to salvage their argument, plaintiffs 
  10   allege that St. Bernadine should have known the physician's 
  11   reputation for accepting kickbacks.  This is not an allegation 
  12   that St. Bernadine knew of this reputation, only that they 
  13   should have known. 
  14          As such, plaintiffs attempt to argue that St. Bernadine 
  15   was negligent. 
  16          Even assuming St. Bernadine was negligent, courts have 
  17   repeatedly held, consistent with the legislative history of 
  18   the False Claim Act, that negligence is not sufficient 
  19   knowledge to establish a false -- is not sufficient knowledge 
  20   to establish liability for submission of a false claim. 
  21          For all these reasons, your Honor, St. Bernadine 
  22   requests that this demurrer as to St. Bernadine be sustained 
  23   with prejudice. 
  24          Your Honor, I'll let other counsel address issues 
  25   specific to their clients. 
  26          THE COURT:  All right.  Thank you. 
  27          Any other counsel or defendant wish to speak? 
  28          MR. BASS:  Yes, your Honor.  Jonathan Bass for 
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   1   Riverside. 
   2          Riverside is very much in the same situation 
   3   individually as St. Bernadine. 
   4          As counsel for St. Bernadine has pointed out really 
   5   with reference to chapter and verse in the amended complaint, 
   6   the amended complaint is singularly missing any allegations 
   7   specifically against St. Bernadine, and in terms of 
   8   identifying the false claim, in terms of identifying any 
   9   wrongful conduct on the part of that defendant which would 
  10   qualify under either the statutes that are presented as the 
  11   bases for liability. 
  12          Riverside Community Hospital is situated identically, 
  13   which is to say, to all appearances, and after this latest 
  14   attempt on the part of the plaintiffs to plead facts that 
  15   would identify claims against Riverside Community Hospital or 
  16   St. Bernadine, and keep in mind, this was the specific reason 
  17   that plaintiffs were given leave to amend.  They indicated 
  18   they were going to amend to state claims against these 
  19   defendants because they were missing significantly from the 
  20   earlier pleading. 
  21          We have nothing.  We have nothing to look at to 
  22   identify as the basis for any claim. 
  23          Your Honor, the mere fact that a claim that plaintiffs 
  24   have chosen to corral into a complaint numerous unrelated 
  25   parties as defendants does not diminish or reduce the rights 
  26   of each individual defendant to be apprized of the nature, the 
  27   factual basis of the claim against it. 
  28          And for the sake of argument, if, in fact, the 
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   1   plaintiffs have pled sufficient facts to state a claim against 
   2   any of the defendants, it does not follow that merely by 
   3   adding a roster of additional hospitals and other parties to 
   4   the caption they may take the position, as they have here, in 
   5   essence, your Honor, to say, well, we have stated a claim 
   6   against one defendant and therefore all 15 defendants need to 
   7   stay in the case. 
   8          Riverside is entitled at the pleading stage, your 
   9   Honor, to be apprized of the claims against it and still as of 
  10   this amended complaint we have nothing to go on. 
  11          There is not a single factual allegation against 
  12   Riverside in terms of its having submitted any false claim to 
  13   the Government or to anyone else. 
  14          There are these generic allegations, your Honor, 
  15   against some defendants and whereupon the plaintiffs proceed 
  16   immediately to the conclusion, essentially, that therefore all 
  17   the defendants are potentially liable. 
  18          This leads, your Honor, to one of the categories of 
  19   arguments I would like to present, not just on behalf of 
  20   Riverside, but it really applies generally to many of the 
  21   defendants.  That is to say that the tactic that the 
  22   plaintiffs have used in this pleading is to engage in what the 
  23   Court has referred to as group pleadings or group allegations. 
  24   Instead of alleging, for example, that on such and such a date 
  25   Riverside Community Hospital or another specific defendant 
  26   submitted a specific false claim for medical services to the 
  27   government or to a private insurer, they give a few examples 
  28   of what they allege are false claims by other defendants, 
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   1   other parties. 
   2          They then allege that the defendants, either the 
   3   defendants globally or the subsets of defendants, the hospital 
   4   defendants, for example, have engaged in this sort of 
   5   wrongdoing.  That tells us nothing. 
   6          It tells us nothing about Riverside any more than it 
   7   tells us about the thousands of other hospitals in the country 
   8   who are not named in this complaint.  If we're going to be in 
   9   this lawsuit, your Honor, we're entitled, again at the 
  10   pleading stage, the pleading stage, to be told the requisite 
  11   facts that the plaintiffs claim they have. 
  12          Keep in mind, your Honor, it's ironic, as counsel for 
  13   St. Bernadine points out, that here we have two plaintiffs who 
  14   bring themselves into court on the allegation which is 
  15   critical.  It's essential to their being here in the first 
  16   place, because they are not injured parties.  They are not 
  17   claiming that they themselves suffered harm at the hands of 
  18   any defendants. 
  19          They come into court saying, your Honor, we're entitled 
  20   to be here because we have inside information.  We have 
  21   information not generally available to the Government, the 
  22   public or anyone else that supports our allegations that each 
  23   and every one of these defendants, not collectively, not as an 
  24   undifferentiated populace or mass, each and every defendant 
  25   submitted false claims to the Government. 
  26          If they have that inside information, your Honor, if, 
  27   in fact, they are being candid in filing a pleading that says 
  28   we, the relators, the plaintiffs, are entitled file this 
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   1   action on the basis of information that is uniquely known to 
   2   us and they sue a specific set of defendants -- we're not 
   3   suing Doe defendants.  They're not saying we will amend to add 
   4   other defendants if we find out things they have done wrong 
   5   later. 
   6          They have brought into this courtroom a specific list 
   7   of defendants, including Riverside, against which they are 
   8   saying at the outset we don't think that no one else does. 
   9   Well, fine.  Tell us.  Say in the complaint what those things 
  10   are. 
  11          As to Riverside and as to several other defendants, 
  12   they are entirely silent.  At this stage, having specifically 
  13   amended the complaint in order to cure that gap, your Honor, 
  14   it's no longer available, it seems to us, for the plaintiffs 
  15   to say, oh, well, we meant to or we can but we haven't yet. 
  16          They appear to have done their best.  And their best 
  17   falls wholly short of specific allegations against these 
  18   defendants, Riverside, St. Bernadine, others. 
  19          THE COURT:  There are a lot of defendants here, and a 
  20   lot of allegations; they have brought allegations.  Why 
  21   doesn't Riverside just file a motion for summary judgment? 
  22          MR. BASS:  Well, your Honor -- 
  23          THE COURT:  If you don't think plaintiff has any 
  24   evidence and that Riverside has not been involved in any 
  25   fraudulent conduct, just file a motion for summary judgment. 
  26          It ought to be a simple matter to be disposed of. 
  27          MR. BASS:  Well, there has been no discovery in the 
  28   action, your Honor. 
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   1          If we are held to respond, if we're held to answer in 
   2   this case and as a participant, the discovery has been stayed, 
   3   your Honor, I think, quite properly, when we get through the 
   4   pleading stage of the case. 
   5          It is not an insignificant burden on Riverside or any 
   6   other defendant to be maintained or retained in a case in 
   7   which once the discovery doors are flung open each defendant 
   8   will be incurring hundreds of thousands of dollars in defense 
   9   costs.  They will be embroiled in a case in which the 
  10   threshold entitlement of the plaintiffs to sue has not been 
  11   demonstrated as a matter of pleading. 
  12          That's the reason, your Honor -- let me simplify it. 
  13   Let's suppose that instead of suing all these defendants the 
  14   plaintiffs had filed their qui tam action, whether it was done 
  15   in the California False Claims Act or under the Insurance 
  16   Fraud Prevention Act only against Riverside Community 
  17   Hospital.  There wasn't a group of defendants.  There was just 
  18   Riverside Community Hospital. 
  19          But like this complaint, the complaint failed to state 
  20   a single instance of a false claim submitted by Riverside 
  21   Community Hospital, whether to the Government or to any 
  22   insurer.  It just was replete, as this complaint is, with a 
  23   vague, cloudy set of allegations that never come down to 
  24   earth, never offer a single fact, never identify a single 
  25   claim against the lone defendant, Riverside Community 
  26   Hospital. 
  27          Clearly Riverside Community Hospital would be entitled 
  28   to demur to that pleading. 
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   1          This case is no different.  The mere fact that 
   2   plaintiffs have chosen to sue many defendants rather than just 
   3   one against which they have no claim does not bootstrap their 
   4   entitlement to bring in each and every one of those 
   5   defendants. 
   6          I understand, your Honor.  It is complex and burdensome 
   7   intellectually to try to sort through these hundreds of 
   8   paragraphs in the amended complaint and try to figure out 
   9   what, if anything, is being said as to each defendant.  But I 
  10   would submit, your Honor, we teed up that issue for the 
  11   plaintiffs in the demurrer.  We awaited with some curiosity a 
  12   response from the plaintiffs in their opposition brief as to 
  13   what they would say that is not apparent on the face of the 
  14   complaint was the wrongful conduct, false claim or other 
  15   wrongful conduct on behalf of Riverside Community Hospital and 
  16   certain other individual defendants.  We received nothing. 
  17          The level of argument that we received in response was, 
  18   well, the defendants may have conspired.  We gave some 
  19   representative examples of false claims, but not as to your 
  20   client, not as to Riverside, not as to St. Bernadine. 
  21          That entirely misses the point, your Honor.  Riverside 
  22   Community Hospital has the same individual rights to know the 
  23   charges against it in this case in which it is one of many 
  24   defendants as it would in a case in which it was the only 
  25   defendant. 
  26          I submit, your Honor, if Riverside and Saint 
  27   Bernadine's, some of the other defendants, were being sued in 
  28   separate actions, it would be painfully apparent to the Court 
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   1   that the complaint, if it was limited to the kinds of 
   2   allegations in this complaint -- this raft of collective, 
   3   generic, vague, cloudy pleadings, it would be apparent to the 
   4   Court that the plaintiffs were unable to state a claim against 
   5   that specific defendant in that action, that hypothetical 
   6   action, in which that sole defendant was being sued.  I submit 
   7   that the Court would sustain a demurrer after that pleading. 
   8          My argument, your Honor, is we should not be put to the 
   9   burden, significant burden, of going through discovery, which 
  10   we would need to do, and come back in six or eight months and 
  11   say, well, now, we know there are no facts. 
  12          Or let me suggest another outcome.  After a million 
  13   dollars' worth of collective discovery, the plaintiff finds a 
  14   fact and says, here, now I found a fact against Riverside or a 
  15   fact against St. Bernadine or some other defendant, so you're 
  16   not entitled to summary judgment.  But we're entitled to have 
  17   this motion granted, your Honor.  We're entitled to have our 
  18   demurrer sustained because there are no facts in the 
  19   complaint. 
  20          The plaintiffs are not entitled -- they are not 
  21   entitled to throw into a stew pot a group of defendants, pour 
  22   some water in, some salty allegations that suggest there is 
  23   actually a recipe there, and then boil it for six months and 
  24   see what happens.  That's not the way pleadings in California 
  25   are supposed to go forward. 
  26          THE COURT:  All right.  Any other defendant wish to 
  27   raise any issue? 
  28          MS. GREEN:  Your Honor, for Defendant Tri-City, I just 
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   1   want to raise a couple of points. 
   2          If you look at page 8 of the opposition, they have a 
   3   schematic overflow.  This goes to specificity.  Because as to 
   4   each cause of action -- even if your Honor were inclined to 
   5   say there are factual disputes, if you look at the fraud -- 
   6   any of the qui tam causes of action, all four hospitals are 
   7   lumped in.  They're calling it one hospital.  But if you look 
   8   at Pacific Hospital and Mr. Drobot who are defendants, 
   9   Mr. Drobot didn't work at any other hospital. 
  10          One of the tactics the plaintiffs have done is in part 
  11   to group everyone together to make it so expensive for the 
  12   defendants.  They have even done in it the related cases, 
  13   where the surgery occurred with one individual at a hospital, 
  14   a patient.  Every other hospital gets named. 
  15          But at bare minimum I think it would save the Court its 
  16   own time and money in future motions.  It will save money on 
  17   discovery if the plaintiffs are ordered to allege their 
  18   complaint with specificity and to at least plead each hospital 
  19   in a separate cause of action. 
  20          Because those hospitals would each submit different 
  21   claims to Medi-Cal, to the insurance companies, to the 
  22   Workers' Comp carrier. 
  23          All the four hospitals don't submit the same claim. 
  24          So in order to break that out, it will be necessary for 
  25   future discovery to make it less expensive.  That's kind of 
  26   one of the issues, but that goes to the specificity as to kind 
  27   of the misjoinder of the defendants. 
  28          But one of the things here, as well, the same 
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   1   specificity goes as to the status of the relators.  It's very 
   2   difficult to find out when anything was discovered, how they 
   3   discovered it. 
   4          So if your Honor is not prepared on the papers that 
   5   have been submitted to find as a matter of law, I think that 
   6   at least with respect to the original source jurisdiction it's 
   7   been so overwhelming in terms of what's been there.  There 
   8   still may be a factual dispute.  You may still find one, your 
   9   Honor.  But at least maybe that should be -- if there's 
  10   summary judgment, that some of these jurisdictional issues get 
  11   severed out first.  Let's say discovery alternatively would 
  12   happen on those issues first, original source and 
  13   jurisdiction, before we go to the other issues. 
  14          You know, I think all of the defendants, we've looked 
  15   at it, we believe there is enough as a matter of law for this 
  16   Court to sustain the demurrer without leave to amend, but when 
  17   do you look at just that original source, their lack of 
  18   specificity as to how they discovered it, when they discovered 
  19   it, where did Mr. Serandie work, when did he work, how did he 
  20   find out. 
  21          What exactly did Mr. Reynolds do?  We know he was an 
  22   insurance fraud investigator, but they are very vague.  They 
  23   don't indicate if they ever disclosed to the Government.  So 
  24   that specificity ends up hurting the defendants because we 
  25   couldn't really challenge it or find other facts. 
  26          With respect to Tri-City, I think that it was somewhat 
  27   clear that, you know, their documents, for example -- there 
  28   are different types of fraud that are alleged, and that's 
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   1   another have another part of the specificity. 
   2          For example, it's alleged that there are kickbacks. 
   3   Some kickbacks are, for example, the marketing agreements that 
   4   are attached to the complaint.  Well, that's -- if you paid in 
   5   a marketing agreement, then there might be, oh, did we submit 
   6   inflated bills. 
   7          I think the different types of fraud alleged or 
   8   kickbacks also need to be separated out so that we're not just 
   9   coming back before your Honor in future discovery disputes 
  10   simply because of the scope of it. 
  11          They did lump everything together.  I think part of the 
  12   tactic was to make it where there is no other choice for the 
  13   defendants but just to go into mediation and try to settle it 
  14   because it's too much of a mess.  But I do think this 
  15   case -- I know that your Honor is very creative in terms of 
  16   how you can control the discovery and the flow.  I know that 
  17   we've briefed this pretty well.  And if your Honor has any 
  18   other questions on specificity or any other issues as to 
  19   Tri-City, I would like to address them. 
  20          THE COURT:  All right.  Thank you. 
  21          Any other defendant wish to speak? 
  22          MR. STOLL:  Your Honor, Richard Stoll for South Bay 
  23   Hospital Management Company. 
  24          I just want to very, very briefly address the 
  25   deficiencies against my client in the pleadings. 
  26          Without repeating what other counsel have already said, 
  27   my client is not a hospital.  It's not a marketer.  It's not a 
  28   distributor.  It's not a doctor.  It's a management company 
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   1   that supplied personnel to Tri-City. 
   2          Critically, the plaintiffs have failed to allege any 
   3   facts at all to support any of the allegations to support any 
   4   of the causes of action against South Bay.  Regardless of what 
   5   pleading standards may or may not apply here, it's totally 
   6   irrelevant. 
   7          There's a total absence of allegations against South 
   8   Bay which would justify sustaining South Bay's demurrer. 
   9          THE COURT:  Thank you.  Plaintiff wish to respond? 
  10          MR. BERGER:  Yes, your Honor, and I'll be brief. 
  11          Ninety-nine percent of this has already been covered in 
  12   the papers so I'm not going to reiterate, but I will just 
  13   highlight a few points. 
  14          Your Honor, with respect to specificity, the complaint 
  15   walks through each of the defendants and details their 
  16   involvement in the conspiracy, one by one.  Every single one 
  17   is described and how they fit in to this chain of conspiracy 
  18   described in detail and they all link together. 
  19          These aren't separate conspiracies.  They are all 
  20   linked together, common players. 
  21          Not only do we have allegations and detailed 
  22   allegations and examples, we have evidence, your Honor.  Even 
  23   at the demurrer stage, we have evidence attached to our 
  24   complaint.  Exhibit 10, St. Bernadine's in Riverside want to 
  25   know what they did. 
  26          Exhibit 10 is a 90-page document that lists surgeries 
  27   that occurred at their hospitals with the dates of the 
  28   surgery, the names of the surgeons, the names of the hardware 
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   1   suppliers.  This is not a document we created.  This is as 
   2   document from one of the defendants. 
   3          And on the very first page of the document, we've got 
   4   Riverside Community Hospital listed over 20 times as having 
   5   performed surgeries in one month. 
   6          It lists the name of the surgeons and these surgeons 
   7   are the same surgeons that the complaint in a very detailed 
   8   manner describes how they took kickbacks and how they 
   9   implanted counterfeit hardware in people's backs. 
  10          It lists the name of the invoice provider as Spinal 
  11   Solutions.  Spinal Solutions, as detailed in the complaint, 
  12   manufactured the counterfeit hardware at issue here. 
  13          So St. Bernadine's and Riverside, if they want details, 
  14   it's right here in Exhibit 10.  This is evidence.  These 
  15   aren't just allegations. 
  16          With respect to the public disclosure bar, your 
  17   Honor -- before I leave specificity, Defendant South Bay 
  18   Hospital Management Company says there are no allegations with 
  19   respect to them.  That's wrong.  In paragraphs 28, 82 and 142, 
  20   we describe how South Bay controlled the schemes at Tri-City. 
  21   South Bay operated Tri-City.  They're the ones who were 
  22   operating these schemes at Tri City for Tri City.  So I'm 
  23   unclear why they are confused. 
  24          With respect to the public disclosure bar, your Honor, 
  25   your Honor is correct.  These are factual issues.  We alleged 
  26   in the complaint that we are the original source of this 
  27   information. 
  28          Counsel for Jones Day said this was the first time that 
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   1   they're hearing that we were the source of the Wall Street 
   2   Journal article.  That's simply not true.  Your Honor directed 
   3   us to meet and confer with the defendants over six months ago. 
   4   I sat around a conference table with counsel and described for 
   5   them how our clients were the sources of the Wall Street 
   6   Journal article.  This is not the first time they're hearing 
   7   about it. 
   8          In any event, that's a factual dispute.  If the 
   9   defendants want to resolve that on demurrer, we're happy to 
  10   amend the pleadings and add those details to the demurrer, and 
  11   I think your Honor would rule in our favor on that. 
  12          Defendants focus on the allegations of paragraph 171, 
  13   where we have a general statement where we say that we learned 
  14   of these schemes months before filing the complaint.  From 
  15   that they draw the conclusion that we learned about the scheme 
  16   from the Wall Street Journal article.  I don't see how the two 
  17   connect. 
  18          The Wall Street Journal article was printed three 
  19   months before we filed our complaint.  Months just means less 
  20   than years; three months, six months, nine months, 12 months, 
  21   15 months.  There's nothing fundamentally conflicting about 
  22   those allegations.  The rest of this, your Honor, is covered 
  23   in our papers.  And I'm not going to reiterate it. 
  24          There is plenty of detail here, your Honor.  The 
  25   complaint itself, the allegations are very specific as to each 
  26   defendant.  We have exhibits that are not just allegations, 
  27   they're evidence.  I think if we were to jump to summary 
  28   judgment today, we would get past most of the summary judgment 
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   1   motions just based on what we have already in the complaint. 
   2          So this complaint goes above and beyond what's required 
   3   under the California pleading standards, under the False 
   4   Claims Act pleading standards, whatever standards you look at. 
   5          Everything else is covered in our papers, your Honor, 
   6   and we'll leave it at that. 
   7          THE COURT:  Okay.  Thank you. 
   8          Any final word from the defendants? 
   9          Yes, counsel. 
  10          MR. BYRNE:  I didn't jump up fast enough before 
  11   plaintiffs got to go so I just wanted to get my 2 cents in if 
  12   that's okay, on behalf of Dr. Akmakjian.  Dr. Akmakjian is an 
  13   individual. 
  14          I would like to echo a lot of the comments made by 
  15   Riverside's counsel. 
  16          If you view this separately, which I know is difficult 
  17   to do because they have mashed everything together, I think 
  18   you'll see that there are no allegations sufficient to put 
  19   Dr. Akmakjian on notice of what he supposedly did.  Supposedly 
  20   he took kickbacks. 
  21          If you look at the exhibits -- I'll talk about 
  22   Exhibit 10 in one second -- but if you look at the exhibits -- 
  23   if you look at Exhibits 3, 4 and 5, those were included by the 
  24   plaintiffs presumably because they knew that they needed 
  25   specific facts. 
  26          Yet if you look at those exhibits as we put in our 
  27   brief, those do not support the allegations that are in the 
  28   complaint.  They don't say what plaintiffs say that they say. 
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   1          Then talking about Exhibit 10, it's an 
   2   80-something-page document that just lists surgeries that 
   3   occurred on certain dates.  That's it. 
   4          Then they say that magically links everyone to a 
   5   conspiracy. 
   6          With respect to Dr. Akmakjian, supposedly he presented 
   7   false claims.  That's the allegation.  But the allegation 
   8   really is that he got kickbacks, which the exhibits and the 
   9   facts don't support the facts in the demurrer or in the 
  10   complaint. 
  11          They say there was some quid pro quo, which is not 
  12   borne out by anything that is in the complaint. 
  13          So as a matter of law, we believe as against 
  14   Dr. Akmakjian it should be dismissed.  We think that it is 
  15   very, very unfair to lump Dr. Akmakjian and perhaps some of 
  16   the other doctors in with everybody else, especially as 
  17   individuals, knowing that if we go to the discovery stage it 
  18   is going to cost a tremendous amount of money that's going to 
  19   have to be borne by individuals rather than just companies. 
  20          THE COURT:  Thank you. 
  21          MR. BARNHILL:  Your Honor, Steve Barnhill for 
  22   Dr. Uppal, a similar situation as Dr. Akmakjian. 
  23          The doctors could not have submitted any false claims 
  24   because it's not their responsibility to submit claims for 
  25   hardware. 
  26          They perform the surgery.  Okay?  So there is no false 
  27   claim submitted by any doctor.  There is no allegation that 
  28   they can prove that in this case. 
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   1          So the claim is that the doctors were receiving 
   2   kickbacks to select this particular hardware, but the 
   3   allegations are not specific.  There are no facts alleging to 
   4   whom a kickback -- who paid the kickback, what it was for, 
   5   what claim did it relate to, when was it paid. 
   6          The exhibits attached to the complaint, again, counsel 
   7   is correct.  They do not match what the allegations say. 
   8          The plaintiffs simply have not proven any kickbacks as 
   9   to any doc within the claim period that they are alleging in 
  10   the complaint.  It's plain and simple. 
  11          If you're going to sue a doctor for alleged kickbacks 
  12   and lump them into this conspiracy in the false claims action, 
  13   then allege what those kickbacks were, allege who paid them, 
  14   when were they paid, what were the payments for, where are 
  15   these sham consulting agreements that the plaintiffs claim 
  16   they have.  Why haven't then been attached?  You know why? 
  17   Because they don't exist.  If they existed, they would be 
  18   attached to this pleading. 
  19          You know, this is beyond the demurrer, but we met with 
  20   plaintiffs' counsel early on in this case and asked for the 
  21   same information.  Show us something that ties Dr. Oppal to 
  22   this case.  They didn't do it after that meeting.  They 
  23   haven't done it since.  They haven't done it in their 
  24   pleading. 
  25          They have no facts against my client and we've outlined 
  26   this in our portion of the demurrer papers. 
  27          The plaintiffs have had plenty of opportunity to allege 
  28   the facts.  They didn't. 
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   1          So we would request the Court to sustain the demurrer 
   2   as to Dr. Uppal without leave to amend. 
   3          THE COURT:  Thank you. 
   4          MR. GRAF:  Your Honor, if I could be heard on behalf of 
   5   Beryl Weiner, Mark Graf.  My plaintiff's position as alleged 
   6   in the complaint is a little distinctive and different from 
   7   the other defendants. 
   8          It is not alleged that Mr. Weiner was a doctor or a 
   9   surgeon or a hospital or a distributor or manufacturer or any 
  10   of the other subgroups that form the structure of plaintiffs' 
  11   complaint.   So when I look for allegations against 
  12   Mr. Weiner, we find that he is none of those things, and 
  13   therefore none of the allegations against those groups apply 
  14   to him. 
  15          Another distinctive fact is that he is alleged to be an 
  16   attorney for Tri-City Hospital.  So when we pointed out in our 
  17   demurrer that he is not alleged to have entered into an 
  18   agreement with any other defendant, I think it's particularly 
  19   significant.  There are legal restrictions on allegations of 
  20   conspiracy against a lawyer with his client. 
  21          We can't tell from the complaint who he is supposed to 
  22   have conspired with.  And I ask the Court to take a look at 
  23   the case we cited in our opposition, the Metz case, because 
  24   it's directly on point and holds that allegations that a 
  25   defendant and other unnamed defendants conspired to do 
  26   something, failed to allege a claim for conspiracy. 
  27          There are no exhibits attached to the complaint that 
  28   address the plaintiffs' claim against Mr. Weiner.  There is no 
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   1   opposition to the arguments we made in our demurrer. 
   2          As we pointed out in our reply, by plaintiffs' failure 
   3   to address any of them, they have, I think, impliedly conceded 
   4   the merit of the argument. 
   5          Thank you, your Honor. 
   6          THE COURT:  Thank you. 
   7          Yes, counsel. 
   8          MR. MOSKOWITZ:  Your Honor, just very briefly.  Paul 
   9   Moskowitz on behalf of Healthpointe.  I'm not going to beat a 
  10   dead horse and repeat all the things other defense counsel 
  11   said. 
  12          I would just like to point out that, like a bunch of 
  13   the other defendants, there are no allegations in this 
  14   complaint that would lead to liability on the part of 
  15   Healthpointe.  And until and unless there are such 
  16   allegations, Healthpointe should not be a defendant in this 
  17   case.  That's it. 
  18          THE COURT:  Thank you. 
  19          MR. OLSON:  Very briefly, your Honor.  Chris Olson for 
  20   Dr. Cantanzarite. 
  21          I would point out that he is a little bit even further 
  22   removed from these allegations.  He is a chiropractor.  There 
  23   is only one sentence against Dr. Cantanzarite in the amended 
  24   complaint.  It appears in the listing of the defendants. 
  25          In the section that's called Specific Facts Related to 
  26   the Scheme, Dr. Cantanzarite's name does not even appear. 
  27   There has been no effort to connect him to have to any false 
  28   claims on Exhibit 10. 
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   1          THE COURT:  Thank you. 
   2          MS. GREEN:  Your Honor, with respect to statute of 
   3   limitations, we were going to divvy it up. 
   4          As a matter of -- so there are two statutes.  There is 
   5   the Government Code section. 
   6          I believe the plaintiffs misinterpret the law and that 
   7   as a matter of law they needed to essentially file the case 
   8   three years from the date of discovery.  They filed May 25th, 
   9   2012. 
  10          Now, they are allowed to file late from date of 
  11   discovery.  But in order to do that from date of discovery, 
  12   they need to indicate both under the Government Code section 
  13   and the Insurance Code section why they didn't discover, where 
  14   were things essentially hidden.  They simply cite to a fraud 
  15   treatise and claim that these things are hidden. 
  16          In fact, they don't indicate with any specificity how 
  17   it was that they didn't discover it sooner. 
  18          So if you look at the Insurance Code, 1871.7, 
  19   everything is barred as a matter of law before May 25th, 2009, 
  20   which is most of their Exhibit 10, by the way. 
  21          Most of those surgeries that are listed, many of which 
  22   are duplicate, they are all before 2010. 
  23          So when we look at the statute of limitation, that may 
  24   be another issue apart from jurisdiction where it might be 
  25   phased out if your Honor felt there was not enough on the 
  26   demurrer to sustain without leave to amend.  But part of their 
  27   problem on the statute of limitation is the lack of 
  28   specificity.  They didn't show their due diligence. 
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   1          They have a relator who is an insurance fraud 
   2   investigator who worked for one of the carriers.  No 
   3   indication why they didn't find it sooner. 
   4          So if you look at both of those, I think you're going 
   5   to find that at least before the May 25th, 2009, all those 
   6   claims should be kept out as a matter of law.  And, you know, 
   7   unless you want to give the plaintiffs another chance to amend 
   8   with specificity. 
   9          THE COURT:  Thank you. 
  10          Yes, a final word? 
  11          MR. BASS:  Briefly by way of response, your Honor. 
  12   Again, Jonathan Bass for Riverside. 
  13          Just on the point that plaintiffs' counsel made with 
  14   respect to Exhibit 10 to the first-amended complaint, which he 
  15   characterized not just as allegations but as evidence, leaving 
  16   aside authentication issues, I suppose there is potentially 
  17   evidence of something, but not of anything unlawful.  It's a 
  18   listing of surgeries performed at these hospitals. 
  19          I will submit to the Court my client, Riverside 
  20   Community Hospital, performed surgeries.  Surgeries are 
  21   performed at hospitals.  That is not the basis for liability. 
  22          The problem with this complaint, your Honor, is the 
  23   failure to actually allege the specific wrongfulness of any 
  24   particular act. 
  25          Exhibit 10 does not substitute for the need for those 
  26   allegations. 
  27          Thank you. 
  28          THE COURT:  All right.  Thank you. 
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   1          All right.  This is a qui tam lawsuit brought against 
   2   various defendants including 36 hospitals, surgical hardware 
   3   distributors and individuals like doctors and health care 
   4   marketers who plaintiffs on behalf of the State assert 
   5   perpetrated a scheme to cheat the California Worker's 
   6   Compensation system and insurers out of millions of dollars 
   7   for spinal fusion surgery coverage. 
   8          The operative first-amended complaint alleged a 
   9   conspiracy involving three interrelated components. 
  10          First, marketers alleged to be paid by hospitals for 
  11   spinal surgery patients in defendant hospitals. 
  12          Secondly, defendant chiropractors and doctors are paid 
  13   legal kickbacks by marketers for referring Worker Compensation 
  14   patients, for utilizing counterfeit implant hardware on the 
  15   spinal fusion surgeries. 
  16          Third, the hardware allegedly used in the surgeries 
  17   were charged at inflated prices for which the hospital then 
  18   billed to Worker's Compensation carriers, the State 
  19   Compensation Insurance Fund, SCIF, and Medi-Cal, and private 
  20   insurers at even further inflated prices. 
  21          Plaintiffs allege that this scheme has bilked SCIF, 
  22   insurers and Medi-Cal of the hundreds of millions of dollars. 
  23          Plaintiffs further allege it has led to patients 
  24   receiving dangerous medical implants that have substantial 
  25   likelihood of failure. 
  26          The defendants allegedly conspired to perpetrate this 
  27   scheme fall into the following groups which the Court will 
  28   discuss the allegations pertaining to the defendants in a few 
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   1   moments. 
   2          First, we have the defendant hospitals, Garden Regional 
   3   Hospital and Medical Center, dba Tri City Medical Center. 
   4          We have South Bay Hospital Management Company, LLC, the 
   5   management company for Tri Weiner which is supposedly owned 
   6   and controlled by defendant Beryl Weiner. 
   7          We have HealthSmart Pacific dba Pacific Hospital of 
   8   Long Beach, allegedly controlled by Michael Drobot. 
   9          We have Riverside Health Care System and St. Bernadine 
  10   Medical Center. 
  11          We have the defendant distributors and marketers, more 
  12   specifically Spinal Solutions, LLC, CIOS, Inc. owned by 
  13   defendant McGrath. 
  14          Then we have the defendant manufacturers, Crowder 
  15   Machine and Tool Shop. 
  16          We have the defendant doctors and chiropractors, Jack 
  17   Akmakjian MD, Gurvinder Uppal MD, Joseph Vanderlinden, MD 
  18   Edward Koplin, MD, Healthpointe Medical Group Inc and Jeffrey 
  19   Cantazarite. 
  20          The individual defendants, Michael Drobot, Michael 
  21   McGrath, Paul Randall, Christine Hernandez, Roger Williams, 
  22   Beryl Weiner and Mary Williams as individual defendants. 
  23          Based upon these allegations, defendants engaged in 
  24   unlawful marketing practices to obtain Worker's Compensation 
  25   patients for spinal fusion surgeries, implanted counterfeit 
  26   screws and rods and submitted inflated bills to insurers. 
  27          Plaintiffs allege claims under the California Insurance 
  28   Fraud Protection Act also known for these purposes today as 
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   1   IFPA and the California False Claims Act CFCA. 
   2          The first-amended complaint asserts causes of action 
   3   for violation of IFPA for employment of runners, cappers and 
   4   steerers under Insurance Code section 1871.7(a). 
   5          Secondly, violation of IFPA for presenting false or 
   6   fraudulent claims under Insurance Code section 1871.7(b) and 
   7   Penal Code section 550(a)(1). 
   8          Third, violations of IFPA for preparing and making any 
   9   writing in support of a false claim. 
  10          Then we have violation of IFPA for normally making any 
  11   false fraudulent claims. 
  12          Fifth, violation of IFPA for soliciting or referring 
  13   business to a firm entity in violation of the Penal Code. 
  14          Then we have violation of CFCA for permitting -- excuse 
  15   me -- for submitting false claims or conspiracy to commit 
  16   false claims to Medi-Cal. 
  17          In today's proceedings several defendants have filed a 
  18   joint demurrer to the first-amended complaint on numerous 
  19   grounds. 
  20          First, a few comments with regard to the standards 
  21   applicable to demurrers. 
  22          In a demurrer proceeding the defects must be apparent 
  23   on the face of the pleading or from matters from which the 
  24   Court can take judicial notice, citing Dryden versus 
  25   Tri-Valley (1977) 65 Cal. App. 3d 990. 
  26          The function of demurrer is to test the legal 
  27   sufficiency of the complaint, not the truthfulness of the 
  28   allegations, citing Donabedian versus Mercury Insurance (2004) 
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   1   116 Cal. 4th 968. 
   2          The ultimate facts alleged in the complaint must be 
   3   deemed true as well as all facts that may be implied or 
   4   inferred from those expressly alleged, citing Marshall versus 
   5   Gibson Dunn (1995) 37 Cal. App 4th 1397. 
   6          And when considering demurrers, the courts are 
   7   instructed to read the allegations liberally and in context 
   8   citing McKenney versus Purepac (2008) 167 Cal. App 4th at 72. 
   9          First, with respect to the requested judicial notice, 
  10   the Court does take judicial notice of defendants' exhibit A, 
  11   B, C and D which are all documents reflecting the rule-making 
  12   history of regulations in the California Code of Regulations 
  13   regarding billing for inpatient services under the Worker's 
  14   Compensation laws.  Judicial notice is taken pursuant to Code 
  15   of Civil Procedure -- excuse me, Evidence Code section 452(c), 
  16   the official acts of the legislature executive and judicial 
  17   requirements. 
  18          The documents in defendants' exhibits M, N, O, P, Q, R, 
  19   S, T are judicially noticeable under Evidence Code section 
  20   452(c) because they are documents showing the legislative 
  21   history. 
  22          The Court also takes judicial notice of defendants' 
  23   exhibit W which is a petition for consolidation and stay in 
  24   the proceeding before the Worker's Compensation Appeals Board 
  25   under Evidence Code section 452(d), being a record of the 
  26   branch of government. 
  27          The remaining items, the defendant requests the Court 
  28   to take judicial notice of are various news articles, exhibit 
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   1   E,I, J, K and L and documents pulled from the FDA's website, 
   2   exhibits F, G and H. 
   3          The Court will take judicial notice of the existence of 
   4   those documents but not for the truth of the matter, just the 
   5   fact they were published.  That's for the limited purpose 
   6   under Evidence Code section 452(a). 
   7          The Court will also take judicial notice of defendant 
   8   Michael Drobot's plea agreement, pleading guilty to charges 
   9   similar to the fraud allegations here and the Court minutes 
  10   for that plea.  Those documents are judicially noticeable 
  11   under Evidence Code section 452(d). 
  12          First, I will proceed with some general comments about 
  13   the IFPA and CFCA.  That is the statutory scheme of the 
  14   Insurance Fraud Prevention Act and the California False Claims 
  15   Act. 
  16          CFCA which is found in Government Code section 12650 
  17   et. seq. is patterned after the Federal False Claims Act and 
  18   was enacted to supplement efforts to identify and prosecute 
  19   fraudulent claims made against state and local entities, 
  20   citing Rothschild versus Tyco (2000) 83 Cal. App. 4th, 488. 
  21          That statute permits the recovery of civil penalties 
  22   and damages from any party who normally presents a false claim 
  23   for payment to the state or public political subdivision. 
  24          The CFCA also permits a private person, the qui tam 
  25   plaintiff or relator, to bring the action on behalf of the 
  26   governmental agency. 
  27          The Court of Appeal has stated that the CFCA should be 
  28   given the broadest possible construction consistent with the 
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   1   purpose of preventing fraud of the public treasury, citing So 
   2   Cal Rapid Transit versus Superior Court (1994) 30 Cal. App. 
   3   4th, 713. 
   4          The IFPA found in Insurance Code 1871 et. seq. is in 
   5   reducing fraudulent Workers Compensation claims as well as 
   6   other insurance fraud.  The clear aim of the legislation was 
   7   to control fraudulent claims practices by increasing 
   8   professional and criminal penalties and activity for 
   9   investigation of prosecuting fraud, citing Tensfeldt versus 
  10   Worker's Comp (1998) 66 Cal. App 4th 116. 
  11          A relator's qui tam's action under Insurance Code 
  12   section 1871.7 accordingly creates civil liability for the 
  13   violations of Penal Code sections 549 and 550 which, in turn, 
  14   criminalize the making of false or fraudulent claims to 
  15   insurers, citing State Ex.Rel. Nee versus Unumprovident Corp. 
  16   (2006) 140 Cal. App 4th, 442. 
  17          Because of the predominance of the federal statute, the 
  18   California courts may look to federal authorities for guidance 
  19   in interpreting California acts, citing City of Pomona versus 
  20   Superior Court, (2001) 89 Cal.App 4th 493. 
  21          Turning to the demurrers themselves, through the bulk 
  22   of the memorandum of points and authorities the parties have 
  23   presented arguments with respect to whether a plaintiff can be 
  24   considered an original source or an appropriate relator to 
  25   give the Court jurisdiction over the case and then with regard 
  26   to the defendants' specific arguments which consist of the 
  27   bulk of the papers as to whether the allegations are 
  28   sufficient. 
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   1          The defendants attack on the complaint really boils 
   2   down to the following contentions: 
   3          First as a matter of jurisdiction, the public 
   4   disclosure rule bars plaintiffs' claims. 
   5          Secondly, plaintiff lacks standing to assert the qui 
   6   tam person as interested persons. 
   7          Third, through the use of collective pleading 
   8   plaintiffs have not pled fraud claims with specificity. 
   9          Finally, claims are barred by the statute of 
  10   limitations. 
  11          First, addressing the issue of the public disclosure 
  12   bar, the CFCA and IFPA both incentivize private whistleblowers 
  13   who help uncover and prosecute fraudulent claims. 
  14          But to curb opportunistic or parasitic actions, there 
  15   are a number of provisions limiting the circumstances in which 
  16   a private person may bring or prosecute such a qui tam action. 
  17          Essentially plaintiffs, according to defendants' 
  18   arguments, do not qualify to bring qui tam actions where they 
  19   merely disclose fraud that already was public information and 
  20   that did not exist in exposing the fraud. 
  21          The CFCA provides the bar by stating that it erects a 
  22   jurisdictional bar to qui tam actions that do not assist the 
  23   Government in ferreting out fraud because the fraudulent 
  24   allegations or transactions already are in the public domain. 
  25          The Government Code section 12632 (d (3) (A) provides 
  26   in part that no court shall have jurisdiction over an action 
  27   under this article based upon the public disclosure of 
  28   allegations or transactions in a report by the news media or 
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   1   legal hearing or investigation by a Government body unless the 
   2   person bringing the action is the original source of the 
   3   information. 
   4          The jurisdictional bar is triggered whenever a 
   5   plaintiff files a Qui Tan complaint containing allegations or 
   6   describing transactions substantially similar to those already 
   7   in the public domain so that the publicly available 
   8   information is already sufficient to place the Government on 
   9   notice of the alleged fraud, citing the Grayson case.  That's 
  10   Grayson versus Pac Bell (2006) 142 Cal.App 4th 741. 
  11          An original source as used in CFCA means an individual 
  12   prior to a public disclosure has voluntarily disclosed to the 
  13   state or political subdivision the information on which the 
  14   allegations or transactions in the claim are based or has 
  15   knowledge as independent of and materially adds to the 
  16   publicly-disclosed information, citing Government Code section 
  17   12652 (d). 
  18          The public disclosure bar in the IFPA is somewhat 
  19   different.  Subdivision (h)(2)(A) of Insurance Code section 
  20   1871.7 provides that no court shall have jurisdiction over an 
  21   action under this section based on the public disclosure of 
  22   allegations or transactions in the criminal, civil or 
  23   administrative hearing and administrative or legislative 
  24   report, hearing, audit or investigation or from news media 
  25   unless the action is brought by the Attorney General or the 
  26   person bringing the action is an original source of the 
  27   information. 
  28          The original source for purposes of the IFPA means an 
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   1   individual who has direct and independent knowledge of the 
   2   information on which the allegations are based and has 
   3   voluntarily provided information to the District Attorney or 
   4   commissioner before filing an action under this section as 
   5   based on the information.  This is under Insurance Code 
   6   section 1871.7 (h)(2)(B). 
   7          In the present case both qui tam plaintiffs allege that 
   8   they are an original source and have direct and independent 
   9   knowledge of the information on which their allegations are 
  10   based. 
  11          The facts alleged in the complaint are based entirely 
  12   on their personal observation, investigation, documents and 
  13   tangible things in their possession as alleged in paragraphs 
  14   22 and 23. 
  15          Nevertheless, defendants demur on the ground that the 
  16   facts alleged in the first-amended complaint were previously 
  17   disclosed in numerous outlets and because plaintiffs' 
  18   first-amended complaint pulls from those public sources 
  19   without contributing any significant information of their own, 
  20   that they are not original sources and, instead, are pursuing 
  21   a parasitic action over which the Court lacks jurisdiction. 
  22          The defendants first argue that the allegations of the 
  23   first-amended complaint are substantially similar and based 
  24   upon two articles in the Wall Street Journal. 
  25          The first article from December 20th, 2010 reported on 
  26   spinal fusion surgeries in Kentucky.  The Court takes judicial 
  27   notice of this article and exhibit 3, not for the truth of it, 
  28   just the fact that it was published. 
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   1          Considering the article, the Court cannot say that as a 
   2   matter of law the allegations in the first-amended complaint 
   3   are substantially similar to the information in the 2000 
   4   article or based upon that public disclosure given the article 
   5   does not overlap with the particular fraud pled in this case. 
   6          The article simply reports on the same theory of 
   7   medical and necessary spinal fusion surgeries for lucrative 
   8   insurance claims without connection to the parties or mass 
   9   scheme claimed in this action. 
  10          Again, we're here at the pleading stage.  We're not 
  11   going to make factual determinations as to exactly what the 
  12   article is referring to.  They didn't disclose the particular 
  13   scheme alleged in plaintiffs' claim.  If it was the same 
  14   scheme, maybe that could be presented in the factual 
  15   determination, but not based on the pleadings. 
  16          As set forth in the Grayson case at 754, the 
  17   information known to the public was more innocuous when a 
  18   totally different species of fraud has been disclosed or when 
  19   the facts or documents on their face do not expose fraud, the 
  20   qui tam plaintiff serves to alert the Government of fraud that 
  21   otherwise wouldn't have been discovered. 
  22          Also citing the Ninth Circuit case, United States 
  23   versus Aflatooni, (1998) Fed 3d at 516, where the Court stated 
  24   that "The Government may still benefit from obtaining 
  25   information about separate allegations of wrongdoing against 
  26   others committing a similar fraud in the industry." 
  27          Turning next to if February 9th, 2012 article from the 
  28   Wall Street Journal which plaintiffs concede may be more 
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   1   relevant, that article was published three months before this 
   2   qui tam action was filed on May 25, 2012. 
   3          The Wall Street Journal article reports that the 
   4   defendants Tri City and Pacific Hospital were using marketers, 
   5   including Drobot and Randall, to recruit spinal fusion surgery 
   6   patients and to conspire to inflate the cost of the hardware 
   7   used in those surgeries. 
   8          The defendants argue that most of the first-amended 
   9   complaint allegations mirror this article so the public 
  10   disclosure bar deprives the Court of jurisdiction of 
  11   plaintiffs' CFCA and IFPA claims here. 
  12          Plaintiffs, however, contend that the first-amended 
  13   complaint repeats information in a 2012 Wall Street Journal 
  14   article because plaintiffs were the source of those 
  15   allegations.  And the Wall Street Journal learned of the 
  16   conspiracy because of plaintiffs, not the other way around. 
  17          To the extent that this factual contention is disputed, 
  18   the Court will not resolve the evidentiary conflict in the 
  19   context of a demurrer. 
  20          The Court must take as true the plaintiffs' allegations 
  21   that they are the original sources for the purposes of IFPA 
  22   and CFCA on this demurrer. 
  23          The plaintiffs also aver that through deep 
  24   investigation, inside knowledge of the defendants' operations, 
  25   they have obtained vast non-public evidence supporting the 
  26   allegations of the complaint. 
  27          Further under California law courts must construe the 
  28   complaint in the light most favorable to the plaintiff to 
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   1   determine if their knowledge was independent and first hand 
   2   obtained by plaintiffs' own labor, citing State of California 
   3   versus Pac Bell (2006) 142 Cal. App. 4th, 741. 
   4          The defendants may challenge whether plaintiffs, in 
   5   fact, provided the information reported by the Wall Street 
   6   Journal in a proper proceeding such as a motion for summary 
   7   judgment or even at trial where there are disputed facts 
   8   beyond the pleading regarding the public disclosure bar that 
   9   cannot be resolved at a demurrer stage. 
  10          Defendants further argue that all the allegations made 
  11   in the complaint were already publicly disclosed in California 
  12   rule-making reports, legislative hearings and investigations 
  13   and Workers' Compensation litigation.  However, none of the 
  14   judicially noticeable exhibits relied upon by defendants to 
  15   show that the Government was on notice of the alleged fraud 
  16   where the plaintiffs file the actions appear to be 
  17   "substantially similar" to the facts averred in the 
  18   first-amended complaint. 
  19          For instance, while the legislative proposals and 
  20   administrative rule making touch on narrow aspects of the 
  21   allegations here such as billing for surgical hardware, 
  22   duplicate reimbursement or violations for adulterated devices, 
  23   none of these documents describe -- the documents subject to 
  24   judicial notice describe the particularly vast conspiracy 
  25   alleged in the first-amended complaint or the three 
  26   interconnected fraudulent schemes making up the thrust of 
  27   plaintiffs' actions. 
  28          As set forth in the case of Standard Elevator, 197 Cal. 
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   1   App 4th 974, the public disclosure bar applies only as 
   2   necessary to preclude parasitic or opportunistic action. 
   3          A qui tam action is based upon publicly available 
   4   action only if it is disclosing the same conduct described in 
   5   the public disclosures. 
   6          Additionally, although the Worker's Compensation 
   7   litigation tangentially involved one defendant here, 
   8   Dr. Cantanzarite, it makes no mention of the schemes at issue 
   9   here. 
  10          Under California law plaintiffs qualify to bring a qui 
  11   tam lawsuit notwithstanding that prior case revealed some 
  12   instances of fraud but not the particular fraudulent conduct 
  13   alleged in the subsequent action, citing City of Hawthorne 
  14   versus H & C Disposal Company, (2003) 109 Cal. App 4th at 
  15   1668. 
  16          In sum, while defendants demurrer to the first-amended 
  17   complaint pursuant CCP section 430.10(a) for lack of 
  18   jurisdiction, there are no defects apparent from the face of 
  19   the pleading, the face of the first-amended complaint or from 
  20   matters from which the Court may take judicial notice that the 
  21   first-amended complaint merely echoes what the Government 
  22   already knew from the news media and other channels. 
  23          Simply put, the dispute over whether plaintiffs are the 
  24   original sources for the purposes of IFPA and CFCA cannot be 
  25   resolved on this demurrer proceeding testing the pleadings. 
  26          The demurrer accordingly is overruled on this ground 
  27   without prejudice to defendants asserting evidentiary-based 
  28   arguments regarding public disclosure bar in a later motion. 
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   1          Turning to the issue of standing, defendants demur to 
   2   the IFPA causes of action one through five on the grounds that 
   3   the qui tam plaintiffs are not interested persons who can 
   4   bring the action on behalf of the State of California. 
   5          Insurance Code section 1871.7(a) provides that any 
   6   interested persons, including an insurer, may bring a similar 
   7   action for violation of this section for the person and for 
   8   the State of California. 
   9          Defendants assert that neither plaintiff is an 
  10   interested person within the meaning of that statute because 
  11   the plaintiffs do not allege that any of their interests, 
  12   economic or otherwise, are affected by the conduct charged in 
  13   the first amended complaint. 
  14          The defendants' arguments effectively narrow IFPA qui 
  15   tam actions to only insurers or policyholders who allegedly 
  16   defrauded an insurer.  That construction finds no support in 
  17   the plain language of insurance 1871.7 or case law 
  18   interpreting it. 
  19          California cases explaining IFPA qui tam suits explain 
  20   that they may be brought by private persons or citizens to 
  21   enforce specific insurance -- specified insurance fraud 
  22   provisions, citing People Ex.rel. Allstate versus Muhyeldin 
  23   (2003) 112 Cal. App. 4th, 604. 
  24          Furthermore, the IFPA provisions themselves distinguish 
  25   between those plaintiffs who have been injured as part of the 
  26   acts alleged in the complaint and those who have not, 
  27   establishing that defendants' argument that a direct interest 
  28   is required lacks merit. 
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   1          There is no defect apparent on the face of the 
   2   first-amended complaint that a whistleblower, as plaintiff 
   3   claims to be, considering the express allegation that they 
   4   were employees of the defendant insurer.  There is no defect 
   5   on the apparent face of the first-amended complaint that a 
   6   whistleblower lacks standing under IFPA. 
   7          Therefore because there is no support in the law for 
   8   defendants' argument that the complaint here fails to 
   9   establish that plaintiffs are interested persons -- that the 
  10   complaint fails to establish that plaintiffs are interested 
  11   persons with standing to prosecute IFPA claims, the demurrer 
  12   to the first and fifth causes of action is overruled on that 
  13   ground. 
  14          Next we turn to the arguments of defendants that the 
  15   complaint lacks sufficient facts to state causes of action. 
  16          The defendants claim that the first-amended complaint 
  17   lacks sufficient particularity and specificity to meet the 
  18   pleadings standard for a fraud based IFPA and CFCA cause of 
  19   action against any demurring defendant. 
  20          First, I will discuss the elements of the claims in 
  21   causes of action one through five alleged in the first-amended 
  22   complaint, those causes of action for violation of Insurance 
  23   Code section 1871.7. 
  24          The first cause of action is for violation of 
  25   1871.7(a), unlawfully employing runners and cappers. 
  26          The second cause of action, violation 1871.7(b) for 
  27   Penal Code section 550(a)(1). 
  28          Third cause of action under 1871.1(b) of the Insurance 
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   1   Code for violation of Penal Code section 550(a)(5). 
   2          Fourth cause of action for violations of Insurance Code 
   3   section 1871.7(b) under Penal Code 550(a)(6). 
   4          And the fifth cause of action for violation of 
   5   Insurance Code section 1871.7(b) for Penal Code 549. 
   6          An essential element common to each of those causes of 
   7   action are a false and fraudulent claim being submitted. 
   8          CFCA imposes liability on any person who knowingly 
   9   presents or causes to be presented to an officer or employee 
  10   of the State or any public subdivision a false claim for 
  11   payment or approval. 
  12          This is under Government Code section 12651(a)(1). 
  13          As stated by Ninth Circuit in U.S. versus General 
  14   Dynamics  (2011) 637 F.3d 1047 under the False Claims Act it 
  15   seems a fairly obvious notion that a False Claims Act suit 
  16   ought to require a false claim because the statute attaches 
  17   liability not to the underlying fraudulent conduct but for the 
  18   claim for payment. 
  19          The defendants argue that there are insufficient facts 
  20   stated to constitute a cause of action because there are no 
  21   allegations in the first-amended complaint that a false or 
  22   fraudulent claim was actually presented or submitted to any 
  23   insurer, particularly to the Government under Medi-Cal for the 
  24   purpose of the sixth cause of action under CFCA. 
  25          Particularity challenges the false claim actions such 
  26   as in this case often focuses on the presentment requirement. 
  27          The causes of action discussing the presentment 
  28   requirement, the defendants in this case at bar rely on the 
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   1   principles elucidated in the 11th Circuit decision, United 
   2   States Ex.rel. Clausen versus Laboratory Corporation of 
   3   America (2002) 290 F.3d, 1301. 
   4          In that case the Court held that it was insufficient 
   5   for the plaintiff merely to describe the scheme in detail 
   6   without offering some indicia of reliability that an actual 
   7   false claim for payment was made to the Government. 
   8          This case, the Clausen case, the Court made clear its 
   9   position that to plead a presentment claim the minimum indicia 
  10   of reliability required to satisfy the particularity standard 
  11   are the specific contents of actors-submitted claims. 
  12          Based on this Clausen case the demurring defendants 
  13   argued that the first-amended complaint contains insufficient 
  14   facts because the Court may not infer from the scheme alleged 
  15   that claims to insurers were actually submitted. 
  16          Apparently, however, the 11th Circuit itself has moved 
  17   away from the Clausen exacting language. 
  18          In the case of United States ex.rel. Walker versus R 
  19   and F Properties, 11th Circuit, (2005) 433 F.3d 1349, the 
  20   Court has gone on to hold that a complaint satisfies a 
  21   requisite particularity.  But there are allegations merely 
  22   that plaintiff believed the hospital submitted false or 
  23   fraudulent claims. 
  24          The standard for alleging a claim was submitted that 
  25   defendant seeks to impose on the pleading in this case would 
  26   require affirmatively alleging details of thousands of claims 
  27   in an already-extended detailed complaint involving multiple 
  28   players and numerous moving parts. 
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   1          Other courts, consistent with the remedial scheme of 
   2   the Federal False Claims Act have applied the standard that 
   3   quote "To plead with particularity the circumstances 
   4   constituting the fraud of a relator's complaint if it cannot 
   5   allege the details of an actual submitted false claim may 
   6   nevertheless survive by alleging particular details of a 
   7   scheme to submit false claims paired with reliable indicia 
   8   that lead to a strong inference that claims were actually 
   9   submitted," citing the Grubbs case, 563 F.3d at 190. 
  10          The Ninth Circuit has reiterated in the case of Ebeid 
  11   versus Lungwitz, (2010) 616 F.3d 993 at 998, as follows:  "We 
  12   do not embrace the District Court's categorical approach that 
  13   would as a matter of course require a relator to identify 
  14   representative examples of false claims to support every 
  15   allegation, although we recognize that this requirement has 
  16   been adopted by some of our sister circuits.  In our view use 
  17   of representative examples is simply one means of meeting the 
  18   pleading obligations. 
  19          "We join the Fifth Circuit in concluding that it is 
  20   sufficient to allege particular details of a scheme to submit 
  21   false claims paired with reliable indicia that lead to a 
  22   strong inference that claims were actually submitted." 
  23          In the present case the present complaint contains an 
  24   entire section, entire examples of false claims containing two 
  25   illustrations alleging defendants Tri City and Pacific 
  26   Hospital submitting bills for surgical hardware and inflated 
  27   prices. 
  28          Also attached is exhibit 10, a spreadsheet plaintiffs 
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   1   allege details thousands of false claims submitted by 
   2   defendant hospitals between 2004 and 2009.  In other words, 
   3   the pleading here does allege representative samples. 
   4          While defendants assert that the spreadsheet is 
   5   unenlightening, the Court must take these allegations as true 
   6   as well as those that may be implied from the express 
   7   allegations which meet the standard or strong inference that 
   8   the claims were actually submitted. 
   9          Reviewing all the allegations of the first-amended 
  10   complaint in context, they detail the alleged scheme of 
  11   marketers and steerers referring patients to doctors and 
  12   hospitals, use of counterfeit hardware and hyped up prices and 
  13   surgery and hardware at all levels that has been sold to 
  14   hospitals and then billed by hospitals to insurers. 
  15          There are nearly 100 paragraphs of factual allegations 
  16   the Court must take as true on this demurrer stating with 
  17   specificity the purported lucrative scheme for marketers, 
  18   product distributors, hospitals and doctors to exponentially 
  19   increase the number of Worker's Compensation injury-related 
  20   spinal fusion surgeries. 
  21          With supporting examples it can be strongly inferred 
  22   that the allegations of the first-amended complaint that 
  23   claims actually were submitted to the Government and private 
  24   insurers. 
  25          Any inference that claims actually were submitted 
  26   further is bolstered by the judicially noticed plea agreement 
  27   of the defendant Michael Drobot implicating many of the 
  28   allegations here. 
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   1          Again, this is only for the purpose of a demurrer in 
   2   determining whether there is sufficient facts pled to support 
   3   a cause of action, not for any factual determination on any 
   4   issues.  The Court is not making any factual determinations on 
   5   anything. 
   6          In addition to the allegations regarding inflated 
   7   bills, there are also allegations that defendants submitted 
   8   claims for hardware they knew or actually disregarded as 
   9   counterfeit. 
  10          Therefore in conclusion the Court overrules defendants' 
  11   demurrer because there are sufficient facts stated to 
  12   constitute IFPA and CFCA causes of action, given the pleadings 
  13   standard the defendants invoke regarding submission and 
  14   presentation of a claim has been found too strenuous, 
  15   requiring much more than is necessary  at trial. 
  16          As stated in the Grubbs case, 563 F.3d at 188, "And 
  17   surely a procedural rule ought not to be read to insist that a 
  18   plaintiff plead a level of detail required to prevail at 
  19   trial.  Fraudulent presentment requires proof only of the 
  20   claim's falsity not of its exact contents.  A plaintiff does 
  21   not necessarily need the exact dollar amounts, billing numbers 
  22   or dates to prove to a preponderance that fraudulent bills 
  23   were actually submitted.  To require these details of pleading 
  24   is one small step shy of requiring production of actual 
  25   documentation with the complaint, a level of proof not 
  26   demanded to win at trial and significantly more than any 
  27   federal pleading rule contemplates." 
  28          Defendants also argue more broadly that plaintiffs' use 
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   1   of the collective pleading falls short of the requirement to 
   2   plead facts with particularity in order to sufficiently allege 
   3   fraud against each defendant. 
   4          Essentially the demurring party attacked the first 
   5   amended complaint on the ground it does not allege with 
   6   particularity the who, what, when, where, why to assert 
   7   liability against each defendant-alleged scheme. 
   8          Like all actions dealing with fraud, qui tam claims 
   9   under California law must be pled with particularity, and so 
  10   too are allegations of conspiracy subject to a heightened 
  11   pleading standard. 
  12          However, on other hand, the defendants ignore that the 
  13   IFPA and CFCA legislation are each remedial statutes. 
  14   Invoking principles applied to Federal False Claims Act suits, 
  15   the qui tam action for this Court is not on the same plain in 
  16   meeting the requirement of stating with particularity the 
  17   contents of fraud and misrepresentation.  The learning of the 
  18   federal authorities dealing with the qui tam statute is 
  19   certainly persuasive. 
  20          In any event, the multitude of ultimate facts asserted 
  21   in the pleading in this case state with specific specificity, 
  22   sufficient specificity, and particularity each defendants' 
  23   alleged conspiratorial acts in furtherance of a fraudulent 
  24   scheme. 
  25          So the Court does find that there is sufficient 
  26   allegations of fraud and conspiracy to hold the defendants to 
  27   answer the complaint.  If there are any uncertainties, 
  28   defendant can obtain more detailed information through 
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   1   discovery. 
   2          The Court noted earlier the many factual requirements 
   3   that must be taken as true, explaining each defendants' 
   4   alleged role in the fraud scheme.  It would be unproductive to 
   5   require repetition of those dozens of paragraphs from the 
   6   first-amended complaint with respect to each defendant. 
   7          Suffice it to say the first-amended complaint on its 
   8   face states facts with sufficient particularity to allege the 
   9   cause of action against the demurring defendants. 
  10          The defendants' assertion that the allegations simply 
  11   are not detailed enough lacks merit.  Contrary to defendants' 
  12   position that the pleading lacks factual substantiation for 
  13   the claims asserted, the Court must take as true the express 
  14   allegations that Riverside and San Bernardino, for example, 
  15   conspired to violate Insurance Code section 871.7 by utilizing 
  16   surgery hardware they knew should have been known was 
  17   counterfeit and they could not bill for, that claims were 
  18   submitted for surgeries known to have been performed in 
  19   exchange for kickbacks, that plaintiffs possess agreements 
  20   purporting to provide such kickbacks and all the inferences 
  21   the Court can reasonably extrapolate from these express 
  22   allegations and specific examples. 
  23          To the extent that defendants contend that plaintiffs 
  24   posit merely inadequate conclusions in the first-amended 
  25   complaint, defendants' argument seek to challenge some lack of 
  26   evidence that presents a question beyond the pleadings. 
  27          Simply put, the standard demanded by the defendants in 
  28   this demurrer would require plaintiffs to prove this case on 
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   1   this pleading on the details of the minutia of the scheme, the 
   2   proper subject of discovery, citing people Ex.rel. Sepulveda 
   3   versus Highland Federal Savings (1993) 14 Cal. App. 4th, 1692. 
   4          A review of the first-amended complaint makes clear 
   5   that the first-amended complaint describes in detail the 
   6   alleged fraudulent scheme to bill private and public insurers 
   7   on bills for spinal fusion surgeries and Workers Compensation 
   8   patients and outlines every defendants' purported role in the 
   9   conspiracy, even if some of the defendants' roles were more 
  10   limited than others. 
  11          Because the pleading states particularly detailed facts 
  12   sufficient to constitute causes of action against each 
  13   defendant, the Court is going to overrule the demurrer to the 
  14   first-amended complaint. 
  15          Finally, turning to the statute of limitations 
  16   arguments, the defendants argue that all the claims asserted 
  17   in the first-amended complaint are barred by the statute of 
  18   limitations, but the CFCA and IFPA contain alternative 
  19   limitations periods. 
  20          For claims under CFCA Government Code section 12654(a) 
  21   states that the action shall not be filed more than six years 
  22   after the date on which the violation is committed or more 
  23   than three years after the date on facts material to the right 
  24   of action are known or reasonably should have been known by 
  25   the Attorney General, the prosecuting authority with 
  26   jurisdiction to act under this article, but in no event more 
  27   than 10 years after the date on which the violations 
  28   committed, whichever of the aforementioned occurs last. 
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   1          IFPA claims may not be filed more than three years 
   2   after the discovery of facts constituting the grounds for 
   3   commencing the action, and no action may be filed more than 
   4   eight years after the commission of the act constituting a 
   5   violation of the section or violation of section 549,550 or 
   6   551 of the Penal Code.  This is an Insurance Code section 
   7   1871.7(l). 
   8          In the case at bar, the original complaint was filed on 
   9   May 25, 2012.  It challenges conduct going back to May, 2002 
  10   for the CFCA causes of action -- that's the sixth cause of 
  11   action.  It goes back to 2004 for the IFPA causes of action. 
  12          The defendants demur to all the allegations concerning 
  13   conduct that predates May, 2009 under the argued three-year 
  14   limitations period.  However, the three-year period for the 
  15   CFCA is triggered only if the Attorney General or prosecuting 
  16   authority knew or reasonably should have known of the facts 
  17   material to the fraud claim. 
  18          Case law makes clear that the qui tam plaintiffs' 
  19   knowledge is irrelevant for determining timeliness, citing 
  20   State ex.rel. Hindin versus Hewlett-Packard (2007) 153 Cal.App 
  21   4th 307, stating "Although the plaintiff knew about the 
  22   relevant facts more than three years before bringing the 
  23   action, his knowledge do not trigger the three-years' 
  24   limitation period and the action is not barred under section 
  25   12654." 
  26          The defendants have not pointed to any defect apparent 
  27   on the face of the first-amended complaint that any government 
  28   authority was aware of the fraudulent claims alleged in this 
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   1   action more than three years before it was filed. 
   2          Regarding the causes of action against the IFPA, the 
   3   qui tam plaintiffs discovery of facts is relevant with regard 
   4   to triggering the three-year rather than the eight-year 
   5   limitation period under Insurance Code section 1871.7(l). 
   6          However, the first-amended complaint contains 
   7   allegations regarding plaintiffs' delayed discovery of the 
   8   alleged scheme because the lack of transparency in the health 
   9   care industry due to defendants' conduct and under the tolling 
  10   doctrine of fraudulent concealment.  This is alleged in the 
  11   first-amended complaint, paragraphs 171 through 176. 
  12          The Court must accept as true the allegations that 
  13   plaintiff did not discover and could not have discovered 
  14   through the exercise of reasonable diligence the existence of 
  15   this scheme until just months before the filing of the 
  16   complaint as alleged in paragraph 171. 
  17          Accordingly, the Court cannot find a defect apparent on 
  18   the face of the first-amended complaint that the maximum 10- 
  19   and eight-year limitations periods apply and that plaintiffs' 
  20   claims are untimely. 
  21          The demurrer to the complaint -- to the claims in the 
  22   first-amended complaint based on violations before May 25, 
  23   2009 and the statute of limitations accordingly is overruled. 
  24          In conclusion, the Court overrules the demurrers to the 
  25   first-amended complaint in their entirety. 
  26          The Court will order the defendants to answer the 
  27   complaint.  I'll set it for 30 days, no later than 
  28   January 12th, 2015. 
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   1          The Court will order the plaintiffs to give notice of 
   2   the Court ruling and post it on the website. 
   3          We have a few other matters to discuss. 
   4          First, we do have other demurrers scheduled for 
   5   hearing. 
   6          What is the hearing date on those other demurrers? 
   7   Does anyone know? 
   8          MR. HUTCHINSON:  Your Honor, are you referring to the 
   9   individual cases? 
  10          THE COURT:  Yes. 
  11          MR. HUTCHINSON:  That hearing is February 20. 
  12          THE COURT:  Okay.  February 20. 
  13          The Court is also going to set a status conference for 
  14   February 20.  I see it's here.  11 a.m., is that right?  Yeah. 
  15          MR. HUTCHINSON:  Yes. 
  16          THE COURT:  And the Court is going to order the parties 
  17   to meet and confer to submit a joint report no later than 
  18   February 9th on the issue of discovery. 
  19          I think the proposal of having phased discovery appears 
  20   to make some sense in this case.  So I would order the parties 
  21   to meet and confer with regard to a schedule for undertaking 
  22   discovery and see if the parties can agree upon protocols for 
  23   a phased process. 
  24          I think the parties should consider whether or not that 
  25   the discovery can be taken in segments such as what has been 
  26   proposed.  First, discovery with regard to the issue of 
  27   whether the plaintiffs are original sources, whether they are 
  28   properly relators, whether there is jurisdiction issues 
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   1   concerning plaintiffs' situation, then perhaps segments of 
   2   discovery relating to the different types of fraud. 
   3          We have numerous relationships here in terms of 
   4   kickbacks, in terms of inflating prices, in terms of cappers 
   5   and illegal referrals.  So there may be a way of trying to 
   6   segment the discovery to reach certain issues which then may 
   7   subject the case to law and motion on the different subject 
   8   matter of the phases such as a summary judgment if there are 
   9   parties that believe that the discovery after phase one or two 
  10   would eliminate their involvement in the case.  So I will ask 
  11   that you consider that with one caveat. 
  12          That is, as you lay out a program for discovery and 
  13   even if you can agree on phased discovery, to the extent that 
  14   a witness has information with regard to a different phases, 
  15   the witness' deposition should be completed in totality on all 
  16   subjects so you don't have to have witnesses coming back 
  17   several times, even though you may be focusing on one phase of 
  18   discovery. 
  19          Anyway, I would ask the parties to think about that and 
  20   put together a discovery plan, and that report should be 
  21   submitted by February 9th.  We will discuss that further on 
  22   February 20th. 
  23          I would like to open up discovery at this point, but 
  24   I'm a little hesitant to interfere with organized protocols. 
  25   So I would ask the parties to think about what discovery can 
  26   be taken at this stage without interfering with an organized 
  27   process down the road. 
  28          The parties are to meet and confer and start talking 
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   1   about agreements about the first stage of discovery, what can 
   2   be agreed upon immediately.  You don't have to wait until 
   3   February 20th to start taking discovery. 
   4          Any other issues anyone wishes to address today? 
   5          MR. HUTCHINSON:  Yes, your Honor, briefly. 
   6          Robert Hutchinson for the individual plaintiffs, Golia, 
   7   Bravo, Cavalieri and Moses. 
   8          When we were here on November 19th those demurrers were 
   9   ordered to be filed by a certain date, and then your Honor 
  10   granted our ex parte application last week to extend those 
  11   times. 
  12          An issue has come up.  We advised the Court at that 
  13   last hearing that we had filed 28 new cases.  And to my 
  14   knowledge, as far as I know to anybody's knowledge, the Court 
  15   has not yet ordered those cases related. 
  16          THE COURT:  Are those new cases filed in Los Angeles 
  17   Superior Court? 
  18          MR. HUTCHINSON:  Yes. 
  19          THE COURT:  Do you have a list of those cases? 
  20          MR. HUTCHINSON:  A notice of related case has been 
  21   filed with the Court previously.  I don't have a list with me 
  22   at this point. 
  23          THE COURT:  When was the notice of related case filed? 
  24          MR. HUTCHINSON:  I believe they were all filed on 
  25   November 20, and notice of related cases were filed shortly 
  26   thereafter. 
  27          THE COURT:  All right.  Well they may not -- did you 
  28   see that? 
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   1          Let me address this?  Who are the defendants named in 
   2   those cases. 
   3          MR. HUTCHINSON:  It's the same group. 
   4          The allegations in those complaints are virtually 
   5   identical to the four individual cases before this Court now 
   6   with the exception, of course, of their individual plaintiffs, 
   7   so the specific information about their surgeries, where they 
   8   were done and when are unique to each case.  But basically 
   9   99.8 percent of the complaint is taken from the complaints 
  10   already on file. 
  11          The reason -- a question has come up whether the 
  12   defendants that have to file their demurrers in these four 
  13   related cases by January 9 have to also file their demurrers 
  14   if they would choose to do so in those other 28 cases. 
  15          THE COURT:  Well, have those other cases been served? 
  16   Has counsel agreed to accept service in those cases? 
  17          MR. HUTCHINSON:  They have mostly been served.  We are 
  18   waiting for a couple of signatures on notice and 
  19   acknowledgment of receipt, and there are a couple of 
  20   defendants that we will need to again ask the Court to allow 
  21   us to publish a summons and complaint. 
  22          THE COURT:  Well, first, let me ask, are any defendants 
  23   here going to object to relating those cases? 
  24          MR. BYRNE:  Your Honor, this is Mark Byrne for 
  25   Dr. Akmakjian.  If I could answer a related question or bring 
  26   up a related point. 
  27          Our firm only represents Dr. Akmakjian with respect to 
  28   the qui tam action that was ruled on today.  I realize that 
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   1   there are others and may be other actions that have already 
   2   been and will be consolidated, but there are other counsel -- 
   3   I think other people might be in the same boat.  There are 
   4   other counsel representing my client in connection with all 
   5   the other matters. 
   6          It's also not true that Dr. Akmakjian is named in all 
   7   of the other ones.  He is named in some, not others.  So I'm 
   8   just pointing this out because I think it's very important at 
   9   all of these hearings that the Court doesn't assume that 
  10   everyone is the same counsel, number 1. 
  11          Number 2, that all the issues and that this is all 
  12   going to be passed on to other counsel today here for the qui 
  13   tam action -- that's fine -- not here for any of the other 
  14   cases.  I realize there is a demurrer hearing on February 20th 
  15   for that.  It's now been combined with a status report for the 
  16   qui tam.  I just want to make sure the Court keeps all of 
  17   those cases compartmentalized because they are not the same 
  18   even though they have been consolidated and maybe others will 
  19   be. 
  20          I also want to make sure that there is no duty, for 
  21   example, imposed upon me to give notice to Dr. Akmakjian's 
  22   other counsel in the other cases because that's not why I am 
  23   here today. 
  24          THE COURT:  Okay. 
  25          MR. HUTCHINSON:  Your Honor, the only issue I want to 
  26   clarify and I will pass that along to all the defense counsel 
  27   in the individual cases, some questions have been raised 
  28   whether if a party is going to file a demurrer in some of 
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   1   these or any of these 28 new cases they have to do it by 
   2   January 9th. 
   3          THE COURT:  I would say this. 
   4          First of all, I have not made a ruling relating any of 
   5   these cases, so that's one problem. 
   6          But an off-the-cuff comment that since the -- you say 
   7   they were just filed and notice of related case -- you said 
   8   November 20th or they were filed on November 20th? 
   9          MR. HUTCHINSON:  These cases were filed on 
  10   November 20th. 
  11          THE COURT:  They were filed November 20th, and we're 
  12   not sure yet if they have all been served. 
  13          The acknowledgment of service obviously is an extension 
  14   of time and when the responses were due. 
  15          I would think that counsel, probably whoever is going 
  16   to appear, would want more time than having to respond by 
  17   January 9th.  We don't even know when service would be, when 
  18   the 30 days' response would be. 
  19          So I don't think that we should try to force them into 
  20   saying if they are related because they have not yet forced 
  21   them into the same schedule that we have established for cases 
  22   that have already been here for a while. 
  23          MR. HUTCHINSON:  Fine.  Thank you.  I appreciate that. 
  24   That clarifies it.  I will pass that on to all counsel in 
  25   those cases. 
  26          THE COURT:  Okay.  Anything else anyone wishes to 
  27   address? 
  28          MR. GRAF:  Just to answer your Honor's earlier 
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   1   question, my client, Weiner, is not a defendant in these other 
   2   cases.  I anticipate he will be objecting to any effort to 
   3   relate them. 
   4          THE COURT:  Okay.  Anything else? 
   5          All right.  Thank you.  Counsel.  And my best wishes to 
   6   everyone for wonderful holidays. 
   7          MR. BERGER:  Thank you, your Honor. 
   8          (End of proceedings.) 
   9 
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   1          SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
   2                    FOR THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 
   3   DEPARTMENT 323              HON. ELIHU M. BERLE, JUDGE 
   4 
   5   STATE OF CALIFORNIA, et al.,       ) 
                                          ) 
   6                       Plaintiffs,    ) 
                                          ) SUPERIOR COURT 
   7             vs.                      ) CASE NO. BC 534466 
                                          ) 
   8   GARDENS REGIONAL HOSPITAL, et      ) 
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   9                                      ) 
                           Defendants.    ) 
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  14 
  15          I, DAVID A. SALYER, Official Pro Tem Reporter of the 
  16   Superior Court of the State of California, for the County of 
  17   Los Angeles, do hereby certify that the foregoing pages, 1 
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  19   of the proceedings taken in the above-entitled matter reported 
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1    CASE NUMBER:                       BC 534466
 
2    CASE NAME:                         STATE OF CAL V. GARDENS
 
3    LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA            THURSDAY, DECEMBER 11, 2014
 
4    DEPARTMENT 323                     ELIHU M. BERLE, JUDGE
 
5    REPORTER:                          DAVID A. SALYER, CSR 4410
 
6    TIME:                              10:10 A.M.
 
7                                 -o0o-
 
8           THE COURT:  Good morning, counsel.  Calling the case of
 
9    State of California ex rel. versus Gardens Regional Hospital
 


10    and all related cases.
 


11           Counsel, your appearances.
 


12           MR. BERGER:  Good morning, your Honor.  Justin Berger
 


13    of Cotchett, Pitre & Mc Carthy on behalf of plaintiffs.
 


14           THE COURT:  Good morning.
 


15           MR. NIXON:  Ryon Nixon, Cotchett, Pitre & McCarthy, on
 


16    behalf of the plaintiffs.
 


17           MS. CASTLES:  Good morning, your Honor.  Claire Castles
 


18    with Jones Day on behalf of the St. Bernadine Medical Center.
 


19           THE COURT:  Good morning.
 


20           MR. POTH:  Good morning, your Honor.  James Poth, also
 


21    from Jones Day, on behalf of the St. Bernadine Medical Center.
 


22           THE COURT:  Good morning.
 


23           MR. OLSON:  Good morning, your Honor. Chris Olson from
 


24    Latham & Watkins on behalf of the Defendant Jeffrey
 


25    Cantanzarite.
 


26           THE COURT:  Good morning.
 


27           MS. GREEN:  Tracy Green for Tri-City and Gardens
 


28    Regional Hospital.
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1           THE COURT:  Good morning.
 
2           MS. IKELS:  Good morning, your Honor.  Zuzana Ikels on
 
3    behalf of Riverside Community Hospital.
 
4           THE COURT:  Good morning.
 
5           MR. BASS:  Good morning, your Honor.  Jonathan Bass,
 
6    also on behalf of Riverside.
 
7           THE COURT:  Good morning.
 
8           MR. GRAF:  Good morning, your honor.  Mark Graf for
 
9    Defendant Beryl Weiner.
 


10           MR. STOLL:  Good morning, your Honor.  Richard Stoll
 


11    for Defendant South Bay Hospital.
 


12           THE COURT:  Good morning.
 


13           MR. MOSKOWITZ:  Good morning, your Honor. Paul
 


14    Moskowitz on behalf of Healthpointe.
 


15           THE COURT:  Good morning.
 


16           MR. BYRNE:  Good morning, your Honor.  Mark Byrne on
 


17    behalf of Dr. Akmakjian.
 


18           MR. FENTON:  Good morning, your Honor. Benjamin Fenton
 


19    on behalf of Dr. Joseph Vanderlinden.
 


20           MR. TALWAR:  Vibhu Talwar (unintelligible).
 


21           MR. HOFFMAN:  Good morning, your Honor.  Brian Hoffman
 


22    on behalf of Dr. Ahmed in the Cavalieri case.
 


23           THE COURT:  Good morning.
 


24           MR. BARNHILL:  Good morning.  Steve Barnhill on behalf
 


25    of Defendant Gurvinder Uppal.
 


26           THE COURT:  Good morning.
 


27           MR. HUGHES:  Tracy Hughes on behalf of Defendants
 


28    Dr. Bergey and --
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1           MR. PHAN:  Good morning, your Honor.  Robert Phan on
 
2    behalf Dr. Khalid Ahmed on the Golia, Bravo and Moses matters.
 
3           THE COURT:  Good morning.
 
4           MR. HUTCHINSON:  Good morning, your Honor.  Robert
 
5    Hutchinson, Cotchett, Pitre & Mc Carthy, on behalf of qui tam
 
6    plaintiff as well as Plaintiffs Golia, Bravo, Cavalieri and
 
7    Moses.
 
8           THE COURT:  Good morning.
 
9           MR. BAYLES:  Good morning, your Honor.  David Bayles
 


10    from Arent Fox for Defendants HealthSmart Pacific, Inc. d/b/a
 


11    Pacific Hospital of Long Beach, International Implants, LLC,
 


12    and Michael Arabot.
 


13           THE COURT:  Good morning.
 


14           MS. WILLIAMS:  Good morning, your Honor.  Meredith
 


15    Williams of Jones Day on behalf of St. Bernadine's.
 


16           THE COURT:  Good morning.
 


17           MR. MOSES:  Good morning, your Honor.  Dan Moses on
 


18    behalf of Rancho Cucamonga Community Hospital in the Bravo
 


19    matter.
 


20           THE COURT:  Good morning.
 


21           Any other appearances?  Anyone on Court Call?
 


22           MS. WILCOX:  Yes, your Honor, Jean Wilcox for Defendant
 


23    Parkview Community Hospital.
 


24           THE COURT:  Good morning.
 


25           Anyone else?
 


26           MS. WONG:  Good morning, your Honor.  This is Cyndi
 


27    Wong on behalf of the Rancho Cucamonga Community Hospital,
 


28    LLC, d/b/a Rancho Specialty Hospital.
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1           THE COURT:  Good morning.  Anyone else?
 
2           I have received a proposed order for the appointment of
 
3    Mr. David Salyer as court reporter pro tem.
 
4           Any objection?
 
5           Not hearing any objection, Mr. Salyer is hereby
 
6    appointed court reporter pro tem.
 
7           Good morning, Mr. Salyer.
 
8           THE REPORTER:  Good morning.
 
9           THE COURT:  The matter on calendar today is a joint
 


10    demurrer to the first-amended complaint in the case of the
 


11    State ex rel. Serandie & Reynolds versus Gardens Regional
 


12    Hospital.
 


13           Anyone wish to be heard on that?
 


14           MS. CASTLES:  Yes, your Honor.  The defendants --
 


15    Claire Castles with Jones Day.  We would like to be heard on
 


16    this matter.
 


17           THE COURT:  Okay.  Please proceed.
 


18           MS. CASTLES:  Your Honor, there are a number of issues
 


19    that we believe are dispositive of the issues in this case.
 


20           The defendants' plan today is as follows:  The goal is
 


21    for -- what we will do is address two dispositive issues today
 


22    that are addressing many of the defendants.  Many of the
 


23    defendants have joined these arguments.  Then in addition to
 


24    that, what we will do is we will also address an argument
 


25    that's unique to the facts as alleged against St. Bernadine.
 


26           After we complete that, a number of other counsel will
 


27    speak to issues that are specific to their clients and then we
 


28    will also have counsel for Riverside who will speak to some
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1    other issues that also apply to a number of the moving
 
2    defendants.
 
3           THE COURT:  Okay.
 
4           MS. CASTLES:  If that's acceptable, your Honor, I would
 
5    like to start with the first dispositive issue.
 
6           THE COURT:  All right.
 
7           MS. CASTLES:  Your Honor, the first dispositive issue
 
8    is the public disclosure bar.
 
9           Specifically, the plaintiffs' own allegations are
 


10    dispositive of the public disclosure issue.
 


11           There is a fundamental bargain in the qui tam
 


12    provisions where individuals who have information of fraud or
 


13    inappropriate conduct can bring that genuinely valuable
 


14    information forward, and in return for this information that
 


15    the Government, or in the case of the Insurance Fraud
 


16    Prevention Act the private insurer may not know they're able
 


17    to receive a portion of those public funds or private monies
 


18    for this valuable information.
 


19           But the public disclosure bar is an important mechanism
 


20    inside that qui tam provision.  Specifically, it serves to
 


21    make sure that those individuals that do not provide any
 


22    significant information on their own or have not provided any
 


23    information that provides notice to the government or the
 


24    insurer are not able to get an unmerited recovery of those
 


25    public funds and private monies.
 


26           As discussed in the Ninth Circuit in the Bates case,
 


27    which we discuss in our moving papers, the public disclosure
 


28    bar applies where it is clear that the public disclosures are
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1    sufficient to place the Government on notice of the alleged
 
2    fraud or practices prior to the filing of the qui tam action.
 
3           Here we know that the public information was sufficient
 
4    to provide notice to the government to conduct an
 
5    investigation because by plaintiffs' own allegations and
 
6    argument we know that the -- we know that a government
 
7    investigation did take place.
 
8           Specifically, your Honor, I would like to point out
 
9    that the plaintiffs' own argument is that defendant Drobot's
 


10    plea agreement -- and I would refer you to their opposition,
 


11    page 52, lines 12 through 13 -- states that this plea
 


12    agreement details the same transactions and fraudulent conduct
 


13    that plaintiffs allege in this civil proceeding.
 


14           Here the Government was on notice to investigate the
 


15    fraud, and did, in fact, investigate the fraud.
 


16           The fact that the plaintiffs attempt to disagree with
 


17    the results of this investigation or the discussion of the
 


18    investigation in the plea agreement does not make the public
 


19    disclosure bar inapplicable.
 


20           In fact, plaintiffs look to the Horizon West case in
 


21    their opposition and, your Honor, we agree.  The Horizon West
 


22    case is a perfect example because in the Horizon West case
 


23    they articulate that the fundamental purpose of the test is to
 


24    determine whether the information was sufficient to put the
 


25    Government on notice to conduct an investigation.
 


26           Here we know that this test is met because an
 


27    investigation was concluded.
 


28           In the plaintiffs' oppositions they also attempt to
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1    mitigate other public disclosures that were brought in front
 
2    of the Court.  Without going into a lot of detail, what we
 
3    would like to point out is they attempt to distance the 2010
 
4    Wall Street Journal article as it relate to the discussions.
 
5           We would refer your Honor to paragraph 102, where there
 
6    appears to be language that is parallel to a discussion as to
 
7    an insurer making a medical necessity decision.
 
8           They also attempt to mitigate the 2011 Workers' Comp
 
9    Appeal Board, where we have parallel allegations and, in fact,
 


10    Berkshire Hathaway, the only insurer that's identified by name
 


11    by the plaintiffs, raised Insurance Fraud Prevention Act
 


12    allegations.
 


13           Finally, your Honor, we would also like to point out
 


14    plaintiffs' attempt to distance themselves from the FDA
 


15    warnings where there is a discussion of the adulterated
 


16    product.
 


17           Again, we would like to refer the Court to
 


18    paragraph 44, where plaintiffs by their own allegations state
 


19    that, "St. Bernadine breached its responsibility to provide a
 


20    safe environment by receiving misbranded and adulterated
 


21    equipment."
 


22           Dropping down to line 16, "They are not manufactured
 


23    using current good manufacturing practices and did not
 


24    attempt -- did not receive premarket approval."
 


25           Again, this is language that is from the FDA warning
 


26    letters.
 


27           But apart from the fact the plaintiffs have attempted
 


28    to distance themselves from these public disclosure and argued
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1    that they weren't sufficient to meet the Government
 
2    investigation, what is unique in the plaintiffs' opposition is
 
3    for the first time we now have an argument by the plaintiffs
 
4    that they're the original source of the 2012 Wall Street
 
5    Journal article.
 
6           But their own argument admits that they could not have
 
7    been the original source because the 2012 Wall Street Journal
 
8    article discusses an ongoing investigation by the Government
 
9    as early as August, 2011 where there's a discussion in this
 


10    article in dealing with the fact that draft charges had been
 


11    prepared against Defendant Randall.
 


12           Plaintiffs could not have been the source for the
 


13    ongoing investigation described in this 2012 article because
 


14    by their own allegations in paragraph 171, plaintiffs state,
 


15    and I quote, "Plaintiffs had no knowledge of the claims
 


16    alleged herein until just months before filing this complaint
 


17    and did not discover and could not have discovered the
 


18    existence of the scheme until just months before filing this
 


19    complaint."
 


20           Moreover, plaintiffs also fail to meet the original
 


21    source requirement because at no time do they allege direct
 


22    and independent knowledge of information.  And to be original
 


23    sources, plaintiffs cannot rely on information that they
 


24    gather secondhand.
 


25           As discussed in the moving papers, Devlon(ph) speaks to
 


26    this where it speaks that direct knowledge is not present
 


27    where a qui tam plaintiff learns secondhand of the allegations
 


28    of the fraud.
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1           Your Honor, I direct you to repeated statements in the
 
2    first-amended complaint where plaintiffs vaguely lump
 
3    themselves together and rely on secondhand information,
 
4    specifically paragraph 143, where they rely on Arthur
 
5    Garratt(ph), paragraph 150, where they rely on William
 
6    Crowder, paragraph 151, where they rely on McGrath,
 
7    paragraph 152, where they rely on the information collected
 
8    secondhand from Richard Walker, and finally, paragraph 159,
 
9    where they rely on information from Judy Hawkins.
 


10           What is important to point out is that none of these
 


11    individuals are plaintiffs in this matter and some of them are
 


12    defendants.
 


13           Plaintiffs' only real argument against the public
 


14    disclosure bar is that it is not dispositive at this time
 


15    because they attempt to argue in their opposition that there's
 


16    a factual dispute that cannot be resolved at demurrer.
 


17           Simply, as discussed in our reply brief, courts
 


18    routinely resolve these matters on pleadings.  It's an issue
 


19    of jurisdiction and it's appropriate for the Court to look at
 


20    this issue on the pleadings.  I would also point out that --
 


21           THE COURT:  But there is a factual dispute here.  That
 


22    should be decided on a demurrer, and the plaintiffs dispute a
 


23    lot of the things you suggest.  The plaintiffs claim the
 


24    original source of the Wall Street Journal article and a lot
 


25    of the other claims that you raise.  They say that it's not
 


26    the exact same claim that has been raised by the plaintiffs
 


27    here, and maybe they are, maybe they're not.
 


28           Do you think you should decide this on a demurrer or
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1    you should have a factual determination?
 
2           MS. CASTLES:  I don't think we need a factual
 
3    determination, your Honor, for the express purpose that if you
 
4    look at paragraph 171, their own allegations undermine the
 
5    plaintiffs' argument that this is a factual dispute, where
 
6    paragraph 171 states they did not know -- they did not have
 
7    inquiry notice of these facts until just months before filing
 
8    the complaint.
 
9           It is temporally and chronologically impossible for
 


10    plaintiffs to have been the original source or catalyst for
 


11    the ongoing investigation discussed in the 2012 Wall Street
 


12    Journal article.  This is why it is appropriate to deal with
 


13    this issue on demurrer.
 


14           Assuming plaintiffs' allegations and their arguments
 


15    are true, plaintiffs could not be the original source of the
 


16    2011 government investigation discussed in the 2012 article.
 


17           Plaintiffs are not original sources and the public
 


18    disclosure bar of the California False Claims Act and the
 


19    Insurance Fraud Prevention Act bars what is a parasitic and
 


20    opportunistic suit brought by plaintiffs, which brings us to
 


21    the second dispositive issue we would like to discuss with the
 


22    Court.  Because all of this explains why the plaintiffs are
 


23    unable to address any of these claims, these fraud claims,
 


24    with any particularity.
 


25           Again, plaintiffs rely on Ebeid, but this reliance
 


26    dooms their assertion, because Ebeid does not diminish or
 


27    eliminate the particularity requirement.  As discussed in
 


28    Ebeid, plaintiffs must still state with particularity the
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1    alleged scheme.
 
2           Also in Ebeid the Ninth Circuit found that the
 
3    plaintiff in Ebeid did not meet the more lenient Grubbs
 
4    standard.  The Court looked at the fact that the plaintiff
 
5    made only conclusory allegations, offered only a global
 
6    indictment of the defendants' business.  The Ninth Circuit
 
7    found that those allegations were simply not enough to
 
8    establish a false claims allegation -- to establish false
 
9    claims liability.
 


10           Here the plaintiff in this case, like the plaintiff in
 


11    Ebeid, argues in their opposition that the details of the
 


12    alleged fraud are in the possession of the defendant.  Again,
 


13    Ebeid found that to be -- that's not persuasive.
 


14           Plaintiffs' complaint tracks the Ebeid complaint by
 


15    making general allegations, such as paragraph 47, where they
 


16    allege that St. Bernadine billed insurance carriers, including
 


17    the State Compensation Insurance Fund, Medi-Cal, and I quote,
 


18    "Others."
 


19           Plaintiffs' allegations that there was a scheme and the
 


20    detail for the scheme is found at paragraph 16, where they
 


21    bilked the State Compensation Insurance Fund and Medi-Cal out
 


22    of hundreds of millions of dollars.  These general allegations
 


23    do not provide the inference from the factual pleadings that
 


24    false claims were submitted because critical details are
 


25    missing.
 


26           Now, counsel for other defendants will address issues
 


27    that are unique to their arguments as to the lack of
 


28    particularity and problems with the way plaintiffs have
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1    alleged this, because the underlying issue is that plaintiffs
 
2    have failed to allege with even the scheme particularity as to
 
3    who, what, where, when of the fraud.  This is fatal to their
 
4    complaint and should be dismissed without leave to amend.
 
5           And, your Honor, I would like to address an argument
 
6    that is unique to St. Bernadine, which is we would like to
 
7    point out that plaintiffs fail to allege a single viable claim
 
8    against St. Bernadine.
 
9           For each cause of action that plaintiffs purport to
 


10    rope in St. Bernadine, even if we assume all of their facts
 


11    are true, they haven't alleged any facts that subject
 


12    St. Bernadine to liability under the False Claims Act or the
 


13    Insurance Fraud Prevention Act.
 


14           Specifically the complaint is bereft of any allegations
 


15    against St. Bernadine.  There is no allegation that
 


16    St. Bernadine knowingly employed anyone related to the scheme.
 


17    There is no allegation that St. Bernadine had any knowledge
 


18    about the contracting relationships.  There is no allegation
 


19    that St. Bernadine had any knowledge of the potentially
 


20    counterfeit nature of the devices.
 


21           If anything, if these facts are true, this supports a
 


22    finding that St. Bernadine was a victim in this scheme, not a
 


23    co-conspirator.
 


24           There is no allegation that St. Bernadine submitted a
 


25    false claim.
 


26           Your Honor, plaintiffs attempt to skirt this issue by
 


27    suggesting that it has provided reasonable indicia to support
 


28    an inference, but plaintiffs are fundamentally missing the
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1    point.  They must allege falsity of the claim.
 
2           At no point in the first-amended complaint do
 
3    plaintiffs identify a law, a regulation or a payment condition
 
4    that establishes the falsity of the claim based on whether or
 
5    not a sticker was placed on an implant log.  This is not an
 
6    allegation of a false claim.
 
7           Furthermore, there is no allegation that St. Bernadine
 
8    made any payment to a physician to render a claim false.
 
9           In an effort to salvage their argument, plaintiffs
 


10    allege that St. Bernadine should have known the physician's
 


11    reputation for accepting kickbacks.  This is not an allegation
 


12    that St. Bernadine knew of this reputation, only that they
 


13    should have known.
 


14           As such, plaintiffs attempt to argue that St. Bernadine
 


15    was negligent.
 


16           Even assuming St. Bernadine was negligent, courts have
 


17    repeatedly held, consistent with the legislative history of
 


18    the False Claim Act, that negligence is not sufficient
 


19    knowledge to establish a false -- is not sufficient knowledge
 


20    to establish liability for submission of a false claim.
 


21           For all these reasons, your Honor, St. Bernadine
 


22    requests that this demurrer as to St. Bernadine be sustained
 


23    with prejudice.
 


24           Your Honor, I'll let other counsel address issues
 


25    specific to their clients.
 


26           THE COURT:  All right.  Thank you.
 


27           Any other counsel or defendant wish to speak?
 


28           MR. BASS:  Yes, your Honor.  Jonathan Bass for
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1    Riverside.
 
2           Riverside is very much in the same situation
 
3    individually as St. Bernadine.
 
4           As counsel for St. Bernadine has pointed out really
 
5    with reference to chapter and verse in the amended complaint,
 
6    the amended complaint is singularly missing any allegations
 
7    specifically against St. Bernadine, and in terms of
 
8    identifying the false claim, in terms of identifying any
 
9    wrongful conduct on the part of that defendant which would
 


10    qualify under either the statutes that are presented as the
 


11    bases for liability.
 


12           Riverside Community Hospital is situated identically,
 


13    which is to say, to all appearances, and after this latest
 


14    attempt on the part of the plaintiffs to plead facts that
 


15    would identify claims against Riverside Community Hospital or
 


16    St. Bernadine, and keep in mind, this was the specific reason
 


17    that plaintiffs were given leave to amend.  They indicated
 


18    they were going to amend to state claims against these
 


19    defendants because they were missing significantly from the
 


20    earlier pleading.
 


21           We have nothing.  We have nothing to look at to
 


22    identify as the basis for any claim.
 


23           Your Honor, the mere fact that a claim that plaintiffs
 


24    have chosen to corral into a complaint numerous unrelated
 


25    parties as defendants does not diminish or reduce the rights
 


26    of each individual defendant to be apprized of the nature, the
 


27    factual basis of the claim against it.
 


28           And for the sake of argument, if, in fact, the
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1    plaintiffs have pled sufficient facts to state a claim against
 
2    any of the defendants, it does not follow that merely by
 
3    adding a roster of additional hospitals and other parties to
 
4    the caption they may take the position, as they have here, in
 
5    essence, your Honor, to say, well, we have stated a claim
 
6    against one defendant and therefore all 15 defendants need to
 
7    stay in the case.
 
8           Riverside is entitled at the pleading stage, your
 
9    Honor, to be apprized of the claims against it and still as of
 


10    this amended complaint we have nothing to go on.
 


11           There is not a single factual allegation against
 


12    Riverside in terms of its having submitted any false claim to
 


13    the Government or to anyone else.
 


14           There are these generic allegations, your Honor,
 


15    against some defendants and whereupon the plaintiffs proceed
 


16    immediately to the conclusion, essentially, that therefore all
 


17    the defendants are potentially liable.
 


18           This leads, your Honor, to one of the categories of
 


19    arguments I would like to present, not just on behalf of
 


20    Riverside, but it really applies generally to many of the
 


21    defendants.  That is to say that the tactic that the
 


22    plaintiffs have used in this pleading is to engage in what the
 


23    Court has referred to as group pleadings or group allegations.
 


24    Instead of alleging, for example, that on such and such a date
 


25    Riverside Community Hospital or another specific defendant
 


26    submitted a specific false claim for medical services to the
 


27    government or to a private insurer, they give a few examples
 


28    of what they allege are false claims by other defendants,
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1    other parties.
 
2           They then allege that the defendants, either the
 
3    defendants globally or the subsets of defendants, the hospital
 
4    defendants, for example, have engaged in this sort of
 
5    wrongdoing.  That tells us nothing.
 
6           It tells us nothing about Riverside any more than it
 
7    tells us about the thousands of other hospitals in the country
 
8    who are not named in this complaint.  If we're going to be in
 
9    this lawsuit, your Honor, we're entitled, again at the
 


10    pleading stage, the pleading stage, to be told the requisite
 


11    facts that the plaintiffs claim they have.
 


12           Keep in mind, your Honor, it's ironic, as counsel for
 


13    St. Bernadine points out, that here we have two plaintiffs who
 


14    bring themselves into court on the allegation which is
 


15    critical.  It's essential to their being here in the first
 


16    place, because they are not injured parties.  They are not
 


17    claiming that they themselves suffered harm at the hands of
 


18    any defendants.
 


19           They come into court saying, your Honor, we're entitled
 


20    to be here because we have inside information.  We have
 


21    information not generally available to the Government, the
 


22    public or anyone else that supports our allegations that each
 


23    and every one of these defendants, not collectively, not as an
 


24    undifferentiated populace or mass, each and every defendant
 


25    submitted false claims to the Government.
 


26           If they have that inside information, your Honor, if,
 


27    in fact, they are being candid in filing a pleading that says
 


28    we, the relators, the plaintiffs, are entitled file this
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1    action on the basis of information that is uniquely known to
 
2    us and they sue a specific set of defendants -- we're not
 
3    suing Doe defendants.  They're not saying we will amend to add
 
4    other defendants if we find out things they have done wrong
 
5    later.
 
6           They have brought into this courtroom a specific list
 
7    of defendants, including Riverside, against which they are
 
8    saying at the outset we don't think that no one else does.
 
9    Well, fine.  Tell us.  Say in the complaint what those things
 


10    are.
 


11           As to Riverside and as to several other defendants,
 


12    they are entirely silent.  At this stage, having specifically
 


13    amended the complaint in order to cure that gap, your Honor,
 


14    it's no longer available, it seems to us, for the plaintiffs
 


15    to say, oh, well, we meant to or we can but we haven't yet.
 


16           They appear to have done their best.  And their best
 


17    falls wholly short of specific allegations against these
 


18    defendants, Riverside, St. Bernadine, others.
 


19           THE COURT:  There are a lot of defendants here, and a
 


20    lot of allegations; they have brought allegations.  Why
 


21    doesn't Riverside just file a motion for summary judgment?
 


22           MR. BASS:  Well, your Honor --
 


23           THE COURT:  If you don't think plaintiff has any
 


24    evidence and that Riverside has not been involved in any
 


25    fraudulent conduct, just file a motion for summary judgment.
 


26           It ought to be a simple matter to be disposed of.
 


27           MR. BASS:  Well, there has been no discovery in the
 


28    action, your Honor.
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1           If we are held to respond, if we're held to answer in
 
2    this case and as a participant, the discovery has been stayed,
 
3    your Honor, I think, quite properly, when we get through the
 
4    pleading stage of the case.
 
5           It is not an insignificant burden on Riverside or any
 
6    other defendant to be maintained or retained in a case in
 
7    which once the discovery doors are flung open each defendant
 
8    will be incurring hundreds of thousands of dollars in defense
 
9    costs.  They will be embroiled in a case in which the
 


10    threshold entitlement of the plaintiffs to sue has not been
 


11    demonstrated as a matter of pleading.
 


12           That's the reason, your Honor -- let me simplify it.
 


13    Let's suppose that instead of suing all these defendants the
 


14    plaintiffs had filed their qui tam action, whether it was done
 


15    in the California False Claims Act or under the Insurance
 


16    Fraud Prevention Act only against Riverside Community
 


17    Hospital.  There wasn't a group of defendants.  There was just
 


18    Riverside Community Hospital.
 


19           But like this complaint, the complaint failed to state
 


20    a single instance of a false claim submitted by Riverside
 


21    Community Hospital, whether to the Government or to any
 


22    insurer.  It just was replete, as this complaint is, with a
 


23    vague, cloudy set of allegations that never come down to
 


24    earth, never offer a single fact, never identify a single
 


25    claim against the lone defendant, Riverside Community
 


26    Hospital.
 


27           Clearly Riverside Community Hospital would be entitled
 


28    to demur to that pleading.
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1           This case is no different.  The mere fact that
 
2    plaintiffs have chosen to sue many defendants rather than just
 
3    one against which they have no claim does not bootstrap their
 
4    entitlement to bring in each and every one of those
 
5    defendants.
 
6           I understand, your Honor.  It is complex and burdensome
 
7    intellectually to try to sort through these hundreds of
 
8    paragraphs in the amended complaint and try to figure out
 
9    what, if anything, is being said as to each defendant.  But I
 


10    would submit, your Honor, we teed up that issue for the
 


11    plaintiffs in the demurrer.  We awaited with some curiosity a
 


12    response from the plaintiffs in their opposition brief as to
 


13    what they would say that is not apparent on the face of the
 


14    complaint was the wrongful conduct, false claim or other
 


15    wrongful conduct on behalf of Riverside Community Hospital and
 


16    certain other individual defendants.  We received nothing.
 


17           The level of argument that we received in response was,
 


18    well, the defendants may have conspired.  We gave some
 


19    representative examples of false claims, but not as to your
 


20    client, not as to Riverside, not as to St. Bernadine.
 


21           That entirely misses the point, your Honor.  Riverside
 


22    Community Hospital has the same individual rights to know the
 


23    charges against it in this case in which it is one of many
 


24    defendants as it would in a case in which it was the only
 


25    defendant.
 


26           I submit, your Honor, if Riverside and Saint
 


27    Bernadine's, some of the other defendants, were being sued in
 


28    separate actions, it would be painfully apparent to the Court
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1    that the complaint, if it was limited to the kinds of
 
2    allegations in this complaint -- this raft of collective,
 
3    generic, vague, cloudy pleadings, it would be apparent to the
 
4    Court that the plaintiffs were unable to state a claim against
 
5    that specific defendant in that action, that hypothetical
 
6    action, in which that sole defendant was being sued.  I submit
 
7    that the Court would sustain a demurrer after that pleading.
 
8           My argument, your Honor, is we should not be put to the
 
9    burden, significant burden, of going through discovery, which
 


10    we would need to do, and come back in six or eight months and
 


11    say, well, now, we know there are no facts.
 


12           Or let me suggest another outcome.  After a million
 


13    dollars' worth of collective discovery, the plaintiff finds a
 


14    fact and says, here, now I found a fact against Riverside or a
 


15    fact against St. Bernadine or some other defendant, so you're
 


16    not entitled to summary judgment.  But we're entitled to have
 


17    this motion granted, your Honor.  We're entitled to have our
 


18    demurrer sustained because there are no facts in the
 


19    complaint.
 


20           The plaintiffs are not entitled -- they are not
 


21    entitled to throw into a stew pot a group of defendants, pour
 


22    some water in, some salty allegations that suggest there is
 


23    actually a recipe there, and then boil it for six months and
 


24    see what happens.  That's not the way pleadings in California
 


25    are supposed to go forward.
 


26           THE COURT:  All right.  Any other defendant wish to
 


27    raise any issue?
 


28           MS. GREEN:  Your Honor, for Defendant Tri-City, I just
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1    want to raise a couple of points.
 
2           If you look at page 8 of the opposition, they have a
 
3    schematic overflow.  This goes to specificity.  Because as to
 
4    each cause of action -- even if your Honor were inclined to
 
5    say there are factual disputes, if you look at the fraud --
 
6    any of the qui tam causes of action, all four hospitals are
 
7    lumped in.  They're calling it one hospital.  But if you look
 
8    at Pacific Hospital and Mr. Drobot who are defendants,
 
9    Mr. Drobot didn't work at any other hospital.
 


10           One of the tactics the plaintiffs have done is in part
 


11    to group everyone together to make it so expensive for the
 


12    defendants.  They have even done in it the related cases,
 


13    where the surgery occurred with one individual at a hospital,
 


14    a patient.  Every other hospital gets named.
 


15           But at bare minimum I think it would save the Court its
 


16    own time and money in future motions.  It will save money on
 


17    discovery if the plaintiffs are ordered to allege their
 


18    complaint with specificity and to at least plead each hospital
 


19    in a separate cause of action.
 


20           Because those hospitals would each submit different
 


21    claims to Medi-Cal, to the insurance companies, to the
 


22    Workers' Comp carrier.
 


23           All the four hospitals don't submit the same claim.
 


24           So in order to break that out, it will be necessary for
 


25    future discovery to make it less expensive.  That's kind of
 


26    one of the issues, but that goes to the specificity as to kind
 


27    of the misjoinder of the defendants.
 


28           But one of the things here, as well, the same
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1    specificity goes as to the status of the relators.  It's very
 
2    difficult to find out when anything was discovered, how they
 
3    discovered it.
 
4           So if your Honor is not prepared on the papers that
 
5    have been submitted to find as a matter of law, I think that
 
6    at least with respect to the original source jurisdiction it's
 
7    been so overwhelming in terms of what's been there.  There
 
8    still may be a factual dispute.  You may still find one, your
 
9    Honor.  But at least maybe that should be -- if there's
 


10    summary judgment, that some of these jurisdictional issues get
 


11    severed out first.  Let's say discovery alternatively would
 


12    happen on those issues first, original source and
 


13    jurisdiction, before we go to the other issues.
 


14           You know, I think all of the defendants, we've looked
 


15    at it, we believe there is enough as a matter of law for this
 


16    Court to sustain the demurrer without leave to amend, but when
 


17    do you look at just that original source, their lack of
 


18    specificity as to how they discovered it, when they discovered
 


19    it, where did Mr. Serandie work, when did he work, how did he
 


20    find out.
 


21           What exactly did Mr. Reynolds do?  We know he was an
 


22    insurance fraud investigator, but they are very vague.  They
 


23    don't indicate if they ever disclosed to the Government.  So
 


24    that specificity ends up hurting the defendants because we
 


25    couldn't really challenge it or find other facts.
 


26           With respect to Tri-City, I think that it was somewhat
 


27    clear that, you know, their documents, for example -- there
 


28    are different types of fraud that are alleged, and that's
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1    another have another part of the specificity.
 
2           For example, it's alleged that there are kickbacks.
 
3    Some kickbacks are, for example, the marketing agreements that
 
4    are attached to the complaint.  Well, that's -- if you paid in
 
5    a marketing agreement, then there might be, oh, did we submit
 
6    inflated bills.
 
7           I think the different types of fraud alleged or
 
8    kickbacks also need to be separated out so that we're not just
 
9    coming back before your Honor in future discovery disputes
 


10    simply because of the scope of it.
 


11           They did lump everything together.  I think part of the
 


12    tactic was to make it where there is no other choice for the
 


13    defendants but just to go into mediation and try to settle it
 


14    because it's too much of a mess.  But I do think this
 


15    case -- I know that your Honor is very creative in terms of
 


16    how you can control the discovery and the flow.  I know that
 


17    we've briefed this pretty well.  And if your Honor has any
 


18    other questions on specificity or any other issues as to
 


19    Tri-City, I would like to address them.
 


20           THE COURT:  All right.  Thank you.
 


21           Any other defendant wish to speak?
 


22           MR. STOLL:  Your Honor, Richard Stoll for South Bay
 


23    Hospital Management Company.
 


24           I just want to very, very briefly address the
 


25    deficiencies against my client in the pleadings.
 


26           Without repeating what other counsel have already said,
 


27    my client is not a hospital.  It's not a marketer.  It's not a
 


28    distributor.  It's not a doctor.  It's a management company
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1    that supplied personnel to Tri-City.
 
2           Critically, the plaintiffs have failed to allege any
 
3    facts at all to support any of the allegations to support any
 
4    of the causes of action against South Bay.  Regardless of what
 
5    pleading standards may or may not apply here, it's totally
 
6    irrelevant.
 
7           There's a total absence of allegations against South
 
8    Bay which would justify sustaining South Bay's demurrer.
 
9           THE COURT:  Thank you.  Plaintiff wish to respond?
 


10           MR. BERGER:  Yes, your Honor, and I'll be brief.
 


11           Ninety-nine percent of this has already been covered in
 


12    the papers so I'm not going to reiterate, but I will just
 


13    highlight a few points.
 


14           Your Honor, with respect to specificity, the complaint
 


15    walks through each of the defendants and details their
 


16    involvement in the conspiracy, one by one.  Every single one
 


17    is described and how they fit in to this chain of conspiracy
 


18    described in detail and they all link together.
 


19           These aren't separate conspiracies.  They are all
 


20    linked together, common players.
 


21           Not only do we have allegations and detailed
 


22    allegations and examples, we have evidence, your Honor.  Even
 


23    at the demurrer stage, we have evidence attached to our
 


24    complaint.  Exhibit 10, St. Bernadine's in Riverside want to
 


25    know what they did.
 


26           Exhibit 10 is a 90-page document that lists surgeries
 


27    that occurred at their hospitals with the dates of the
 


28    surgery, the names of the surgeons, the names of the hardware
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1    suppliers.  This is not a document we created.  This is as
 
2    document from one of the defendants.
 
3           And on the very first page of the document, we've got
 
4    Riverside Community Hospital listed over 20 times as having
 
5    performed surgeries in one month.
 
6           It lists the name of the surgeons and these surgeons
 
7    are the same surgeons that the complaint in a very detailed
 
8    manner describes how they took kickbacks and how they
 
9    implanted counterfeit hardware in people's backs.
 


10           It lists the name of the invoice provider as Spinal
 


11    Solutions.  Spinal Solutions, as detailed in the complaint,
 


12    manufactured the counterfeit hardware at issue here.
 


13           So St. Bernadine's and Riverside, if they want details,
 


14    it's right here in Exhibit 10.  This is evidence.  These
 


15    aren't just allegations.
 


16           With respect to the public disclosure bar, your
 


17    Honor -- before I leave specificity, Defendant South Bay
 


18    Hospital Management Company says there are no allegations with
 


19    respect to them.  That's wrong.  In paragraphs 28, 82 and 142,
 


20    we describe how South Bay controlled the schemes at Tri-City.
 


21    South Bay operated Tri-City.  They're the ones who were
 


22    operating these schemes at Tri City for Tri City.  So I'm
 


23    unclear why they are confused.
 


24           With respect to the public disclosure bar, your Honor,
 


25    your Honor is correct.  These are factual issues.  We alleged
 


26    in the complaint that we are the original source of this
 


27    information.
 


28           Counsel for Jones Day said this was the first time that
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1    they're hearing that we were the source of the Wall Street
 
2    Journal article.  That's simply not true.  Your Honor directed
 
3    us to meet and confer with the defendants over six months ago.
 
4    I sat around a conference table with counsel and described for
 
5    them how our clients were the sources of the Wall Street
 
6    Journal article.  This is not the first time they're hearing
 
7    about it.
 
8           In any event, that's a factual dispute.  If the
 
9    defendants want to resolve that on demurrer, we're happy to
 


10    amend the pleadings and add those details to the demurrer, and
 


11    I think your Honor would rule in our favor on that.
 


12           Defendants focus on the allegations of paragraph 171,
 


13    where we have a general statement where we say that we learned
 


14    of these schemes months before filing the complaint.  From
 


15    that they draw the conclusion that we learned about the scheme
 


16    from the Wall Street Journal article.  I don't see how the two
 


17    connect.
 


18           The Wall Street Journal article was printed three
 


19    months before we filed our complaint.  Months just means less
 


20    than years; three months, six months, nine months, 12 months,
 


21    15 months.  There's nothing fundamentally conflicting about
 


22    those allegations.  The rest of this, your Honor, is covered
 


23    in our papers.  And I'm not going to reiterate it.
 


24           There is plenty of detail here, your Honor.  The
 


25    complaint itself, the allegations are very specific as to each
 


26    defendant.  We have exhibits that are not just allegations,
 


27    they're evidence.  I think if we were to jump to summary
 


28    judgment today, we would get past most of the summary judgment
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1    motions just based on what we have already in the complaint.
 
2           So this complaint goes above and beyond what's required
 
3    under the California pleading standards, under the False
 
4    Claims Act pleading standards, whatever standards you look at.
 
5           Everything else is covered in our papers, your Honor,
 
6    and we'll leave it at that.
 
7           THE COURT:  Okay.  Thank you.
 
8           Any final word from the defendants?
 
9           Yes, counsel.
 


10           MR. BYRNE:  I didn't jump up fast enough before
 


11    plaintiffs got to go so I just wanted to get my 2 cents in if
 


12    that's okay, on behalf of Dr. Akmakjian.  Dr. Akmakjian is an
 


13    individual.
 


14           I would like to echo a lot of the comments made by
 


15    Riverside's counsel.
 


16           If you view this separately, which I know is difficult
 


17    to do because they have mashed everything together, I think
 


18    you'll see that there are no allegations sufficient to put
 


19    Dr. Akmakjian on notice of what he supposedly did.  Supposedly
 


20    he took kickbacks.
 


21           If you look at the exhibits -- I'll talk about
 


22    Exhibit 10 in one second -- but if you look at the exhibits --
 


23    if you look at Exhibits 3, 4 and 5, those were included by the
 


24    plaintiffs presumably because they knew that they needed
 


25    specific facts.
 


26           Yet if you look at those exhibits as we put in our
 


27    brief, those do not support the allegations that are in the
 


28    complaint.  They don't say what plaintiffs say that they say.
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1           Then talking about Exhibit 10, it's an
 
2    80-something-page document that just lists surgeries that
 
3    occurred on certain dates.  That's it.
 
4           Then they say that magically links everyone to a
 
5    conspiracy.
 
6           With respect to Dr. Akmakjian, supposedly he presented
 
7    false claims.  That's the allegation.  But the allegation
 
8    really is that he got kickbacks, which the exhibits and the
 
9    facts don't support the facts in the demurrer or in the
 


10    complaint.
 


11           They say there was some quid pro quo, which is not
 


12    borne out by anything that is in the complaint.
 


13           So as a matter of law, we believe as against
 


14    Dr. Akmakjian it should be dismissed.  We think that it is
 


15    very, very unfair to lump Dr. Akmakjian and perhaps some of
 


16    the other doctors in with everybody else, especially as
 


17    individuals, knowing that if we go to the discovery stage it
 


18    is going to cost a tremendous amount of money that's going to
 


19    have to be borne by individuals rather than just companies.
 


20           THE COURT:  Thank you.
 


21           MR. BARNHILL:  Your Honor, Steve Barnhill for
 


22    Dr. Uppal, a similar situation as Dr. Akmakjian.
 


23           The doctors could not have submitted any false claims
 


24    because it's not their responsibility to submit claims for
 


25    hardware.
 


26           They perform the surgery.  Okay?  So there is no false
 


27    claim submitted by any doctor.  There is no allegation that
 


28    they can prove that in this case.
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1           So the claim is that the doctors were receiving
 
2    kickbacks to select this particular hardware, but the
 
3    allegations are not specific.  There are no facts alleging to
 
4    whom a kickback -- who paid the kickback, what it was for,
 
5    what claim did it relate to, when was it paid.
 
6           The exhibits attached to the complaint, again, counsel
 
7    is correct.  They do not match what the allegations say.
 
8           The plaintiffs simply have not proven any kickbacks as
 
9    to any doc within the claim period that they are alleging in
 


10    the complaint.  It's plain and simple.
 


11           If you're going to sue a doctor for alleged kickbacks
 


12    and lump them into this conspiracy in the false claims action,
 


13    then allege what those kickbacks were, allege who paid them,
 


14    when were they paid, what were the payments for, where are
 


15    these sham consulting agreements that the plaintiffs claim
 


16    they have.  Why haven't then been attached?  You know why?
 


17    Because they don't exist.  If they existed, they would be
 


18    attached to this pleading.
 


19           You know, this is beyond the demurrer, but we met with
 


20    plaintiffs' counsel early on in this case and asked for the
 


21    same information.  Show us something that ties Dr. Oppal to
 


22    this case.  They didn't do it after that meeting.  They
 


23    haven't done it since.  They haven't done it in their
 


24    pleading.
 


25           They have no facts against my client and we've outlined
 


26    this in our portion of the demurrer papers.
 


27           The plaintiffs have had plenty of opportunity to allege
 


28    the facts.  They didn't.
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1           So we would request the Court to sustain the demurrer
 
2    as to Dr. Uppal without leave to amend.
 
3           THE COURT:  Thank you.
 
4           MR. GRAF:  Your Honor, if I could be heard on behalf of
 
5    Beryl Weiner, Mark Graf.  My plaintiff's position as alleged
 
6    in the complaint is a little distinctive and different from
 
7    the other defendants.
 
8           It is not alleged that Mr. Weiner was a doctor or a
 
9    surgeon or a hospital or a distributor or manufacturer or any
 


10    of the other subgroups that form the structure of plaintiffs'
 


11    complaint.   So when I look for allegations against
 


12    Mr. Weiner, we find that he is none of those things, and
 


13    therefore none of the allegations against those groups apply
 


14    to him.
 


15           Another distinctive fact is that he is alleged to be an
 


16    attorney for Tri-City Hospital.  So when we pointed out in our
 


17    demurrer that he is not alleged to have entered into an
 


18    agreement with any other defendant, I think it's particularly
 


19    significant.  There are legal restrictions on allegations of
 


20    conspiracy against a lawyer with his client.
 


21           We can't tell from the complaint who he is supposed to
 


22    have conspired with.  And I ask the Court to take a look at
 


23    the case we cited in our opposition, the Metz case, because
 


24    it's directly on point and holds that allegations that a
 


25    defendant and other unnamed defendants conspired to do
 


26    something, failed to allege a claim for conspiracy.
 


27           There are no exhibits attached to the complaint that
 


28    address the plaintiffs' claim against Mr. Weiner.  There is no
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1    opposition to the arguments we made in our demurrer.
 
2           As we pointed out in our reply, by plaintiffs' failure
 
3    to address any of them, they have, I think, impliedly conceded
 
4    the merit of the argument.
 
5           Thank you, your Honor.
 
6           THE COURT:  Thank you.
 
7           Yes, counsel.
 
8           MR. MOSKOWITZ:  Your Honor, just very briefly.  Paul
 
9    Moskowitz on behalf of Healthpointe.  I'm not going to beat a
 


10    dead horse and repeat all the things other defense counsel
 


11    said.
 


12           I would just like to point out that, like a bunch of
 


13    the other defendants, there are no allegations in this
 


14    complaint that would lead to liability on the part of
 


15    Healthpointe.  And until and unless there are such
 


16    allegations, Healthpointe should not be a defendant in this
 


17    case.  That's it.
 


18           THE COURT:  Thank you.
 


19           MR. OLSON:  Very briefly, your Honor.  Chris Olson for
 


20    Dr. Cantanzarite.
 


21           I would point out that he is a little bit even further
 


22    removed from these allegations.  He is a chiropractor.  There
 


23    is only one sentence against Dr. Cantanzarite in the amended
 


24    complaint.  It appears in the listing of the defendants.
 


25           In the section that's called Specific Facts Related to
 


26    the Scheme, Dr. Cantanzarite's name does not even appear.
 


27    There has been no effort to connect him to have to any false
 


28    claims on Exhibit 10.
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1           THE COURT:  Thank you.
 
2           MS. GREEN:  Your Honor, with respect to statute of
 
3    limitations, we were going to divvy it up.
 
4           As a matter of -- so there are two statutes.  There is
 
5    the Government Code section.
 
6           I believe the plaintiffs misinterpret the law and that
 
7    as a matter of law they needed to essentially file the case
 
8    three years from the date of discovery.  They filed May 25th,
 
9    2012.
 


10           Now, they are allowed to file late from date of
 


11    discovery.  But in order to do that from date of discovery,
 


12    they need to indicate both under the Government Code section
 


13    and the Insurance Code section why they didn't discover, where
 


14    were things essentially hidden.  They simply cite to a fraud
 


15    treatise and claim that these things are hidden.
 


16           In fact, they don't indicate with any specificity how
 


17    it was that they didn't discover it sooner.
 


18           So if you look at the Insurance Code, 1871.7,
 


19    everything is barred as a matter of law before May 25th, 2009,
 


20    which is most of their Exhibit 10, by the way.
 


21           Most of those surgeries that are listed, many of which
 


22    are duplicate, they are all before 2010.
 


23           So when we look at the statute of limitation, that may
 


24    be another issue apart from jurisdiction where it might be
 


25    phased out if your Honor felt there was not enough on the
 


26    demurrer to sustain without leave to amend.  But part of their
 


27    problem on the statute of limitation is the lack of
 


28    specificity.  They didn't show their due diligence.
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1           They have a relator who is an insurance fraud
 
2    investigator who worked for one of the carriers.  No
 
3    indication why they didn't find it sooner.
 
4           So if you look at both of those, I think you're going
 
5    to find that at least before the May 25th, 2009, all those
 
6    claims should be kept out as a matter of law.  And, you know,
 
7    unless you want to give the plaintiffs another chance to amend
 
8    with specificity.
 
9           THE COURT:  Thank you.
 


10           Yes, a final word?
 


11           MR. BASS:  Briefly by way of response, your Honor.
 


12    Again, Jonathan Bass for Riverside.
 


13           Just on the point that plaintiffs' counsel made with
 


14    respect to Exhibit 10 to the first-amended complaint, which he
 


15    characterized not just as allegations but as evidence, leaving
 


16    aside authentication issues, I suppose there is potentially
 


17    evidence of something, but not of anything unlawful.  It's a
 


18    listing of surgeries performed at these hospitals.
 


19           I will submit to the Court my client, Riverside
 


20    Community Hospital, performed surgeries.  Surgeries are
 


21    performed at hospitals.  That is not the basis for liability.
 


22           The problem with this complaint, your Honor, is the
 


23    failure to actually allege the specific wrongfulness of any
 


24    particular act.
 


25           Exhibit 10 does not substitute for the need for those
 


26    allegations.
 


27           Thank you.
 


28           THE COURT:  All right.  Thank you.
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1           All right.  This is a qui tam lawsuit brought against
 
2    various defendants including 36 hospitals, surgical hardware
 
3    distributors and individuals like doctors and health care
 
4    marketers who plaintiffs on behalf of the State assert
 
5    perpetrated a scheme to cheat the California Worker's
 
6    Compensation system and insurers out of millions of dollars
 
7    for spinal fusion surgery coverage.
 
8           The operative first-amended complaint alleged a
 
9    conspiracy involving three interrelated components.
 


10           First, marketers alleged to be paid by hospitals for
 


11    spinal surgery patients in defendant hospitals.
 


12           Secondly, defendant chiropractors and doctors are paid
 


13    legal kickbacks by marketers for referring Worker Compensation
 


14    patients, for utilizing counterfeit implant hardware on the
 


15    spinal fusion surgeries.
 


16           Third, the hardware allegedly used in the surgeries
 


17    were charged at inflated prices for which the hospital then
 


18    billed to Worker's Compensation carriers, the State
 


19    Compensation Insurance Fund, SCIF, and Medi-Cal, and private
 


20    insurers at even further inflated prices.
 


21           Plaintiffs allege that this scheme has bilked SCIF,
 


22    insurers and Medi-Cal of the hundreds of millions of dollars.
 


23           Plaintiffs further allege it has led to patients
 


24    receiving dangerous medical implants that have substantial
 


25    likelihood of failure.
 


26           The defendants allegedly conspired to perpetrate this
 


27    scheme fall into the following groups which the Court will
 


28    discuss the allegations pertaining to the defendants in a few
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1    moments.
 
2           First, we have the defendant hospitals, Garden Regional
 
3    Hospital and Medical Center, dba Tri City Medical Center.
 
4           We have South Bay Hospital Management Company, LLC, the
 
5    management company for Tri Weiner which is supposedly owned
 
6    and controlled by defendant Beryl Weiner.
 
7           We have HealthSmart Pacific dba Pacific Hospital of
 
8    Long Beach, allegedly controlled by Michael Drobot.
 
9           We have Riverside Health Care System and St. Bernadine
 


10    Medical Center.
 


11           We have the defendant distributors and marketers, more
 


12    specifically Spinal Solutions, LLC, CIOS, Inc. owned by
 


13    defendant McGrath.
 


14           Then we have the defendant manufacturers, Crowder
 


15    Machine and Tool Shop.
 


16           We have the defendant doctors and chiropractors, Jack
 


17    Akmakjian MD, Gurvinder Uppal MD, Joseph Vanderlinden, MD
 


18    Edward Koplin, MD, Healthpointe Medical Group Inc and Jeffrey
 


19    Cantazarite.
 


20           The individual defendants, Michael Drobot, Michael
 


21    McGrath, Paul Randall, Christine Hernandez, Roger Williams,
 


22    Beryl Weiner and Mary Williams as individual defendants.
 


23           Based upon these allegations, defendants engaged in
 


24    unlawful marketing practices to obtain Worker's Compensation
 


25    patients for spinal fusion surgeries, implanted counterfeit
 


26    screws and rods and submitted inflated bills to insurers.
 


27           Plaintiffs allege claims under the California Insurance
 


28    Fraud Protection Act also known for these purposes today as
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1    IFPA and the California False Claims Act CFCA.
 
2           The first-amended complaint asserts causes of action
 
3    for violation of IFPA for employment of runners, cappers and
 
4    steerers under Insurance Code section 1871.7(a).
 
5           Secondly, violation of IFPA for presenting false or
 
6    fraudulent claims under Insurance Code section 1871.7(b) and
 
7    Penal Code section 550(a)(1).
 
8           Third, violations of IFPA for preparing and making any
 
9    writing in support of a false claim.
 


10           Then we have violation of IFPA for normally making any
 


11    false fraudulent claims.
 


12           Fifth, violation of IFPA for soliciting or referring
 


13    business to a firm entity in violation of the Penal Code.
 


14           Then we have violation of CFCA for permitting -- excuse
 


15    me -- for submitting false claims or conspiracy to commit
 


16    false claims to Medi-Cal.
 


17           In today's proceedings several defendants have filed a
 


18    joint demurrer to the first-amended complaint on numerous
 


19    grounds.
 


20           First, a few comments with regard to the standards
 


21    applicable to demurrers.
 


22           In a demurrer proceeding the defects must be apparent
 


23    on the face of the pleading or from matters from which the
 


24    Court can take judicial notice, citing Dryden versus
 


25    Tri-Valley (1977) 65 Cal. App. 3d 990.
 


26           The function of demurrer is to test the legal
 


27    sufficiency of the complaint, not the truthfulness of the
 


28    allegations, citing Donabedian versus Mercury Insurance (2004)
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1    116 Cal. 4th 968.
 
2           The ultimate facts alleged in the complaint must be
 
3    deemed true as well as all facts that may be implied or
 
4    inferred from those expressly alleged, citing Marshall versus
 
5    Gibson Dunn (1995) 37 Cal. App 4th 1397.
 
6           And when considering demurrers, the courts are
 
7    instructed to read the allegations liberally and in context
 
8    citing McKenney versus Purepac (2008) 167 Cal. App 4th at 72.
 
9           First, with respect to the requested judicial notice,
 


10    the Court does take judicial notice of defendants' exhibit A,
 


11    B, C and D which are all documents reflecting the rule-making
 


12    history of regulations in the California Code of Regulations
 


13    regarding billing for inpatient services under the Worker's
 


14    Compensation laws.  Judicial notice is taken pursuant to Code
 


15    of Civil Procedure -- excuse me, Evidence Code section 452(c),
 


16    the official acts of the legislature executive and judicial
 


17    requirements.
 


18           The documents in defendants' exhibits M, N, O, P, Q, R,
 


19    S, T are judicially noticeable under Evidence Code section
 


20    452(c) because they are documents showing the legislative
 


21    history.
 


22           The Court also takes judicial notice of defendants'
 


23    exhibit W which is a petition for consolidation and stay in
 


24    the proceeding before the Worker's Compensation Appeals Board
 


25    under Evidence Code section 452(d), being a record of the
 


26    branch of government.
 


27           The remaining items, the defendant requests the Court
 


28    to take judicial notice of are various news articles, exhibit
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1    E,I, J, K and L and documents pulled from the FDA's website,
 
2    exhibits F, G and H.
 
3           The Court will take judicial notice of the existence of
 
4    those documents but not for the truth of the matter, just the
 
5    fact they were published.  That's for the limited purpose
 
6    under Evidence Code section 452(a).
 
7           The Court will also take judicial notice of defendant
 
8    Michael Drobot's plea agreement, pleading guilty to charges
 
9    similar to the fraud allegations here and the Court minutes
 


10    for that plea.  Those documents are judicially noticeable
 


11    under Evidence Code section 452(d).
 


12           First, I will proceed with some general comments about
 


13    the IFPA and CFCA.  That is the statutory scheme of the
 


14    Insurance Fraud Prevention Act and the California False Claims
 


15    Act.
 


16           CFCA which is found in Government Code section 12650
 


17    et. seq. is patterned after the Federal False Claims Act and
 


18    was enacted to supplement efforts to identify and prosecute
 


19    fraudulent claims made against state and local entities,
 


20    citing Rothschild versus Tyco (2000) 83 Cal. App. 4th, 488.
 


21           That statute permits the recovery of civil penalties
 


22    and damages from any party who normally presents a false claim
 


23    for payment to the state or public political subdivision.
 


24           The CFCA also permits a private person, the qui tam
 


25    plaintiff or relator, to bring the action on behalf of the
 


26    governmental agency.
 


27           The Court of Appeal has stated that the CFCA should be
 


28    given the broadest possible construction consistent with the
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1    purpose of preventing fraud of the public treasury, citing So
 
2    Cal Rapid Transit versus Superior Court (1994) 30 Cal. App.
 
3    4th, 713.
 
4           The IFPA found in Insurance Code 1871 et. seq. is in
 
5    reducing fraudulent Workers Compensation claims as well as
 
6    other insurance fraud.  The clear aim of the legislation was
 
7    to control fraudulent claims practices by increasing
 
8    professional and criminal penalties and activity for
 
9    investigation of prosecuting fraud, citing Tensfeldt versus
 


10    Worker's Comp (1998) 66 Cal. App 4th 116.
 


11           A relator's qui tam's action under Insurance Code
 


12    section 1871.7 accordingly creates civil liability for the
 


13    violations of Penal Code sections 549 and 550 which, in turn,
 


14    criminalize the making of false or fraudulent claims to
 


15    insurers, citing State Ex.Rel. Nee versus Unumprovident Corp.
 


16    (2006) 140 Cal. App 4th, 442.
 


17           Because of the predominance of the federal statute, the
 


18    California courts may look to federal authorities for guidance
 


19    in interpreting California acts, citing City of Pomona versus
 


20    Superior Court, (2001) 89 Cal.App 4th 493.
 


21           Turning to the demurrers themselves, through the bulk
 


22    of the memorandum of points and authorities the parties have
 


23    presented arguments with respect to whether a plaintiff can be
 


24    considered an original source or an appropriate relator to
 


25    give the Court jurisdiction over the case and then with regard
 


26    to the defendants' specific arguments which consist of the
 


27    bulk of the papers as to whether the allegations are
 


28    sufficient.
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1           The defendants attack on the complaint really boils
 
2    down to the following contentions:
 
3           First as a matter of jurisdiction, the public
 
4    disclosure rule bars plaintiffs' claims.
 
5           Secondly, plaintiff lacks standing to assert the qui
 
6    tam person as interested persons.
 
7           Third, through the use of collective pleading
 
8    plaintiffs have not pled fraud claims with specificity.
 
9           Finally, claims are barred by the statute of
 


10    limitations.
 


11           First, addressing the issue of the public disclosure
 


12    bar, the CFCA and IFPA both incentivize private whistleblowers
 


13    who help uncover and prosecute fraudulent claims.
 


14           But to curb opportunistic or parasitic actions, there
 


15    are a number of provisions limiting the circumstances in which
 


16    a private person may bring or prosecute such a qui tam action.
 


17           Essentially plaintiffs, according to defendants'
 


18    arguments, do not qualify to bring qui tam actions where they
 


19    merely disclose fraud that already was public information and
 


20    that did not exist in exposing the fraud.
 


21           The CFCA provides the bar by stating that it erects a
 


22    jurisdictional bar to qui tam actions that do not assist the
 


23    Government in ferreting out fraud because the fraudulent
 


24    allegations or transactions already are in the public domain.
 


25           The Government Code section 12632 (d (3) (A) provides
 


26    in part that no court shall have jurisdiction over an action
 


27    under this article based upon the public disclosure of
 


28    allegations or transactions in a report by the news media or
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1    legal hearing or investigation by a Government body unless the
 
2    person bringing the action is the original source of the
 
3    information.
 
4           The jurisdictional bar is triggered whenever a
 
5    plaintiff files a Qui Tan complaint containing allegations or
 
6    describing transactions substantially similar to those already
 
7    in the public domain so that the publicly available
 
8    information is already sufficient to place the Government on
 
9    notice of the alleged fraud, citing the Grayson case.  That's
 


10    Grayson versus Pac Bell (2006) 142 Cal.App 4th 741.
 


11           An original source as used in CFCA means an individual
 


12    prior to a public disclosure has voluntarily disclosed to the
 


13    state or political subdivision the information on which the
 


14    allegations or transactions in the claim are based or has
 


15    knowledge as independent of and materially adds to the
 


16    publicly-disclosed information, citing Government Code section
 


17    12652 (d).
 


18           The public disclosure bar in the IFPA is somewhat
 


19    different.  Subdivision (h)(2)(A) of Insurance Code section
 


20    1871.7 provides that no court shall have jurisdiction over an
 


21    action under this section based on the public disclosure of
 


22    allegations or transactions in the criminal, civil or
 


23    administrative hearing and administrative or legislative
 


24    report, hearing, audit or investigation or from news media
 


25    unless the action is brought by the Attorney General or the
 


26    person bringing the action is an original source of the
 


27    information.
 


28           The original source for purposes of the IFPA means an
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1    individual who has direct and independent knowledge of the
 
2    information on which the allegations are based and has
 
3    voluntarily provided information to the District Attorney or
 
4    commissioner before filing an action under this section as
 
5    based on the information.  This is under Insurance Code
 
6    section 1871.7 (h)(2)(B).
 
7           In the present case both qui tam plaintiffs allege that
 
8    they are an original source and have direct and independent
 
9    knowledge of the information on which their allegations are
 


10    based.
 


11           The facts alleged in the complaint are based entirely
 


12    on their personal observation, investigation, documents and
 


13    tangible things in their possession as alleged in paragraphs
 


14    22 and 23.
 


15           Nevertheless, defendants demur on the ground that the
 


16    facts alleged in the first-amended complaint were previously
 


17    disclosed in numerous outlets and because plaintiffs'
 


18    first-amended complaint pulls from those public sources
 


19    without contributing any significant information of their own,
 


20    that they are not original sources and, instead, are pursuing
 


21    a parasitic action over which the Court lacks jurisdiction.
 


22           The defendants first argue that the allegations of the
 


23    first-amended complaint are substantially similar and based
 


24    upon two articles in the Wall Street Journal.
 


25           The first article from December 20th, 2010 reported on
 


26    spinal fusion surgeries in Kentucky.  The Court takes judicial
 


27    notice of this article and exhibit 3, not for the truth of it,
 


28    just the fact that it was published.
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1           Considering the article, the Court cannot say that as a
 
2    matter of law the allegations in the first-amended complaint
 
3    are substantially similar to the information in the 2000
 
4    article or based upon that public disclosure given the article
 
5    does not overlap with the particular fraud pled in this case.
 
6           The article simply reports on the same theory of
 
7    medical and necessary spinal fusion surgeries for lucrative
 
8    insurance claims without connection to the parties or mass
 
9    scheme claimed in this action.
 


10           Again, we're here at the pleading stage.  We're not
 


11    going to make factual determinations as to exactly what the
 


12    article is referring to.  They didn't disclose the particular
 


13    scheme alleged in plaintiffs' claim.  If it was the same
 


14    scheme, maybe that could be presented in the factual
 


15    determination, but not based on the pleadings.
 


16           As set forth in the Grayson case at 754, the
 


17    information known to the public was more innocuous when a
 


18    totally different species of fraud has been disclosed or when
 


19    the facts or documents on their face do not expose fraud, the
 


20    qui tam plaintiff serves to alert the Government of fraud that
 


21    otherwise wouldn't have been discovered.
 


22           Also citing the Ninth Circuit case, United States
 


23    versus Aflatooni, (1998) Fed 3d at 516, where the Court stated
 


24    that "The Government may still benefit from obtaining
 


25    information about separate allegations of wrongdoing against
 


26    others committing a similar fraud in the industry."
 


27           Turning next to if February 9th, 2012 article from the
 


28    Wall Street Journal which plaintiffs concede may be more
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1    relevant, that article was published three months before this
 
2    qui tam action was filed on May 25, 2012.
 
3           The Wall Street Journal article reports that the
 
4    defendants Tri City and Pacific Hospital were using marketers,
 
5    including Drobot and Randall, to recruit spinal fusion surgery
 
6    patients and to conspire to inflate the cost of the hardware
 
7    used in those surgeries.
 
8           The defendants argue that most of the first-amended
 
9    complaint allegations mirror this article so the public
 


10    disclosure bar deprives the Court of jurisdiction of
 


11    plaintiffs' CFCA and IFPA claims here.
 


12           Plaintiffs, however, contend that the first-amended
 


13    complaint repeats information in a 2012 Wall Street Journal
 


14    article because plaintiffs were the source of those
 


15    allegations.  And the Wall Street Journal learned of the
 


16    conspiracy because of plaintiffs, not the other way around.
 


17           To the extent that this factual contention is disputed,
 


18    the Court will not resolve the evidentiary conflict in the
 


19    context of a demurrer.
 


20           The Court must take as true the plaintiffs' allegations
 


21    that they are the original sources for the purposes of IFPA
 


22    and CFCA on this demurrer.
 


23           The plaintiffs also aver that through deep
 


24    investigation, inside knowledge of the defendants' operations,
 


25    they have obtained vast non-public evidence supporting the
 


26    allegations of the complaint.
 


27           Further under California law courts must construe the
 


28    complaint in the light most favorable to the plaintiff to
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1    determine if their knowledge was independent and first hand
 
2    obtained by plaintiffs' own labor, citing State of California
 
3    versus Pac Bell (2006) 142 Cal. App. 4th, 741.
 
4           The defendants may challenge whether plaintiffs, in
 
5    fact, provided the information reported by the Wall Street
 
6    Journal in a proper proceeding such as a motion for summary
 
7    judgment or even at trial where there are disputed facts
 
8    beyond the pleading regarding the public disclosure bar that
 
9    cannot be resolved at a demurrer stage.
 


10           Defendants further argue that all the allegations made
 


11    in the complaint were already publicly disclosed in California
 


12    rule-making reports, legislative hearings and investigations
 


13    and Workers' Compensation litigation.  However, none of the
 


14    judicially noticeable exhibits relied upon by defendants to
 


15    show that the Government was on notice of the alleged fraud
 


16    where the plaintiffs file the actions appear to be
 


17    "substantially similar" to the facts averred in the
 


18    first-amended complaint.
 


19           For instance, while the legislative proposals and
 


20    administrative rule making touch on narrow aspects of the
 


21    allegations here such as billing for surgical hardware,
 


22    duplicate reimbursement or violations for adulterated devices,
 


23    none of these documents describe -- the documents subject to
 


24    judicial notice describe the particularly vast conspiracy
 


25    alleged in the first-amended complaint or the three
 


26    interconnected fraudulent schemes making up the thrust of
 


27    plaintiffs' actions.
 


28           As set forth in the case of Standard Elevator, 197 Cal.
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1    App 4th 974, the public disclosure bar applies only as
 
2    necessary to preclude parasitic or opportunistic action.
 
3           A qui tam action is based upon publicly available
 
4    action only if it is disclosing the same conduct described in
 
5    the public disclosures.
 
6           Additionally, although the Worker's Compensation
 
7    litigation tangentially involved one defendant here,
 
8    Dr. Cantanzarite, it makes no mention of the schemes at issue
 
9    here.
 


10           Under California law plaintiffs qualify to bring a qui
 


11    tam lawsuit notwithstanding that prior case revealed some
 


12    instances of fraud but not the particular fraudulent conduct
 


13    alleged in the subsequent action, citing City of Hawthorne
 


14    versus H & C Disposal Company, (2003) 109 Cal. App 4th at
 


15    1668.
 


16           In sum, while defendants demurrer to the first-amended
 


17    complaint pursuant CCP section 430.10(a) for lack of
 


18    jurisdiction, there are no defects apparent from the face of
 


19    the pleading, the face of the first-amended complaint or from
 


20    matters from which the Court may take judicial notice that the
 


21    first-amended complaint merely echoes what the Government
 


22    already knew from the news media and other channels.
 


23           Simply put, the dispute over whether plaintiffs are the
 


24    original sources for the purposes of IFPA and CFCA cannot be
 


25    resolved on this demurrer proceeding testing the pleadings.
 


26           The demurrer accordingly is overruled on this ground
 


27    without prejudice to defendants asserting evidentiary-based
 


28    arguments regarding public disclosure bar in a later motion.
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1           Turning to the issue of standing, defendants demur to
 
2    the IFPA causes of action one through five on the grounds that
 
3    the qui tam plaintiffs are not interested persons who can
 
4    bring the action on behalf of the State of California.
 
5           Insurance Code section 1871.7(a) provides that any
 
6    interested persons, including an insurer, may bring a similar
 
7    action for violation of this section for the person and for
 
8    the State of California.
 
9           Defendants assert that neither plaintiff is an
 


10    interested person within the meaning of that statute because
 


11    the plaintiffs do not allege that any of their interests,
 


12    economic or otherwise, are affected by the conduct charged in
 


13    the first amended complaint.
 


14           The defendants' arguments effectively narrow IFPA qui
 


15    tam actions to only insurers or policyholders who allegedly
 


16    defrauded an insurer.  That construction finds no support in
 


17    the plain language of insurance 1871.7 or case law
 


18    interpreting it.
 


19           California cases explaining IFPA qui tam suits explain
 


20    that they may be brought by private persons or citizens to
 


21    enforce specific insurance -- specified insurance fraud
 


22    provisions, citing People Ex.rel. Allstate versus Muhyeldin
 


23    (2003) 112 Cal. App. 4th, 604.
 


24           Furthermore, the IFPA provisions themselves distinguish
 


25    between those plaintiffs who have been injured as part of the
 


26    acts alleged in the complaint and those who have not,
 


27    establishing that defendants' argument that a direct interest
 


28    is required lacks merit.
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1           There is no defect apparent on the face of the
 
2    first-amended complaint that a whistleblower, as plaintiff
 
3    claims to be, considering the express allegation that they
 
4    were employees of the defendant insurer.  There is no defect
 
5    on the apparent face of the first-amended complaint that a
 
6    whistleblower lacks standing under IFPA.
 
7           Therefore because there is no support in the law for
 
8    defendants' argument that the complaint here fails to
 
9    establish that plaintiffs are interested persons -- that the
 


10    complaint fails to establish that plaintiffs are interested
 


11    persons with standing to prosecute IFPA claims, the demurrer
 


12    to the first and fifth causes of action is overruled on that
 


13    ground.
 


14           Next we turn to the arguments of defendants that the
 


15    complaint lacks sufficient facts to state causes of action.
 


16           The defendants claim that the first-amended complaint
 


17    lacks sufficient particularity and specificity to meet the
 


18    pleadings standard for a fraud based IFPA and CFCA cause of
 


19    action against any demurring defendant.
 


20           First, I will discuss the elements of the claims in
 


21    causes of action one through five alleged in the first-amended
 


22    complaint, those causes of action for violation of Insurance
 


23    Code section 1871.7.
 


24           The first cause of action is for violation of
 


25    1871.7(a), unlawfully employing runners and cappers.
 


26           The second cause of action, violation 1871.7(b) for
 


27    Penal Code section 550(a)(1).
 


28           Third cause of action under 1871.1(b) of the Insurance
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1    Code for violation of Penal Code section 550(a)(5).
 
2           Fourth cause of action for violations of Insurance Code
 
3    section 1871.7(b) under Penal Code 550(a)(6).
 
4           And the fifth cause of action for violation of
 
5    Insurance Code section 1871.7(b) for Penal Code 549.
 
6           An essential element common to each of those causes of
 
7    action are a false and fraudulent claim being submitted.
 
8           CFCA imposes liability on any person who knowingly
 
9    presents or causes to be presented to an officer or employee
 


10    of the State or any public subdivision a false claim for
 


11    payment or approval.
 


12           This is under Government Code section 12651(a)(1).
 


13           As stated by Ninth Circuit in U.S. versus General
 


14    Dynamics  (2011) 637 F.3d 1047 under the False Claims Act it
 


15    seems a fairly obvious notion that a False Claims Act suit
 


16    ought to require a false claim because the statute attaches
 


17    liability not to the underlying fraudulent conduct but for the
 


18    claim for payment.
 


19           The defendants argue that there are insufficient facts
 


20    stated to constitute a cause of action because there are no
 


21    allegations in the first-amended complaint that a false or
 


22    fraudulent claim was actually presented or submitted to any
 


23    insurer, particularly to the Government under Medi-Cal for the
 


24    purpose of the sixth cause of action under CFCA.
 


25           Particularity challenges the false claim actions such
 


26    as in this case often focuses on the presentment requirement.
 


27           The causes of action discussing the presentment
 


28    requirement, the defendants in this case at bar rely on the
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1    principles elucidated in the 11th Circuit decision, United
 
2    States Ex.rel. Clausen versus Laboratory Corporation of
 
3    America (2002) 290 F.3d, 1301.
 
4           In that case the Court held that it was insufficient
 
5    for the plaintiff merely to describe the scheme in detail
 
6    without offering some indicia of reliability that an actual
 
7    false claim for payment was made to the Government.
 
8           This case, the Clausen case, the Court made clear its
 
9    position that to plead a presentment claim the minimum indicia
 


10    of reliability required to satisfy the particularity standard
 


11    are the specific contents of actors-submitted claims.
 


12           Based on this Clausen case the demurring defendants
 


13    argued that the first-amended complaint contains insufficient
 


14    facts because the Court may not infer from the scheme alleged
 


15    that claims to insurers were actually submitted.
 


16           Apparently, however, the 11th Circuit itself has moved
 


17    away from the Clausen exacting language.
 


18           In the case of United States ex.rel. Walker versus R
 


19    and F Properties, 11th Circuit, (2005) 433 F.3d 1349, the
 


20    Court has gone on to hold that a complaint satisfies a
 


21    requisite particularity.  But there are allegations merely
 


22    that plaintiff believed the hospital submitted false or
 


23    fraudulent claims.
 


24           The standard for alleging a claim was submitted that
 


25    defendant seeks to impose on the pleading in this case would
 


26    require affirmatively alleging details of thousands of claims
 


27    in an already-extended detailed complaint involving multiple
 


28    players and numerous moving parts.
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1           Other courts, consistent with the remedial scheme of
 
2    the Federal False Claims Act have applied the standard that
 
3    quote "To plead with particularity the circumstances
 
4    constituting the fraud of a relator's complaint if it cannot
 
5    allege the details of an actual submitted false claim may
 
6    nevertheless survive by alleging particular details of a
 
7    scheme to submit false claims paired with reliable indicia
 
8    that lead to a strong inference that claims were actually
 
9    submitted," citing the Grubbs case, 563 F.3d at 190.
 


10           The Ninth Circuit has reiterated in the case of Ebeid
 


11    versus Lungwitz, (2010) 616 F.3d 993 at 998, as follows:  "We
 


12    do not embrace the District Court's categorical approach that
 


13    would as a matter of course require a relator to identify
 


14    representative examples of false claims to support every
 


15    allegation, although we recognize that this requirement has
 


16    been adopted by some of our sister circuits.  In our view use
 


17    of representative examples is simply one means of meeting the
 


18    pleading obligations.
 


19           "We join the Fifth Circuit in concluding that it is
 


20    sufficient to allege particular details of a scheme to submit
 


21    false claims paired with reliable indicia that lead to a
 


22    strong inference that claims were actually submitted."
 


23           In the present case the present complaint contains an
 


24    entire section, entire examples of false claims containing two
 


25    illustrations alleging defendants Tri City and Pacific
 


26    Hospital submitting bills for surgical hardware and inflated
 


27    prices.
 


28           Also attached is exhibit 10, a spreadsheet plaintiffs
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1    allege details thousands of false claims submitted by
 
2    defendant hospitals between 2004 and 2009.  In other words,
 
3    the pleading here does allege representative samples.
 
4           While defendants assert that the spreadsheet is
 
5    unenlightening, the Court must take these allegations as true
 
6    as well as those that may be implied from the express
 
7    allegations which meet the standard or strong inference that
 
8    the claims were actually submitted.
 
9           Reviewing all the allegations of the first-amended
 


10    complaint in context, they detail the alleged scheme of
 


11    marketers and steerers referring patients to doctors and
 


12    hospitals, use of counterfeit hardware and hyped up prices and
 


13    surgery and hardware at all levels that has been sold to
 


14    hospitals and then billed by hospitals to insurers.
 


15           There are nearly 100 paragraphs of factual allegations
 


16    the Court must take as true on this demurrer stating with
 


17    specificity the purported lucrative scheme for marketers,
 


18    product distributors, hospitals and doctors to exponentially
 


19    increase the number of Worker's Compensation injury-related
 


20    spinal fusion surgeries.
 


21           With supporting examples it can be strongly inferred
 


22    that the allegations of the first-amended complaint that
 


23    claims actually were submitted to the Government and private
 


24    insurers.
 


25           Any inference that claims actually were submitted
 


26    further is bolstered by the judicially noticed plea agreement
 


27    of the defendant Michael Drobot implicating many of the
 


28    allegations here.
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1           Again, this is only for the purpose of a demurrer in
 
2    determining whether there is sufficient facts pled to support
 
3    a cause of action, not for any factual determination on any
 
4    issues.  The Court is not making any factual determinations on
 
5    anything.
 
6           In addition to the allegations regarding inflated
 
7    bills, there are also allegations that defendants submitted
 
8    claims for hardware they knew or actually disregarded as
 
9    counterfeit.
 


10           Therefore in conclusion the Court overrules defendants'
 


11    demurrer because there are sufficient facts stated to
 


12    constitute IFPA and CFCA causes of action, given the pleadings
 


13    standard the defendants invoke regarding submission and
 


14    presentation of a claim has been found too strenuous,
 


15    requiring much more than is necessary  at trial.
 


16           As stated in the Grubbs case, 563 F.3d at 188, "And
 


17    surely a procedural rule ought not to be read to insist that a
 


18    plaintiff plead a level of detail required to prevail at
 


19    trial.  Fraudulent presentment requires proof only of the
 


20    claim's falsity not of its exact contents.  A plaintiff does
 


21    not necessarily need the exact dollar amounts, billing numbers
 


22    or dates to prove to a preponderance that fraudulent bills
 


23    were actually submitted.  To require these details of pleading
 


24    is one small step shy of requiring production of actual
 


25    documentation with the complaint, a level of proof not
 


26    demanded to win at trial and significantly more than any
 


27    federal pleading rule contemplates."
 


28           Defendants also argue more broadly that plaintiffs' use
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1    of the collective pleading falls short of the requirement to
 
2    plead facts with particularity in order to sufficiently allege
 
3    fraud against each defendant.
 
4           Essentially the demurring party attacked the first
 
5    amended complaint on the ground it does not allege with
 
6    particularity the who, what, when, where, why to assert
 
7    liability against each defendant-alleged scheme.
 
8           Like all actions dealing with fraud, qui tam claims
 
9    under California law must be pled with particularity, and so
 


10    too are allegations of conspiracy subject to a heightened
 


11    pleading standard.
 


12           However, on other hand, the defendants ignore that the
 


13    IFPA and CFCA legislation are each remedial statutes.
 


14    Invoking principles applied to Federal False Claims Act suits,
 


15    the qui tam action for this Court is not on the same plain in
 


16    meeting the requirement of stating with particularity the
 


17    contents of fraud and misrepresentation.  The learning of the
 


18    federal authorities dealing with the qui tam statute is
 


19    certainly persuasive.
 


20           In any event, the multitude of ultimate facts asserted
 


21    in the pleading in this case state with specific specificity,
 


22    sufficient specificity, and particularity each defendants'
 


23    alleged conspiratorial acts in furtherance of a fraudulent
 


24    scheme.
 


25           So the Court does find that there is sufficient
 


26    allegations of fraud and conspiracy to hold the defendants to
 


27    answer the complaint.  If there are any uncertainties,
 


28    defendant can obtain more detailed information through
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1    discovery.
 
2           The Court noted earlier the many factual requirements
 
3    that must be taken as true, explaining each defendants'
 
4    alleged role in the fraud scheme.  It would be unproductive to
 
5    require repetition of those dozens of paragraphs from the
 
6    first-amended complaint with respect to each defendant.
 
7           Suffice it to say the first-amended complaint on its
 
8    face states facts with sufficient particularity to allege the
 
9    cause of action against the demurring defendants.
 


10           The defendants' assertion that the allegations simply
 


11    are not detailed enough lacks merit.  Contrary to defendants'
 


12    position that the pleading lacks factual substantiation for
 


13    the claims asserted, the Court must take as true the express
 


14    allegations that Riverside and San Bernardino, for example,
 


15    conspired to violate Insurance Code section 871.7 by utilizing
 


16    surgery hardware they knew should have been known was
 


17    counterfeit and they could not bill for, that claims were
 


18    submitted for surgeries known to have been performed in
 


19    exchange for kickbacks, that plaintiffs possess agreements
 


20    purporting to provide such kickbacks and all the inferences
 


21    the Court can reasonably extrapolate from these express
 


22    allegations and specific examples.
 


23           To the extent that defendants contend that plaintiffs
 


24    posit merely inadequate conclusions in the first-amended
 


25    complaint, defendants' argument seek to challenge some lack of
 


26    evidence that presents a question beyond the pleadings.
 


27           Simply put, the standard demanded by the defendants in
 


28    this demurrer would require plaintiffs to prove this case on
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1    this pleading on the details of the minutia of the scheme, the
 
2    proper subject of discovery, citing people Ex.rel. Sepulveda
 
3    versus Highland Federal Savings (1993) 14 Cal. App. 4th, 1692.
 
4           A review of the first-amended complaint makes clear
 
5    that the first-amended complaint describes in detail the
 
6    alleged fraudulent scheme to bill private and public insurers
 
7    on bills for spinal fusion surgeries and Workers Compensation
 
8    patients and outlines every defendants' purported role in the
 
9    conspiracy, even if some of the defendants' roles were more
 


10    limited than others.
 


11           Because the pleading states particularly detailed facts
 


12    sufficient to constitute causes of action against each
 


13    defendant, the Court is going to overrule the demurrer to the
 


14    first-amended complaint.
 


15           Finally, turning to the statute of limitations
 


16    arguments, the defendants argue that all the claims asserted
 


17    in the first-amended complaint are barred by the statute of
 


18    limitations, but the CFCA and IFPA contain alternative
 


19    limitations periods.
 


20           For claims under CFCA Government Code section 12654(a)
 


21    states that the action shall not be filed more than six years
 


22    after the date on which the violation is committed or more
 


23    than three years after the date on facts material to the right
 


24    of action are known or reasonably should have been known by
 


25    the Attorney General, the prosecuting authority with
 


26    jurisdiction to act under this article, but in no event more
 


27    than 10 years after the date on which the violations
 


28    committed, whichever of the aforementioned occurs last.
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1           IFPA claims may not be filed more than three years
 
2    after the discovery of facts constituting the grounds for
 
3    commencing the action, and no action may be filed more than
 
4    eight years after the commission of the act constituting a
 
5    violation of the section or violation of section 549,550 or
 
6    551 of the Penal Code.  This is an Insurance Code section
 
7    1871.7(l).
 
8           In the case at bar, the original complaint was filed on
 
9    May 25, 2012.  It challenges conduct going back to May, 2002
 


10    for the CFCA causes of action -- that's the sixth cause of
 


11    action.  It goes back to 2004 for the IFPA causes of action.
 


12           The defendants demur to all the allegations concerning
 


13    conduct that predates May, 2009 under the argued three-year
 


14    limitations period.  However, the three-year period for the
 


15    CFCA is triggered only if the Attorney General or prosecuting
 


16    authority knew or reasonably should have known of the facts
 


17    material to the fraud claim.
 


18           Case law makes clear that the qui tam plaintiffs'
 


19    knowledge is irrelevant for determining timeliness, citing
 


20    State ex.rel. Hindin versus Hewlett-Packard (2007) 153 Cal.App
 


21    4th 307, stating "Although the plaintiff knew about the
 


22    relevant facts more than three years before bringing the
 


23    action, his knowledge do not trigger the three-years'
 


24    limitation period and the action is not barred under section
 


25    12654."
 


26           The defendants have not pointed to any defect apparent
 


27    on the face of the first-amended complaint that any government
 


28    authority was aware of the fraudulent claims alleged in this
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1    action more than three years before it was filed.
 
2           Regarding the causes of action against the IFPA, the
 
3    qui tam plaintiffs discovery of facts is relevant with regard
 
4    to triggering the three-year rather than the eight-year
 
5    limitation period under Insurance Code section 1871.7(l).
 
6           However, the first-amended complaint contains
 
7    allegations regarding plaintiffs' delayed discovery of the
 
8    alleged scheme because the lack of transparency in the health
 
9    care industry due to defendants' conduct and under the tolling
 


10    doctrine of fraudulent concealment.  This is alleged in the
 


11    first-amended complaint, paragraphs 171 through 176.
 


12           The Court must accept as true the allegations that
 


13    plaintiff did not discover and could not have discovered
 


14    through the exercise of reasonable diligence the existence of
 


15    this scheme until just months before the filing of the
 


16    complaint as alleged in paragraph 171.
 


17           Accordingly, the Court cannot find a defect apparent on
 


18    the face of the first-amended complaint that the maximum 10-
 


19    and eight-year limitations periods apply and that plaintiffs'
 


20    claims are untimely.
 


21           The demurrer to the complaint -- to the claims in the
 


22    first-amended complaint based on violations before May 25,
 


23    2009 and the statute of limitations accordingly is overruled.
 


24           In conclusion, the Court overrules the demurrers to the
 


25    first-amended complaint in their entirety.
 


26           The Court will order the defendants to answer the
 


27    complaint.  I'll set it for 30 days, no later than
 


28    January 12th, 2015.
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1           The Court will order the plaintiffs to give notice of
 
2    the Court ruling and post it on the website.
 
3           We have a few other matters to discuss.
 
4           First, we do have other demurrers scheduled for
 
5    hearing.
 
6           What is the hearing date on those other demurrers?
 
7    Does anyone know?
 
8           MR. HUTCHINSON:  Your Honor, are you referring to the
 
9    individual cases?
 


10           THE COURT:  Yes.
 


11           MR. HUTCHINSON:  That hearing is February 20.
 


12           THE COURT:  Okay.  February 20.
 


13           The Court is also going to set a status conference for
 


14    February 20.  I see it's here.  11 a.m., is that right?  Yeah.
 


15           MR. HUTCHINSON:  Yes.
 


16           THE COURT:  And the Court is going to order the parties
 


17    to meet and confer to submit a joint report no later than
 


18    February 9th on the issue of discovery.
 


19           I think the proposal of having phased discovery appears
 


20    to make some sense in this case.  So I would order the parties
 


21    to meet and confer with regard to a schedule for undertaking
 


22    discovery and see if the parties can agree upon protocols for
 


23    a phased process.
 


24           I think the parties should consider whether or not that
 


25    the discovery can be taken in segments such as what has been
 


26    proposed.  First, discovery with regard to the issue of
 


27    whether the plaintiffs are original sources, whether they are
 


28    properly relators, whether there is jurisdiction issues
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1    concerning plaintiffs' situation, then perhaps segments of
 
2    discovery relating to the different types of fraud.
 
3           We have numerous relationships here in terms of
 
4    kickbacks, in terms of inflating prices, in terms of cappers
 
5    and illegal referrals.  So there may be a way of trying to
 
6    segment the discovery to reach certain issues which then may
 
7    subject the case to law and motion on the different subject
 
8    matter of the phases such as a summary judgment if there are
 
9    parties that believe that the discovery after phase one or two
 


10    would eliminate their involvement in the case.  So I will ask
 


11    that you consider that with one caveat.
 


12           That is, as you lay out a program for discovery and
 


13    even if you can agree on phased discovery, to the extent that
 


14    a witness has information with regard to a different phases,
 


15    the witness' deposition should be completed in totality on all
 


16    subjects so you don't have to have witnesses coming back
 


17    several times, even though you may be focusing on one phase of
 


18    discovery.
 


19           Anyway, I would ask the parties to think about that and
 


20    put together a discovery plan, and that report should be
 


21    submitted by February 9th.  We will discuss that further on
 


22    February 20th.
 


23           I would like to open up discovery at this point, but
 


24    I'm a little hesitant to interfere with organized protocols.
 


25    So I would ask the parties to think about what discovery can
 


26    be taken at this stage without interfering with an organized
 


27    process down the road.
 


28           The parties are to meet and confer and start talking
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1    about agreements about the first stage of discovery, what can
 
2    be agreed upon immediately.  You don't have to wait until
 
3    February 20th to start taking discovery.
 
4           Any other issues anyone wishes to address today?
 
5           MR. HUTCHINSON:  Yes, your Honor, briefly.
 
6           Robert Hutchinson for the individual plaintiffs, Golia,
 
7    Bravo, Cavalieri and Moses.
 
8           When we were here on November 19th those demurrers were
 
9    ordered to be filed by a certain date, and then your Honor
 


10    granted our ex parte application last week to extend those
 


11    times.
 


12           An issue has come up.  We advised the Court at that
 


13    last hearing that we had filed 28 new cases.  And to my
 


14    knowledge, as far as I know to anybody's knowledge, the Court
 


15    has not yet ordered those cases related.
 


16           THE COURT:  Are those new cases filed in Los Angeles
 


17    Superior Court?
 


18           MR. HUTCHINSON:  Yes.
 


19           THE COURT:  Do you have a list of those cases?
 


20           MR. HUTCHINSON:  A notice of related case has been
 


21    filed with the Court previously.  I don't have a list with me
 


22    at this point.
 


23           THE COURT:  When was the notice of related case filed?
 


24           MR. HUTCHINSON:  I believe they were all filed on
 


25    November 20, and notice of related cases were filed shortly
 


26    thereafter.
 


27           THE COURT:  All right.  Well they may not -- did you
 


28    see that?
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1           Let me address this?  Who are the defendants named in
 
2    those cases.
 
3           MR. HUTCHINSON:  It's the same group.
 
4           The allegations in those complaints are virtually
 
5    identical to the four individual cases before this Court now
 
6    with the exception, of course, of their individual plaintiffs,
 
7    so the specific information about their surgeries, where they
 
8    were done and when are unique to each case.  But basically
 
9    99.8 percent of the complaint is taken from the complaints
 


10    already on file.
 


11           The reason -- a question has come up whether the
 


12    defendants that have to file their demurrers in these four
 


13    related cases by January 9 have to also file their demurrers
 


14    if they would choose to do so in those other 28 cases.
 


15           THE COURT:  Well, have those other cases been served?
 


16    Has counsel agreed to accept service in those cases?
 


17           MR. HUTCHINSON:  They have mostly been served.  We are
 


18    waiting for a couple of signatures on notice and
 


19    acknowledgment of receipt, and there are a couple of
 


20    defendants that we will need to again ask the Court to allow
 


21    us to publish a summons and complaint.
 


22           THE COURT:  Well, first, let me ask, are any defendants
 


23    here going to object to relating those cases?
 


24           MR. BYRNE:  Your Honor, this is Mark Byrne for
 


25    Dr. Akmakjian.  If I could answer a related question or bring
 


26    up a related point.
 


27           Our firm only represents Dr. Akmakjian with respect to
 


28    the qui tam action that was ruled on today.  I realize that
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1    there are others and may be other actions that have already
 
2    been and will be consolidated, but there are other counsel --
 
3    I think other people might be in the same boat.  There are
 
4    other counsel representing my client in connection with all
 
5    the other matters.
 
6           It's also not true that Dr. Akmakjian is named in all
 
7    of the other ones.  He is named in some, not others.  So I'm
 
8    just pointing this out because I think it's very important at
 
9    all of these hearings that the Court doesn't assume that
 


10    everyone is the same counsel, number 1.
 


11           Number 2, that all the issues and that this is all
 


12    going to be passed on to other counsel today here for the qui
 


13    tam action -- that's fine -- not here for any of the other
 


14    cases.  I realize there is a demurrer hearing on February 20th
 


15    for that.  It's now been combined with a status report for the
 


16    qui tam.  I just want to make sure the Court keeps all of
 


17    those cases compartmentalized because they are not the same
 


18    even though they have been consolidated and maybe others will
 


19    be.
 


20           I also want to make sure that there is no duty, for
 


21    example, imposed upon me to give notice to Dr. Akmakjian's
 


22    other counsel in the other cases because that's not why I am
 


23    here today.
 


24           THE COURT:  Okay.
 


25           MR. HUTCHINSON:  Your Honor, the only issue I want to
 


26    clarify and I will pass that along to all the defense counsel
 


27    in the individual cases, some questions have been raised
 


28    whether if a party is going to file a demurrer in some of
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1    these or any of these 28 new cases they have to do it by
 
2    January 9th.
 
3           THE COURT:  I would say this.
 
4           First of all, I have not made a ruling relating any of
 
5    these cases, so that's one problem.
 
6           But an off-the-cuff comment that since the -- you say
 
7    they were just filed and notice of related case -- you said
 
8    November 20th or they were filed on November 20th?
 
9           MR. HUTCHINSON:  These cases were filed on
 


10    November 20th.
 


11           THE COURT:  They were filed November 20th, and we're
 


12    not sure yet if they have all been served.
 


13           The acknowledgment of service obviously is an extension
 


14    of time and when the responses were due.
 


15           I would think that counsel, probably whoever is going
 


16    to appear, would want more time than having to respond by
 


17    January 9th.  We don't even know when service would be, when
 


18    the 30 days' response would be.
 


19           So I don't think that we should try to force them into
 


20    saying if they are related because they have not yet forced
 


21    them into the same schedule that we have established for cases
 


22    that have already been here for a while.
 


23           MR. HUTCHINSON:  Fine.  Thank you.  I appreciate that.
 


24    That clarifies it.  I will pass that on to all counsel in
 


25    those cases.
 


26           THE COURT:  Okay.  Anything else anyone wishes to
 


27    address?
 


28           MR. GRAF:  Just to answer your Honor's earlier
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1    question, my client, Weiner, is not a defendant in these other
 
2    cases.  I anticipate he will be objecting to any effort to
 
3    relate them.
 
4           THE COURT:  Okay.  Anything else?
 
5           All right.  Thank you.  Counsel.  And my best wishes to
 
6    everyone for wonderful holidays.
 
7           MR. BERGER:  Thank you, your Honor.
 
8           (End of proceedings.)
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1           SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
 
2                     FOR THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES
 
3    DEPARTMENT 323              HON. ELIHU M. BERLE, JUDGE
 
4 
 
5    STATE OF CALIFORNIA, et al.,       )
                                       )
6                        Plaintiffs,    )
                                       ) SUPERIOR COURT
7              vs.                      ) CASE NO. BC 534466
                                       )
8    GARDENS REGIONAL HOSPITAL, et      )
    al.,                               )
9                                       )
                        Defendants.    )


10    ___________________________________)
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15           I, DAVID A. SALYER, Official Pro Tem Reporter of the
 


16    Superior Court of the State of California, for the County of
 


17    Los Angeles, do hereby certify that the foregoing pages, 1
 


18    through 65, inclusive, comprise a true and correct transcript
 


19    of the proceedings taken in the above-entitled matter reported
 


20    by me on December 11, 2014.
 


21           DATED December 13, 2014.
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